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Our first catalogue of 2017 has been somewhat delayed by the aftermath and reorganisation
of my office after moving in the winter of 2016, for which I apologise. I also wish to
apologise for recent communication problems as my telephone line and e-mail have been
disrupted by the move (the details remain as before – but BT don’t seem to be able to make
the connection – as it were).
The catalogue contains a very wide range of new material including some
interesting archives – notably the diaries and papers of Sergeant, later Lieutenant, A.W.
Rouse in the Ashanti Campaign of 1896 as Sergeant-Major of the Special Service Corps
formed for that expedition, as Sergeant-Major of the Mounted Infantry of the C.I.V. during
the Boer War (when he won the DCM) & in WW1, when he added the MC to his accolades.
Among the 1914-18 maps will be found several interesting Gallipoli items and
some rare Ypres Salient sheets.
Please note my change of address from Flat 4 to Flat 1, 22 Florence Road.
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INDIA
1. Army Lists. 13th (Shekhawati) Regiment Bengal Infantry from 1835 to 1884. Foolscap ledger containing manuscript Army
List entries from the raising of the regiment in 1835; the first nine years not included in official printed lists as only in 1844 was
the Brigade (as it then was) adopted by the British Government. For each year there is a title leaf followed by tabulated doublepage spread reproducing details from Bengal Army Lists &c., including composition & locations of the regiment. Contemp.
manuscript, wormed leaves, evidently of official regimental origin, lately professionally rebound in attractive full brown calf, gilt
to sp. with raised bands, with leather title panel from the original binding neatly laid into front board.
The Shekhawati Brigade (cavalry, infantry & gunners) was raised in Rajputana in 1835 in response to local unrest. It was
officially adopted in 1844 but remained on its original basis of two infantry battalions (each of 400 men), 600 cavalry and a
detachment of 12 guns (four drawn by 14 horses, two 6-lbrs. drawn by 18 horses & six guns drawn by 12 bullocks each) until
becoming the Shekhawati Battalion in 1847 then the 13th Regiment of N.I. (Late Shekhawati Bn.) in 1861. During the early years
it was more or less a family affair as the three officers were all Forsters, only the medical officers having a different name.
Indeed, H.F. Forster, CB, commanded from raising to 1860 - twenty-five years. He was succeeded as Commandant by W.R.
Forster, who commanded for a further two years when the family connection was broken. By this time the unit was much
enlarged in officers. Indian officers of the regiment are included from 1876 onwards. Fine source on the officers of the regiment
& its composition. VG. See illustrations on our website.
£450.00
2. Organization of the Native Army. [ii]+79pp. Allahabad: Pioneer Press. nd (c.1879).
Anonymous comments on the possible restructuring of the Indian Army to form a better model for active service than that
available for the recent 2nd Afghan War - from which various examples are derived & in which the author participated. He
advocates, inter alia, a two battalion system (Indian infantry regiments at that time were single battalion units with an inadequate
reserve), with one battalion forming the depot/recruiting/training base to supply the battalion in the field. Originially published as
a series of articles for the Pioneer. Recent yellow cloth, gilt to sp., VG thus. See illustration on our website.
£75.00
3. Our Indian Army: A Record of the Peace Contingent’s Visit to England 1919. 1st Ed., 19pp., oblong 4to, short letterpress
description of IA involvement in WW1 & in the visit to England + 38 col. illustrations. Issued for the India Office by Adams
Bros. & Shardlow Ltd. Contemp.
A record of the IA Peace Contingent’s visit to London & the events in which it participated, followed by watercolours of
various locations such as Hampton Court Camp (Transport Camp, Hospital, Indian Officers’ Camp, Indian Ranks’ Camp, &c.)
These are followed by attractive col. drawings, by W. Luker Jr., of “Some Representative Types of Officers, NCOs & men of Our
Indian Army” - 24 appealing character studies depictiing a range of regiments, ranks & classes. Orig. blue cloth, gilt dec. & black
titling to front, VG indeed & rare. See illustrations on our website.
£165.00
4. Training Area Ahmadnagar. Scale 1 inch = 1 mile. Official Survey of India map cut into 25 compartments & laid down in
linen, 83x83 cm approx. Published by Survey of India Offices, Calcutta. (c.1920s).
For Official Use Only. Fine & good scale coloured map with much interesting detail on one of the main training areas of
the Indian Army (later, and to this day, the home of the Indian Armoured Corps). Some staining & wear to covers, generally VG
& scarce (500 copies printed of this edition). See illustration on our website.
£75.00
5. Imperial Gazetteer of India. Provincial Series. United Provinces of Agra & Oudh: Vol. II: The Allahabad, Benares,
Gorakhpur, Kumaun, Lucknow, & Fyzabad Divisions, & The Native States. 1st Ed., xxxiv+524pp., fldg. map (of the United
Provinces). Calcutta: Superintendent of Govt. Printing. 1908.
Detailed gazetteer with much interesting detail on each location, supplemented by a comprehensive index. Orig. red cloth,
gilt, minor wear, VG. See illustration on our website.
£125.00
6. Imperial Gazetteer of India. Provincial Series. Punjab. Vol. I: The Province; Mountains, Rivers, Canals & Historic
Areas; And the Delhi & Jullundur Divisions. Vol. II: The Lahore, Rawalpindi. & Multan Divisions; And Native States.
Facsimile reprint of 1st Ed., xxvii+455pp., fldg. map & xxviii+447pp., fldg. map. VG in dws. New Delhi: Atlantic. 1991.
Reprint of detailed official gazetteer with much interesting detail on each location, supplemented by a comprehensive
index. Inner joimnt of Vol. II little loose o/w VG set. See illustration on our website.
£40.00
7. The Journal of the United Service Institution of India. Vol.l LXVIII, No. 292, July 1938; Vol. LXIX, No. 296, July 1939;
Vol. LXX Nos. 299 & 300, April & July 1940; Vol. LXXI Nos. 302, 303, 304 & 305, Jan., April, July & October 1941. Eight
issues, each c.100pp. in orig. dec. wraps., several photos., num. fldg. maps & diagrams. Lahore: For the USII. Contemp.
Attractive & scarce professional journal for officers of the Indian Army. The issues here offered contain numerous
interesting articles on NWF warfare (e.g., ‘An Operation in the Vicinity of Spinwam, 20th Oct. 1937’ by Lt.-Col. C.J. Wood MC;
‘Operations in the Lower Shaktu Valley, 16th-18th November 1937’ by Maj. T.H. Angus; ‘The Ordnance Service in Waziristan,
1937’ by Maj. M. Glover, &c.); pieces on other campaigns such as ‘An Interlude in the Campaign in Norway’ [1940] by An
Indian army Officer; ‘A Brigade at Dunkirk - And After’ by Brig. J.G. Smyth, VC, MC; ‘Wheels Over Eritrea’ by Lt.-Col. G.S.R.
Webb, MC & much more such as The European Long Service Soldier in India; Armoured Lorries; How to Live in India on your
Pay; Some Aspects of Forest Warfare, &c. VG throughout. See illustrations on our website.
£225.00
8. ADYE (Lt.-Col. John, CB, RA) The Defence of Cawnpore, By the Troops under the Orders of Major General Charles A.
Windham, C.B., in Nov. 1857. 1st Ed., 58pp., fldg. plan of Cawnpore “to illustrate the Battle of the 27th of November 1857”
(with hand-coloured detail) & another fldg. map, Outline map of the Country round Cawnpore. Longman, Brown et al. 1858.
Exceptionally rare first-hand account supplemented by texts of Windham’s Official Despatches on operations at
Cawnpore. “Gives a detailed account of three days of battle during which Cawnpore was defended, preventing the creation of an
enemy outpost in General Havelock’s rear. Author defends General Windham’s actions.” (Ladendorf 507). Arriving at Cawnpore,
Adye discovered that Sir Colin Campbell had already left to relieve Lucknow. With the Gwalior contingent advancing on
Cawnpore: “He took part in the actions fought there by Major-General Charles Ash Windham... He was present at the battle of 6
December, in which the Gwalior contingent was routed by Sir Colin Campbell after his return from Lucknow...”. Orig. red cloth,
blindstamped & gilt, some staining & wear, generally VG. See illustration on our website.
£425.00
9. ALCOCK (A., MB, LL.D., FRS) A Naturalist in Indian Seas: Or, Four Years With the Royal Indian Marine Survey
Ship “Investigator.” 1st Ed., xxiv+328pp., frontis., 98 figs. on around 80 plates, fldg. map. Murray. 1902.
Detailed & well illustrated work commencing with a history of the origin & earlier work of the Marine Survey of India
(established 1874), then an account of the author’s research voyages aboard Investigator in the 1880s, mainly in the Bay of
Bengal, including the Andaman Islands &c. Frontispiece of the ship & num. plates of specimens procured during the investigative
voyages. Orig. green cloth, dec. & gilt, sp. somewhat tanned, minor wear, overall VG. See illustration on our website. £65.00

10. ANNAND (A. McK.) Ed. Cavalry Surgeon: The Recollections of Deputy Surgeon-General John Henry Sylvester,
F.G.S., Bombay Army. New Ed., 336pp., 15 plates, 2 maps. VG in dw. Macmillan. 1971.
Highly readable account: Persian Campaign 1857 & largely Mutiny with 14th Light Dragoons & 1st Beatson’s Horse in
Sir Hugh Rose’s force & pursuit of Tantia Topi. Later MO to Probyn’s Horse. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. £20.00
11. BEAUMONT (Roger) Sword of the Raj: The British Army in India, 1747-1947. 1st Ed., xvi+237pp., numerous b/w illus.
VG in dw. Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill.
1977.
Useful, concise introduction to the subject. See illustration on our website.
£15.00
12. BRUCE (G.) The Burma Wars 1824-1886. 1st Ed., x+[179]pp., 30 illus., map eps. VG in dw. Hart-Davis, MacGibbon.
1973.
Useful standard account of the wars of 1825-25 & 1886 + other campaigns. See illustration on our website.
£15.00
13. CARDEW (Lt. F.G.) Comp. A Sketch of the Services of the Bengal Native Army. To the Year 1895. Compiled in the
Office of the AG in India, Revised & Edited in the Military Dept. of the Govt. of India by G.W. de Rhe-Philipe. 1st Ed.,
[ix]+v+576+iipp. Calcutta: Supt. of Govt. Printing. 1903.
Very useful reference on a great many battles & campaigns in India from 1599 but largely 1800 onwards, including many
obscure episodes neatly described, with num. notes on units present in various campaigns, British & Indian officers who
distinguished themselves, &c. (clearly original despatches & reports were a major source of information for the compiler).
Perkins 376. Orig. green cloth, gilt, cloth little stained, neatly recased, eps renewed, very scarce & VG thus. See illustration on
our website.
£145.00
14. CARMAN (W.Y.) Indian Army Uniforms under the British from the 18th Century to 1947: Cavalry. 1st Ed.,
xvi+234pp., 4to, 13 col. & 24 b/w plates, 180 figs. in text. VG in sl. chipped dw. Leonard Hill. 1961.
Standard work, well illustrated & scarce. Orig. pale blue cloth, gilt, VG in sl. chipped dw. See illustration on our
website..
£50.00
15. CARMAN (W.Y.) Indian Army Uniforms under the British from the 18th Century to 1947: Artillery, Engineers &
Infantry. 1st Ed., xii+258pp., 4to, 16 col. & 38 b/w plates. VG in chipped dw. Morgan Grampian. 1969.
Acclaimed illustrated standard work. Orig. cloth, VG in chipped dw. See illustration on our website.
£45.00
16. CHATTERTON (E. Keble, Lt., RNVR) The Old East Indiamen. 1st Ed., viii+343pp., col. frontis., 32 plates. Werner
Laurie. nd [1914]. 1930.
The 18th & 19th Century maritime trade between Europe & the East; largely the domain of the East India Company
through its jellously guarded monopoly. Orig. blue cloth, VG. See illustration on our website.
£25.00
17. DEWAR (Douglas) Bygone Days in India. 1st Ed., [xi]+287pp., 18 plates. Bodley Head. 1922.
Essays on a variety of subjects such as the sola topi, the punka, handbooks to India and obsolete Anglo-Indian words, also
descriptive of Anglo-Indian life & conditions during the 19th Century. Orig. green cloth, gilt, minor wear, VG. See illustration
on our website.
£25.00
18. DOUGLAS-HOME (Jessica) A Glimpse of Empire. 1st Ed., xi+131pp., approx. 40 photos., several maps. VG in dw.
Wilby: Michael Russell. 2011.
Visit to India for the 1911 Delhi Durbar, various travels including to the Afghan Border & Khyber Pass: a most engaging
travelogue by a well-connected observer. VG in dw. See illustration on our website.
£15.00
19. EARDLEY-WILMOT (Sainthill, CIE, late IG of Forests) Forest Life & Sport in India. 1st Ed., xi+324pp., 18 photos. (by
Mabel Eardley-Wilmot). Edward Arnold. 1910.
Author was appointed to the Indian Forest Service soon after the Indian Mutiny & describes “life in the department full of
hardships, loneliness, & discomfort... drawbacks... largely compensated for by the splendid opportunities for sport of all kinds...
Of his professional life the author gives some most interesting particulars, & reveals to the uninitiated what a many-sided career
is that of a Conservator of Indian Forests...” (from publishers’s note: which also states that “What [the author] does not know
about tiger-shooting cannot be worth knowing...”). Orig. red cloth, gilt, little marked, lacking ffep o/w VG with armorial
bookplate of a family member of the author, Charles Frderick Eardley Shakerley, pasted over that of Edward Douglas Eardley
Wilmot. See illustration on our website.
£50.00
20. FORBES-MITCHELL (William) Reminiscences of the Great Mutiny 1857-59 Including the Relief, Siege & Capture of
Lucknow, & The Campaigns in Rohilcund & Oude. 1st Ed., xii+295pp., 2 fldg. plans. Macmillan. 1893.
Personal experiences of a sergeant with the 93rd Highlanders. Orig. red cloth, gilt, little rubbed/worn, generally VG. See
illustration on our website.
£30.00
21. GLEIG (Rev. G.R., MA) The Life of Major-General Sir Thomas Munro, Bart. & K.C.B., Later Governor of Madras.
With Extracts from his Correspondence & Private Papers. 2nd Ed., 2 Vols., xxiv+484pp., portrait frontis., fldg. maps &
iv+463pp. Colburn & Bentley. 1831.
Munro entered the Madras army in 1780, served in Mysore, Mahratta & Pindari Wars & rose to Major-Genl. Became
Governor of Madras in 1820; died of cholera 1827. Later qtr. black morocco, wheat cloth sides, VG. See illustration on our
website.
£145.00
22. GUY (Alan J.) & BOYDEN (Peter B.) Soldiers of the Raj: The Indian Army 1600-1947. 1st Ed., orig. illustrated card
wraps., 368pp., 4to, illus. throughout in col. & b/w. National Aarmy Museum.. 1997.
Well-illustrated & informative work published to coincide with a major special exhibition at the NAM. See illustration on
our website.
£20.00
23. HARFIELD (Alan) The Indian Army of the Empress 1861-1903. 1st Ed., 192pp., 4to, photos. & other illus. throughout
(inc. 16 in col.), sketch maps. VG in dw. Tunbridge: Spellmount. 1990.
The post-Mutiny Indian Army & its campaigns, with many evocative illustrations depicting numerous regiments, soldiers
& British & Indian officers. See illustration on our website.
£15.00
24. HARRIS (Mrs Katherine)] A Lady’s Diary of the Siege of Lucknow. Written for the Perusal of Friends at Home. New (i.e.
2nd) Ed., vii+211pp. Murray. 1858.
Rare record by the wife of the Rev. James P. Harris: “...gives an excellent picture of conditions during the siege” Ladendorf 286. This edition with several corrections & additions. Orig. plum cloth, gilt, somewhat worn but pleasing original
state, about VG. See illustration on our website.
£75.00

25. HOOK (Theodore)] The Life of General, The Right Honourable Sir David Baird, Bart., G.C.B., H.C. &c. 1st Ed., 2
Vols., xii+448 & viii+442pp., portrait frontis. in Vol. I, 2 fldg. maps, plan. Bentley. 1832.
Standard biography: 71st HLI in India from 1780, severely wounded relieving Arcot & became a prisoner of Hyder Ali for
nearly four years of deprivation. On release returned to England & in due course purchased command of the 71st. Returned to
India as Bde. commander & saw much service in Mahratta Wars: captured Pondicherry in 1795 & led the storming party at
Seringapatam in 1799. In Egypt 1801 he famously marched his force across the desert to the Nile. South America (Monte Video)
&c. then in the Peninsula War he lost an arm at Corunna which finished his active command; later C-in-C Ireland &c. Contemp.
half calf, neatly rebacked with orig. sps. laid down, VG thus & scarce. See illustration on our website.
£125.00
26. HUGHES (Derrick) The Mutiny Chaplains. 1st Ed., 192pp., 4 photos., map. VG in dw. Wilton: Michael Russell. 1991.
The Mutiny through the eyes of the East India Company’s chaplains, inc. extracts from unpublished diary & archives & a
short account of the EIC’s Chaplain Service until its abolition in 1858. VG in dw. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
27. ILBERT (Sir Courtenay, GCB, KCSI) The Government of India: Being a Digest of the Statute Law Relating Thereto,
with Historical Introduction & Explanatory Matter. 3rd Ed., xxxix+499pp. (& viiipp. Supplement ‘Table of Comparison
Between Digest & The Act’ bound in at front). Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1916.
Comprising Historical Introduction; Summary of Existing Law; Digest of Stautory Enactments...; The ICS; Indian High
Courts; Ecclesiastical Establishment; British Jurisdiction in Native Sastes & much more. Orig. dark red cloth, gilt, VG exreference lib. with minor markings. See illustration on our website..
£35.00
28. INDIAN ARMY POST 1947: Armed Forces Encyclopaedia in Pictures Approx. 80 unnumbered leaves, oboing 4to
(46x30 cm approx.), letterpress & col. illus. throughout. Ambala: Army Educational Stores. nd (c.1967)
A fully colour illustrated guide to the campaign medals & gallantry awards (with portaits & citations for the higher
awards), rank badges of the Indian Army, Navy & Air Force, Flags & Plates borne on official cars &c., regimental crests & other
badges, uniforms past & present, correct ways of salutuing, &c. Orig. dec. paper covd. boards, little worn, overall VG, attractive
& scace. See illustrations on our website.
£125.00
29. JOCELYN (Col. J.R.J.) The History of the Royal & Indian Artillery in the Mutiny of 1857. 1st Ed., [xxvi]+520pp., 15
illus., 11 maps (inc. 5 fldg.) & numerous plans in text. Murray. 1915.
Detailed & scarce work with much of interest on lesser known operations as well as all the big events. Various rolls of
officers’ services &c. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, minor wear (little chipped at head & tail of sp.), patterned paper laid over pastedowns, VG thus. See illustration on our website.
£90.00
30. KAYE (John William) The Administration of The East India Company; A History of Indian Progress. 2nd Ed. (with a
new Preface), xvi+716pp. Bentley. 1853.
This 2nd Ed., published in the same year as the 1st, with new Preface by the author, presents a solid narrative of the
EIC/British involvement in India to the date of publication & ranges over various regions & issues. Scarce original edition, bound
in recent blue cloth, with orig. blue cloth sp. title laid down & VG thus. See illustration on our website.
£50.00
31. MADRAS ARMY LIST 1832. A List of the Officers of the Army, Ordnance & Medical Departments, Serving Under
the Presidency of Fort St. George: With an Index. Fort St. George, Adjutant General’s Office, December 1831.
[ii]+152+viii+xviipp. (with blank interleaves). Madras: Asylum Press. [1832].
Regimental & corps listings with notes on services & an index. A few of the blank interleaves utilised for additional
lists/notes. Modern blue cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website.
£125.00
32. MAXWELL (Col. Leigh) My God - Maiwand! Operations of the South Afghanistan Field Force 1878-80. 1st Ed.,
x+277pp., 7 illus., 11 maps. VG in dw. Cooper. 1979.
Accomplished standard account. VG in dw. See illustration on our website.
£25.00
33. NAPIER (Maj.-Gen. W.F.P.) The Conquest of Scinde: With Some Introductory Passages in the Life of Maj.-Gen. Sir
Charles James Napier. 1st Ed., 2 Vols., [v]+531pp. in all, 6 fldg. plans. Boone. 1845.
A full account, political & military, including full accounts of the battles of Meanee & Hyderabad. The two parts were
published several months apart (it was deemed expedient by the Napier camp to get the ‘political’ statement out without delay, to
counter criticism of Charles Napier), with leaf of ‘Correction of Errors in the First Part’ bound in Part II. Orig. red cloth, gilt, sps.
splitting & chipped, publisher’s catalogue bound in at front of both Parts. See illustration on our website.
£145.00
34. NEVE (Ernest E., MD, FRCS [Edin.]) Beyond the Pir Panjal: Life & Missionary Enterprise in Kashmir. 2nd Imp. of
popular Ed., viii+178pp., 33 photos. Church Missionary Soc. 1915.
Life in Kashmir duing tha late 19th Century: medical mission work &c. Orig. dec. grey cloth, little splitt9ing, VG. See
illustration on our website.
£15.00
35. NICHOLSON (A.P.) Scraps of Paper: India’s Broken Treaties, Her Princes, & The Problem. 1st Ed., 355pp., 8 plates, 2
fldg. maps. Ernest Benn. 1930.
Study of the relationship between British rule & the Native (indigenously ruled) States: “The general supposition in
England is that our relations with the Indian States have been normal during the past sixty years. That is not the case, & that there
have been grave abuses of privilege, will be shown by the facts & documents garnered in this book. These greiveances call for
redress...” Orig. red cloth, gilt, little worn, about VG. See illustration on our website.
£25.00
36. ROBERTS (FM Lord) Letters Written During the Indian Mutiny. 1st Ed., xxii+169pp., portrait frontis., 5 illus., 2 maps.
Macmillan. 1924.
Bengal Horse Artillery & DAQMG of Delhi Field Force (VC). Letters found after the author’s death & published by his
family. Ladendorf 365. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website.
£30.00
37. ROBSON (Brian) Ed. Sir Hugh Rose & the Central India Campaign 1858. 1st Ed., xxvi+323pp., portrait, plate, 7 maps.
ARS. 2000.
Selected correspondence, documents, orders, telegrams &c., a significant contribution to the records of this neglected
campaign. Orig. red cloth, VG (without dw). See illustration on our website.
£15.00
38. ROWBOTHAM (Comm. W.B., RN) Ed. The Naval Brigades in the Indian Mutiny 1857-58. 1st Ed., xv+331pp., fldg.
map. NRS. 1947.
Standard history of the three brigades, “Shannon” & “Pearl” in Bengal & the little-known “Pelorus” on the Irrawaddy
River. Orig. blue & white cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website.
£35.00

39. SEN (Surendra Nath) Eighteen Fifty-Seven. 1st.Ed., xxviii+468pp., 8 illus., 3 fldg. maps. Calcutta: Govt. of India
Publications Division. 1958.
Substantial official history of the Indian Mutiny. Orig. printed wraps., VG. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
40. SHAND (Alexander Innes) General John Jacob: Commandant of the Sind Irregular Horse & Founder of Jacobabad.
1st Ed., x+320pp., portrait frontis., 25 plates, map. Seeley. 1900.
Bombay Artillery 1828 & served in Scinde Campaign becoming Political Supt. of the Scinde Frontier 1847 & saw much
action against the hill tribes. Cmd. cavalry in Persian War, 1857. Remarkable soldier, reformer & pioneer of improved rifles who
did much to leave his stamp on Scinde before his premature death of fever aged 46 in 1858. Orig. maroon cloth, gilt, VG. See
illustration on our website.
£45.00
41. SLEEMAN (Maj.-Gen. Sir W.H.) Rambles & Recollections of an Indian Official Revised & Annotated Ed. by Vincent C.
Smith, MA &c., late of the Indian Civil Service, xxxix+667pp., portrait frontis., fldg. map. Oxford Univ. Press. 1915.
Revised edition of standard work on the Indian races, their habits, customs & traditions, also of the Anglo-Indians. This
edition benefits from a Memoir of Sleeman & a detailed bibliography of his published works & notes on his unpublished
manuscripts. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG & very scarce. See illustration on our website.
£125.00
42. STANFORD (J.K.) Ladies in the Sun: The Memsahib’s India 1790-1860. 1st Ed., xiii+145pp., col. frontis., 27 illus. VG in
sl. chipped dw. Galley Press. 1962.
Absorbing study based on several ladies’ journals. VG in sl. chipped dw. See illustration on our website.
£15.00
43. TAYLOR (P.J.O.) What Really Happened During the Mutiny: A Day-by-Day Account of the Major Events of 18571859 in India. 1st Ed., [vii]+323pp., illus. throughout, several maps & diagrams. VG in dw. Delhi: OUP. 1997.
Useful wholly factual chronology plus reasonably detailed bibliography & a very handy reference. VG in dw. See
illustration on our website.
£20.00
44. TROTTER (Capt. L.J.) The Bayard of India: A Life of General Sir James Outram, Bart., GCB, Etc. 1st Ed., xi+320pp.,
portrait frontis., plate. Blackwood. 1903.
Excellent biography of Outram, inc. Sikh Wars, Afghanistan, Persian War 1856, Indian Mutiny &c. Orig. red cloth, gilt,
sp. somewhat mottled, little unobtrusive staining to edges of boards, usual foxing to text, overall VG & scarce. See illustration
on our website.
£50.00
45. VILLIERS-STUART (Col. J.P., CB, DSO, OBE) Letters of a Once Punjab Frontier Force Officer to His Nephew
Giving His Ideas on Fighting on the North West Frontier & in Afghanistan. 1st Ed., viii+86pp., 3 photos., 3 fldg. sketches in
end-pocket + 3 in text. Sifton Praed. 1925.
Valuable introduction to NWF conditions by an experienced old hand, with much detail on Frontier fighting, several
useful maps & photos., tips & suggestions for further reading &c. Orig. blue cloth, minor wear, VG & very scarce. See
illustration on our website.
£75.00
46. WAKEFIELD (W., MD) Our Life & Travels in India. 1st Ed., xii+452pp., frontis. Sampson Low et al. 1878.
The author sailed for India in Jan. 1874, appointed Surgeon to the 13th Hussars: describes the journey east aboard one of
Her Majesty’s Indian Transports, arrival at Bombay, life at various stations, travels & impressions, details of Mutiny events at
Cawnpore &c., shikar expeditions (tiger-shooting, pig-sticking &c.), Hill Station life & more, eloquently described by an
interested & observant author. Orig. brown cloth, dec. in black & gilt, little rubbed & worn, frontis. foxed, little marking to rear
ep, generally sound. Scarce. See illustration on our website.
£145.00
47. WOODYATT (Maj.-Gen. Nigel, CB) Under Ten Viceroys: The Reminiscences of a Gurkha. 1st Ed., 320pp., 16 plates.
Jenkins. 1922.
Service with 3rd & 7th Gurkhas in India, Garhwal, Nepal &c. 1880s-1920s; cmd. Derajat Bde. in 3rd Afghan War &c.
Orig. dec. cloth, minor wear, about VG. See illustration on our website.
£25.00
48. WORSWICK (C.) & EMBREE (A.) The Last Empire: Photography in British India, 1855-1911. 1st Ed., 150pp., oblong
4to, photos. throughout. VG in sl. chipped dw. Gordon Fraser Gallery Ltd. 1976.
Introductory essay followed by selection of beautifully reproduced & marvellously evocative photos. by leading
photographers of the Raj era such as Beato & Bourne, & others less well known. Hardback edition, VG in sl. chipped dw. See
illustration on our website.
£20.00

INDIAN ARMY REGIMENTAL HISTORY
49. BARCLAY (Brig. C.N., CBE, DSO) The Regimental History of the 3rd Queen Alexandra’s Own Gurkha Rifles Volume
II (1927 to 1947). 1st Ed., xx+316pp., 45 photos., 11 fldg. maps & 13 sketch maps. Clowes. 1953.
Pre-war North-West Frontier & largely WW2: two bns. in Burma, one in North Africa & Italy, one NWF. Detailed history
with Rolls of Hon. (British & Gurkha officers) & awards. Perkins 500. Orig. rifle green cloth, gilt, somewhat stained & worn, exlib. 4th Bn. 3rd Gorkha Rifs. with their oval ink stamp & traces of paper labels to sp. & boards, o/w VG & very scarce. See
illustration on our website.
£145.00
50. JAIPUR (H.H. The Maharaja of) The Indian State Forces. 1st Ed., xxiv+122pp., illus. with State Forces badges. VG ex-lib.
in dw. Cooper. 1967.
Scarce study of the services of the State Forces, with short history & illustration of badge of each unit. Perkins 379. Exreference lib., minor markings, VG in dw (jacket unmarked). See illustration on our website.
£35.00
51. MULLALY (Capt. B.R.) Comp. Bugle & Kukri: The Story of the 10th Princess Mary’s Own Gurkha Rifles. 1st Ed.,
xviii+492pp., 4to, col. frontis., 42 photos., 21 maps. Blackwood. 1957.
WW1 Gallipoli & Mesopotamia, Arab Rebellion 1920; WW2 Italy & Burma campaigns, post-war Malaya. Roll of Hon.
(WW2), awards 1893-1947 inc. MSM, LS&GC &c. Perkins 508. Orig. green cloth, silver gilt, bevelled boards, VG. See
illustration on our website.
£125.00
52. PHYTHIAN-ADAMS (Lt.-Col. E.G., Madras Regt. &c.) Madras Infantry 1748-1943. 1st Ed., x+133pp., frontis. Madras:
Govt. Press. 1943.
The Madras Army, its regiments & campaigns, with a table of units noting when raised, changes in designation, disbanded
&c. “A very detailed & readable narrative history... good descriptions of many small-scale actions... helpful notes on battle
honours, unit lineages, & unit war services.” - Perkins. Very nice copy, dec. paper covd. boards with green cloth backstrip, VG &
scarce. See illustration on our website.
£95.00

53. PHYTHIAN-ADAMS (Lt.-Col. E.G., OBE, late Madras Regt. &c.) The Madras Regiment 1758-1958. 1st Ed., viii+338pp.,
5 col. & 8 b/w plates, 6 fldg. maps (several coloured). VG in sl. marked dw. Wellington [India]: Printed by C.D. Dhody & Sons
at The Defence Services Staff College Press. 1958.
Excellent & rare: “The most comprehensive history of the regt... It is fluently written, with good supporting maps. The
author provides short accounts of services in WW1 [East Africa, NWF, Kurdistan] & WW2 [Burma & South-East Asia], but the
narrative is particularly detailed in its coverage of the 18th & 19th Century conflicts - the French Wars (1746-1748, & 17571762), the four Mysore Wars, the two Mahratta Wars, the three Burma campaigns, the First & Second China Wars, the second
Afghan War, & the NWF campaigns between 1895 & 1898. Honours & awards are covered by a chapter within the main body of
the narrative.” - Perkins. He might also have mentioned the Malabar Rebellion 1921-22. Orig. green cloth, gilt, VG in little
marked dw. See illustration on our website.
£275.00
54. QURESHI (Major M.I.) The First Punjabis: History of the 1st Punjab Regiment 1759-1956. 1st Ed., xix+484pp., col.
frontis., 47 photos., 49 maps (several fldg.). Aldershot: G&P. 1958.
The regiment, post-1922, consisted of six regular infantry bns. (their pre-1922 designations being 62nd, 66th, 76th, 82nd
& 84th Punjabis & 1st Brahmins). Their experiences encompass a wealth of campaigns from 1759 onwards. WW1 mainly in
Mespot., WW2 (when they had a further eight war-raised bns.) Western Desert, Italy, Paiforce & Burma. Roll of WW2 awards.
“A tour de force” - Perkins 447. Ex-lib., rebound in lib. cloth, VG thus, sound & complete with ep maps retained. See
illustration on our website.
£85.00
55. RAWLINSON (H.G.) The History of the 2/6th Rajputana Rifles (Prince of Wales’s Own). 1st Ed., x+195pp., 9 plates, 10
maps. VG in chipped dw. Oxford Univ. Press. 1936.
Afghanistan, Persia, Indian Mutiny, WW1 in Mesopotamia & Seistan Field Force. Perkins 456. Orig. green cloth, gilt, VG
in chipped dw. See illustration on our website.
£75.00
56. SHAKESPEAR (Col. L.W.) History of the 2nd King Edward’s Own Goorkha Rifles (The Sirmoor Rifles). Reprint,
xii+183pp., 4to, 26 plates, maps, plans. Aldershot: G&P. 1950.
Fine & handsome history covering Indian Mutiny (notably at Delhi), 2nd Afghan War, North-West Frontier &c. Perkins
498. Orig. red & green cloth, gilt, ex-lib. but near fine thus. See illustration on our website.
£45.00
57. SHAKESPEAR (Col. L.W., CB, CIE) History of the 2nd King Edward’s Own Goorkhas, The Sirmoor Rifle Regiment
Vol. II, 1911-1921. 1st Ed., xix+246pp., 4to, 29 photos., 17 fldg. maps. Aldershot: G&P (for the Regimental Committee, “For
Private Circulation Only”). 1924.
Excellent history with fine maps & illus. Abor expedition; WW1 France & Flanders with Indian Corps 1914-15; Egypt &
Palestine, Mespot & North Persia. Var. lists inc. Roll of Hon., awards. “Written in very great detail... a first-class history apart
from the lamentable lack of an index” - Perkins 498. Orig. red & green cloth, gilt, sp. sunned & boards somewhat so, but VG. See
illustration on our website.
£120.00
58. STEVENS (Lt.-Col. G.R., OBE) History of the 2nd King Edward VII’s Own Goorkha Rifles (The Sirmoor Rifles) Vol.
III 1921-1948. 1st Ed., xv+322pp., 4to, num. photos., 18 maps (most fldg.). Aldershot: G&P. 1952.
Inc. NWF & WW2 in Middle East, Malaya & Burma (one bn. with Chindits). Roll of Hon., British & GOs. “The story of
all five WW2 battalions is told in detail” - Perkins. Orig. red & green cloth, gilt, VG ex-lib. copy. See illustration on our
website.
£65.00
59. VIBART (Major H.M.) The Military History of The Madras Engineers & Pioneers, From 1743 up to the Present Time.
1st Ed., 2 Vols., xxiii+602pp., frontis., 23 maps & plans (most fldg.) & xiv+627pp., portrait frontis., maps & plans (most fldg.).
W.H. Allen. 1883.
Various 18th Century campaigns: Pondicherry, Mahratta Wars, Seringapatam &c., West Indies, Central India 1817-18,
Burma 1825 & 1850, China 1842, Indian Mutiny in Central India, Lucknow, &c., China 1860, Abyssina 1869 & Afghanistan
1878-80. “This is a handsome & very well presented pair of books, with many individual officers mentioned in the narrative &
with admirably full descriptions of battles & campaign services.” - Perkins. Lists of officers casualties, honours & awards (to
British & Indian Officers), many excellent maps & plans, most fldg. Orig. red cloth, blindstamped & gilt, both vols. somewhat
marked, spotted & worn, Vol. II rebacked, retaining orig. sp. panel, VG thus & rare. See illustration on our website.
£275.00

AFRICA
60. Quartermaster Lieutenant Arthur W. Rouse, MC, DCM: An Important Archive including Rouse’s Diary of the
Ashanti Campaign 1895-96 (Sergeant-Major to the Special Service Corps raised for that campaign), The Boer War 1900
(Sergeant-Major of the Mounted Infantry of the City Imperial Volunteers [C.I.V.]) & WW1 in France & Flanders
(Captain & Quartermaster, ASC, MGC, &c.), together with related documents, paperwork & reunion programmes for
the C.I.V., &c. A fine Ashanti 1896 & Boer War archive consisting of: (i) A worn foolscap ledger, approx. 80pp., containing
Rouse’s detailed service record, written in ink in his own hand, followed by fair copies of his informative campaign diaries of the
Ashanti War 1896 & the Boer War, & a briefer record of his services on the Western Front during the First World War, together
with pasted-in cuttings & ephemera relating to these campaigns; (ii) several loose leaves from a ‘family album’ including photos.
of Rouse during the Great War, MiD certificate (Lord French’s Despatch of 30/11/1915, as Squadron Sgt. Major in the ASC),
attractive MGC service certificate with name “Lieut. A.W. Rouse, M.C., D.C.M.”, group photo. of Col. Cholmondeley & Sgts.,
CIV, on board RMSS Briton en route to South Africa in 1900; (iii) Various loose photos. & documents pertaining to Rouse inc.
portraits, group photos. of MI Section, 1st (VB) Royal Berkshire Regt. in 1898 & 1901 (bracketing his Boer War service in the
CIV); several CIV reunion dinner menus signed by Rouse & others inc. Cholmondeley, the CO, & other officers; a printed
proclamation by Botha & a handwritten deed signed by the president of South Africa in 1887 (these presumably retained by
Rouse as souvenirs of the campaign); (iv) Dup. typescript 2pp. foolscap history of the CIV MI with various interesting statistics
as to the trades of members of the unit, &c., compiled by Rouse on the return journey from SA in October 1900; (v) Dup.
typescript concert programme aboard ship on the journey to SA in Jan. 1900, most of the artistes being members of the CIV; (vi)
two WW1 period pay books issued to the recipient + his blue cloth covd. Officer’s Record of Services.
Rouse was evidently a very talented soldier who rose quickly through the ranks between enlistment (in the Royal
Berkshire Regiment) in 1888 & appointment to be Sergeant-Major of the Special Service Corps raised for service in Ashanti (350
strong & drawn from several regiments & corps) just seven years later, in 1895. This minor campaign - fewer than 2000 British
troops participated - was led by Col. Sir Francis Scott to pacify & instil discipline in King Prempeh, who was impeding the
freedom of trade & persisting in human sacrifice. The force captured Kumasi & curtailed Prempeh’s activities. As it was such a
small force surviving personal accounts are self-evidently rare. Rouse details his appointment & the composition of the force,

followed by diary of the campaign from November 1895-February 1896. Arrival, Cape Coast Castle, 28/12/95: “Kits & baggage
ashore 7 a.m. Troops paraded at 2.15 p.m. & disembarked by surf boats in Sections, marched to the Castle, emergency ration &
70 rounds ball am. served out. Marched to Jaykuma 7 miles, the march was most terrible, the heat being felt by the troops, left the
Castle with No. 4 Section at 4.30 arrived at Jaykuma 7.30 p.m. passed a terrible lot of men who had fell out. Sergt. Arkinshall,
Scots Guards, brought into Camp very bad & died in 3 hours from heat apoplexy. Sheltered in huts made by natives.” Most of the
expedition consisted of marching, e.g., 3/1/96: “Marched from Yaucomassie Assin at 2 a.m. arrived at Prahsue at 8.30 a.m., 15
miles. Prince Henry came to meet us half a mile from camp. Inspected by Sir F. Scott & staff who was very pleased with the way
in which we had marched. Strength on arrival 249. 1 died & 4 sent back to the coast with fever. Good bathing in River Prah in the
evening.” After a lengthy march the Ashanti border was crossed on 15/1/1896 & the force reached Kumasi on the 17th, when the
town was occupied. After some delay Prempeh & his cohorts were rounded up, but he insisted he was unable to pay outstanding
indemnities from the war of 1873-74 so he, with the Queen Mother & other chiefs, were made prisoners. In order to put a stop to
human sacrifice various Fetish Houses &c. were destroyed. Rouse, 17/1/96: “Marched from Dede Siwa at 6 a.m. arrived Kumasi
3 p.m. (Native Levies [i.e. Baden-Powell’s levies], S.S. Corps., Hausas, Head Qrs. & 2nd West Yorks) played into Kumasi by
Hausa drums, Square full of Kings & Chiefs, formed up in front of Prempeh, were [sic] he was ordered to attend palaver on
Monday next, we were then told off to our Quarters on N. side of town, most filthy place, strict orders given no man to leave his
hut.” 20/1/96: “Parade at 7 a.m. for palaver. Prempeh refused to come. Sent two Cos. S.S.C. to bring him out of his palace...
refused to sign treaty... with Queen Mother & about 10 more Chiefs made prisoners... Troops marched back to Quarters & kept
under arms... Looting going on everywhere, Ashantis running away trying to set fire to town.” The next day “Fetish temples &
trees blown up, skulls & all fetish worship destroyed by Engineers.” The force having more or less achieved its object returned to
the coast. Rouse’s diary continues during this period & the return voyage, arriving Plymouth on 25/2/96. Details of march
distances &c. conclude his account, together with press cuttings &c. He then served at Aldershot &c., until on 12/1/1900 he
“Went to the Mansion House [in London] & apptd. Sergt.-Major to the Mounted Infantry C.I.V. Received Freedom of City of
London at the Guildhall. Fitted clothing. Service in St. Pauls, supper in the Inner Temple.” Thus commenced his second
campaign. He was with the CIV in South Africa for nine months during which he was wounded at Jabobsdal and received the
DCM, as detailed in his diary, with much other matter on the CIV: 15/2/1900: “...came in touch with enemy 2 miles from
Jacobsdal & exchanged shots. Went forward with C.O. (Colonel Cholmondeley) & dismounted when suddenly fired into about
50 yards away, shot through left leg & ran about 20 yards for cover, laid between two fires for 2 hours before firing line came
up... was brought into Boer Hospital & taken care of by German doctors. Wounds bleeding very much during the night... Visited
by Lord Roberts & Staff...” Rouse recovered & saw out the rest of the year with the CIV on the veldt until the unit returned home.
His diary continues throughout the campaign. He remained in the Army until December 1907 when he was discharged at his own
request after 20 years’ service. In 1914, however, he re-enlisted & was immediately appointed a Staff Sergeant-Major in the ASC.
Served in France & Flanders from July 1915, initially with XVIII Corp HQ until commissioned as Lt. & Quartermaster in Sept,.
1917, after which he was, successively, QM to 9th East Surreys, 8th Suffolks, 7th South Lancs & finally 19th Bn. MGC from
Feb. 1918 onwards. He provides a concise diary account of these services up to the end of 1917, with records of some interesting
events such as accompanying an MP & a deputation of munition workers to the trenches in October 1915, & on 2/11/17, at Ypres
with 7th South Lancs: “Oaf Trench. Through Battle Wood with rations - hot time - shelling - mud.” During WW1 Rouse added a
Mention in Despatches and MC (“quite invaluable under all circumstances & during the most strenuous fighting”) to his previous
medals & awards. A very interesting & rare archive of three campaigns, including interesting documents & photos. See
illustrations on our website.
£2250.00
61. Captain Fulbeck Wright Archer, 3rd Bn. King’s Royal Rifle Corps: Battle of Tel-el-Kebir, Egypt 1882. Contemp. 4pp.
ms. copy of a letter written by Archer at Beuha dated 20th Sept. 1882, after the Battle of Tel-el-Kebir.
Archer was present with 3rd Bn. KRRC on a Reconaissance at Ramleh, the Affair at Tel-el-Maskhuta, action at Kassassin
& the Battle of Tel-el-Kebir during the Egyptian campaign, 1882, receiving the Egypt Medal with one clasp & the Khedive’s
Star. This contemporarily copied letter (presumably for family circulation) is addressed to his brother: “As soon as the battle of
Tel el Kebir the morning of the 13th was over, we all reassembled, in Arabi’s Camp, where the shade of the tents, mostly large
Marquees, was very acceptable, & there began to collect details of sick & wounded. Found the loss in my Company was only
two, who were hit... & one of these has since died... As there were a lot of stray, captured horses about, I got one of them my men
had caught to ride round the battlefield, & collect any of the Regt. I could find. I head no sooner mounted than I read Wyatt
Rawson’s name, both on the holsters, & on the saddle, I rode on back to the 2nd line of Trenches where I met a Naval Officer, &
told him I had Rawson’s horse... he told me he was very badly wounded lying in a tent... I found him in the tent with 40 or 50
others wounded... Rawson opened his eyes and said ‘Are you Archer, remember me to your Brother’ ... he was shot through the
lungs & liver... & I have since heard that he is dead... he had been out with the parties, who had reconnoitred the ground
previously & had been detailed by Sir Garnett to guide the Highland Brigade... The battlefield was a ghastly sight...” Archival
tape repairs to some folds, generally VG & written in a neat & legible hand. See illustration on our website.
£60.00
62. Letters of General C.G. Gordon to His Sister, M.A. Gordon. 3rd Imp., xvi+304pp. Macmillan. 1888.
Selected letters between 1867-1884 inc.many from Sudan &c. Orig. red cloth, little rubbed 7 worn, VG. See illustration
on our website.
£15.00
63. Stanford’s Popular Map of the British Possessions in South Africa; From Walfisch Bay on the West to Delagoa Bay on
the East, Including the Orange Free State, Zulu Land, &c. Fldg. paper colour printed map, 44x57cm approx., 70 miles to 1
inch. Stanford. 1879.
Nice coloured map of South Africa published 17th Feb. 1879, i.e. during the earliest phase of the Zulu War of 1879, some
joints split or splitting, overall clean & sound with paper laid onto front (when folded) with details of title &c., & Stanford’s
catalogue of ‘Maps & Books Referring to South Africa’ on reverse fold. See illustrations on our website.
£45.00
64. ACTON (Roger) Comp. & JACKSON (Mason) Illus. The Abyssinian Expedition & The Life & Reign of King
Theodore: With One Hundred Illustrations engraved from Original Sketches by the Spceial Artists & Correspondents of
the Illustrated London News, & reprinted from that Journal. 1st Ed., 77pp. text, tinted litho frontis. & half title, 100
engravings, folio. Published at the Office of the Illustrated London News. nd (c.1869).
Rare account of the Abyssinian Expedition of 1867-68: the history based on official despatches, FO correspondence,
private correspondence of officers involved, otherwise unpublished diaries & notes: “The story as known is complete.” - Preface.
The extensive range of engravings, prepared by Mason Jackson, are based on original sketches by the ILN’s Special Artists,
William Simpson, Major Baigrie, DAQMG, & others including several officers serving in the expedition. Concludes with lists of
those mentioned in despatches, &c. Oversize volume, 45x33 cm approx., orig. dark red cloth, blindstamped & gilt to sp. & front,
little chipped & rubbed, especially at corners & head & tail of spine, inner joints neatly repaired with paper, internally clean,
about VG overall. See illustrations on our website.
£750.00

65. BUTLER (Sir William F., GCB) Sir William Butler: An Autobiography. 1st Ed., xi+476pp., 4 portraits, 3 maps.
Constable. 1911.
69th Foot 1858 & served in Red River expedition, Ashanti, Zulu & Transvaal Wars, Egypt 1882 &c. One of Wolseley’s
‘ring.’ Orig. cloth, gilt, little chipped & marked o/w VG. See illustration on our website.
£35.00
66. BUXTON (Earl) General Botha. 2nd Imp., xv+347pp., portrait frontis., 2 plates, 2 maps. Murray. 1924.
Much on the creation of the Union of South Africa, the 1914 rebellion, the campaign in German South-West Africa 191415, the Union’s contributuion to the War, &c. Authoritative biog. as Buxton was Governor-General of South Africa from 19141920. Orig. green cloth, gilt, sp. dull o/w VG, inscribed “From the Author March 1927.” See illustration on our website. £20.00
67. CROOKS (Major J.J.) Records Relating to the Gold Coast Settlements From 1750 to 1874. Facsimile reprint of 1923 1st
Ed., xii+558pp., map. Frank Cass. 1973.
Standard, documentary survey of the period from the formation of the African Company of Merchants in 1750 to the
conclusion of the third Ashanti War, 1874. The author had been Colonial Secretary of Sierra Leone. Orig. red cloth, gilt, VG. See
illustration on our website.
£25.00
68. FERGUSSON (Capt. V.H., OBE, FRGS) The Story of Fergie Bey (Awaraquay). Told by Himself & Some of His Friends.
1st Ed., xxii+356pp., portrait frontis., 50 photos., fldg. map. Macmillan. 1930.
Memoirs based on letters & journals. Vere Henry Fergusson was District Commissioner of Bahr-el-Ghazal when
murdered by the Nuers in 1927; Ed. at Wellington, he served in the ranks of the DCLI & 8th Hussars before obtaining a
commission in the Cameronians in 1913. From 1914-16 he served with the West African Regt., including the Cameroons
campaign & was then attached to the Egyptian Army inc. active service with the Turkhana patrol &c. Much of interest on events
in Sudan &c. Orig. brown cloth, little marked, VG. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
69. FRENCH (Lt.-Col. Hon. Gerald, DSO) Gordon Pasha of the Sudan: The Life Story of an Ill-Requited Soldier. 1st Ed.,
271pp., portrait frontis., 16 illus., 5 maps. Glasgow: Maclellan. 1958.
A particularly good military life. Orig. red cloth, sp. sl. sunned but VG. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
70. GILDEA (Col. Sir James, KCVO, CB) For Remembrance & In Honour of Those who Lost Their Lives in the South
African War 1899-1902. Lest We Forget. 1st Ed., xv+428pp., 4to, photos. throughout. E&S. 1911.
Sumptuous work printed on fine art paper throughout, detailing impressively in words & photographs some 900 war
memorials, ranging from individual graves to a large number of regiments, corps & communities throughout the Empire. Indices
of places, ships, regiments, schools, individual names &c. Orig. red cloth, gilt, bookplates of Newport Free Library & faint stamp
to verso o/w near fine & very bright throughout. A handsome & rare work. See illustrations on our website.
£425.00
71. OXENHAM (Rev. H.N.) Memoir of Lieutenant Rudolph de Lisle, R.N., of the Royal Naval Brigade on the Upper Nile.
1st Ed., xxiv+296pp., portrait frontis., several plates. Chapman & Hall. 1886.
Based largely on de Lisle’s letters, inc. 80pp. sent from the Nile campaign 1884. Orig. blue cloth, VG with neat label of
Clifton College & presentation inscrip. from Laura de Lisle to front paste-down. See illustration on our website.
£75.00
72. PHILIP (John, late Sgt., 2nd Bn. DCLI) Reminiscences of Gibraltar, Egypt & the Egyptian War, 1882 (From the
Ranks). 1st Ed., xvi+159pp., portrait frontis. Aberdeen: Wyllie & Son. 1893.
Mostly concerns 1882 campaign, when the author was present throughout the operations incl. Battles of Kassassin & Telel-Kebir: a number of adventures engagingly told. Endorsement by Lt.-Col. W.B. Browne, CO of the 2/DCLI in 1893, states:
“Having served in the battalion, & been an eyewitness of most of the scenes which Sergeant Philip so graphically describes, I
have much pleasure in testifying to the accuracy & truth of his sketches.” Orig. green cloth, gilt title & regimental badge to front,
little rubbed & worn o/w VG & very scarce. See illustration on our website.
£225.00
73. ROSS (P.T., late Cpl., 69th Sussex Coy. I.Y.) A Yeoman’s Letters. 3rd Ed., xii+186pp., portrait frontis., 24 sketches by the
author. Simpkin, Marshall. 1901.
Letters from South Africa 1900-01 by Cpl. 69th (Sussex) Coy. IY inc. much action on the Veldt, illustrated by author’s
appealing sketches. Orig. nicely dec. cloth, little rubbed/worn, about VG with inscrip. on ffep To Fred & Alice from Percy T.
Ross July 1904 & additionally signed across the corner of the portrait frontis., Yours sincerely, Percy T. Ross. Ross went on to
win the DCM in WW1 & was KiA at Festubert with 1/23rd London Regt. in 1915. See illustration on our website.
£35.00
74. SCOTT (Guy H. Guillum, late Farrier Sgt.) & MCDONELL (Geoffrey L., late Col. Sgt.) Eds. The Record of the Mounted
Infantry of the City Imperial Volunteers. 1st Ed., xvi+227pp., fldg. map. E. & F.N. Spon Ltd. 1902.
South Africa Jan.-Oct. 1900 inc. Paardeberg, Driefontein, Diamond Hll &c. Rolls of officers & men with details of their
services & QSA clasp entitlements. Orig. maroon cloth, silver gilt, little rubbed & worn, map repaired, o/w near VG, with ink
ownership inscrip. of A.W. Rouse, who was appointed Regimental Sergeant-Major of the CIV on raising in 1900, was wounded
at Jacobsdal, & awarded DCM. A regular soldier, Rouse had previously served in the Ashanti campaign of 1895-96 & in WW1
was awarded the MC & commissioned in the MGC). See illustration on our website.
£95.00
75. SMITHERS (A.J.) The Kaffir Wars 1779-1877. 1st Ed., 288pp., 14 illus., ep maps. VG in dw. Cooper. 1973.
Useful standard history. VG in dw. See illustration on our website.

£20.00

76. SOUTHEY (Rosamond) Storm & Sunshine in South Africa. Edited by Frances Slaughter. 1st Ed., xi+378pp., portrait
frontis., 21 plates. Murray. 1910.
Travels in South Africa including an 80 page description contributed by the author’s sister of her experiences during the
Boer War, following her husband, an officer of Thorneycroft’s Mounted Infantry.Orig. blue cloth, gilt, minor wear, VG. See
illustration on our website.
£35.00
77. [STURROCK (Trooper J.P.)] The Fifes in South Africa: Being a History of the Fife & Forfar Yeomanry in the South
African War, 1900-1901. By 9176 I.Y. 1st Ed., [xii]+197pp., 12 plates, fldg. map. Cupar-Fife: A. Westwood. 1903.
Excellent account of 20th Coy., Scottish Imperial Yeomanry on active service. Annotated nominal roll of officers & men.
Attractive orig. pictorial cloth, little worn but VG & interesting copy with tipped-in notice of unidentified origin, but probably the
unit’s newsletter, in which the author writes to the Editor: “Sir, I have just learned with the greatest regret that in the chapter...
dealing with the battle of Nooitgedacht, I have indavertently done a grave injustice to Cpl. Bonthrone, late of the 20th Company.
It is stated in the account of the battle that Bonthrone held up his hands in a token of surrender. This I now find was not the case.
The truth of the matter is that Bonthrone was binding the wounds of a comrade when he was shot at close range by the Boers... J.
Percy Sturrock, 43 Nethergate, Dundee, 1st July, 1903.” At the foot of this clipping is a note that “Subscribers are requested to
cut out pages 97 and 98 from this volume & subsititute the correct pages sent herewith.” The replacement pages have not been

substituted in this copy, are not present, but the matter requiring correction is covered in the tipped-in clipping. We have never
seen a copy with this clipping and/or the corrrected pages in place & Hackett does not appear to have been aware of this
correction. Rare. See illustration on our website.
£245.00

OTHER CAMPAIGNS & WARS
78. ANDERSON (J.H.) The Austro-Prussian War in Bohemia, 1866, Otherwise Known as The Seven Weeks’ War or
Needle-Gun War. 1st Ed., 88pp., 10 fldg. maps (one in end-pocket). Hugh Rees. 1908.
Useful primer designed for use of Staff College students &c. Orig. grey cloth, minor wear, A&SH bookplate, VG. See
illustration on our website.
£20.00
79. BENCKENDORFF (Count) Half a Life: The Remisinscences of a Russian Gentleman. 1st Ed., 319pp., portrait frontis., 8
plates. VG in sl. rubbed/tanned dw. Richards Press. 1954.
Count Benckendorff DSO was a Commander in the Russian Imperial Navy (serving in the Russo-Japanese War &c.), in
WW1 pre-revolution was OC Maritime Transport, Murmansk, then Assistant Chief of Staff of the Red Navy until retiring &
moving to England in 1924. VG in sl. rubbed/tannedd dw. See illustration on our website.
£30.00
80. BOND (B.) Ed. Victorian Military Campaigns. 1st Ed, xii+328pp., 36 illus., 17 maps. VG in dw. Hutchinson. 1967.
Excellent studies of Sikh Wars, Third China War, Abyssinia, Ashanti, South Africa 1880-1, Egypt 1882, Sudan 18969.VG in sl. chipped dw. See illustration on our website.
£15.00
81. CUST (Lt.-Gen. Hon. Sir Edward) Annals of the Wars of the Eighteenth Century. Vols. I-V, 1700-1799. 1st or early Eds.,
each some 300pp., sm.8vo. Murray. 1858-60.
Complete series for the 18th Century (to be followed by a further sequence on the 19th Century). Clean ex-reference lib.,
Vol. II in orig. red cloth, others neatly rebound in maroon cloth, VG thus. See illustration on our website.
£60.00
82. CUST (Lt.-Gen. Hon. Sir Edward) Annals of the Wars of the Nineteenth Century. Vols. I-IV, 1800-1815. 1st or early
Eds., each some 300pp. Murray. 1862-63.
Complete for Peninsular War, Walcheren expedition, campaign of Waterloo &c. Clean ex-reference lib., Vols. I & III
neatly rebound in maroon cloth, others in orig. cloth, VG thus & scarce. See illustration on our website.
£60.00
83. FOX (Sir William) The War in New Zealand. Facsimile reprint of 1866 1st Ed., xvi+268pp., frontis., 2 fldg. maps. VG in sl.
rubbed dw. Christchurch, NZ: Capper Press. 1973.
The Waikato War 1863, by the then Colonial Secretary & Native Minister. VG in sl. rubbed dw. See illustration on our
website.
£15.00
84. GRIFFITHS (Major A., late 63rd Regt.) Fifty Years of Public Service. 1st Ed., xii+426pp., portrait frontis. Cassell. nd
(c.1905).
Author was commissioned in the Manchester Regt. in 1854, served with the regiment in the trenches before Sebastopol
during the final few months of the Crimean War & also describes the expedition to Kinburn & events in Sebastopol after its fall.
Went on to serve in Canada, Gibraltar, &c., with various staff appointments ‘til about 1869 when he joined the the prison service
at Chatham, Wormwood Scrubs &c., becoming Inspector of Prisons in 1876. orig. blue cloth, some leaves roughly opened o/w
VG. See illustration on our website.
£45.00
85. GWYNN (Maj.-Gen. Sir Charles) Imperial Policing. 2nd Imp., ix+366pp., 13 maps. VG in sl. chipped dw. Macmillan. 1934.
Application of military force post-WW1 incl. chapters on Amritsar 1919; Moplah Rebellion 1921; Chanak 1922; Shanghai
Defence Force 1927, Burmese Rebellion 1930-32 &c. Orig. maroon cloth, gilt, sp. somewhat worn, overall sound. See
illustration on our website.
£20.00
86. HAMLEY (Gen. Sir E.) The War in the Crimea. 1st Ed., vii+312pp., portrait frontis., 3 plates, 5 maps/plans. Seeley. 1891.
Useful primer. Orig. brick rd cloth, VG. See illustration on our website.`
£15.00
87. MORTON (Desmond) The Canadian General: Sir William Otter. 1st Ed., xix+423pp., 26 photos., 4 maps. VG in sl.
chipped dw. Toronto: Hakkert. 1974.
Distinguished Canadian Militia & later Permanent Force officer: served in Fenian Raids, commanded Royal Canadian
Regt. of Infantry in Boer War (Paardeberg &c.) &c. VG in sl. chipped dw. See illustration on our website.
£25.00
88. MUNRO (Surgeon Gen. Wm., MD, CB) Reminiscences of Military Service with the 93rd Sutherland Highlanders. 1st
Ed., xii+330pp. Hurst & Blackett. 1883.
Munro was appointed Surgeon to the 93rd in 1854 for the Crimean War & served throughout it; thence in the Indian
Mutiny inc. Relief of Lucknow, Rohilcund & Oudh. Interesting personal reminiscences, this copy with several obits. of the author
(who died in 1896) tipped-in; one with a good portrait wearing medals. Near contemp. half black calf, raised bands to sp.,
marbled paper covd. boards, later red leather lettering label to sp., VG thus & scarce. See illustration on our website. £145.00
89. REILLY (Capt. W.E.M., CB, RA) Siege of Sebastopol. An Account of the Artillery Operations conducted by the Royal
Artillery & Royal Naval Brigade before Sebastopol in 1854 & 1855. 1st Ed., vii+273pp., 4to. Printed by Eyre & Spottiswoode
for HMSO. 1859.
Detailed official history with num. returns, statistics & tables appended (inc. Services of Officers of the RA in the Before
Sebastopol). Attractive orig. red cloth, blindstamped & gilt, a very nice & clean example, ex-reference lib., with just small & neat
paper labels at foot of sp., lib. labels to paste-downs alongside printed label: “This Volume is presented by the Lords
Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury... & will, in the event of the Library being broken up, be returned to the Controller of
Her Majesty’s Staionary Office, Westminster.” Excellent copy thus, & rare. See illustration on our website.
£175.00
90. WHITTON (Lt.-Col. Col. F.E., CMG) The Decisive Battles of Modern Times. 1st Ed., vii+259pp., 7 fldg. maps.
Constable. 1923.
The battles reviewed here are: Vicksburg 1863; Koniggratz 1866; Mars-la-Tour 1870; Tsushima 1905 & The Marne 1914,
each with map(s) to illustrate the operations. Orig. red cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
91. WILLCOCKS (Gen. Sir James, GCB) The Romance of Soldiering & Sport. 1st Ed., xiv+342pp., 21 photos. Cassell. 1925.
British service officer whose career was very largely with the Indian Army from 1878 onwards: various Frontier
campaigns inc, Chin-Lushai, Tirah, NWF 1908 &c., also Nigeria 1898, Ashanti 1900 & command of the Indian Corps in France
1914-15. Orig. red cloth, gilt, cloth faded o/w VG throughout. See illustration on our website.
£35.00

TRAINING MANUALS & INSTRUCTION BOOKS
92. Manual of Military Law. War Office 1907. 1st Ed., xxxii+802pp. HMSO. 1907.
Valuable compendium inc. history of military law, crimes & scales of punishment, procedure, courts-martial &c. Orig. red
cloth, gilt, sp. sunned o/w VG. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
93. Handbook of Contagious & Infectious Diseases in Animals. Issued by the Quartermaster General’s Branch, GHQ, India.
Revised Ed., [ii]+304pp. Published by the Manager of Publications, Delhi; Printed by the Manager, Govt. of India Press,
Calcutta. 1945.
Orig. printed paper covd. boards with cloth backstrip. Supersedes editions of 1910, 1928 &c. VG. See illustration on our
website.
£20.00
94. Signal Training Volume III. Pamphlet No. 6. Description of & Instructions for Wireless Telegraph Set, 120-Watt,
Mark I*. 1925. Orig. buff printed wraps., 49pp., 20 photos. & diagrams. Printed by Harrison & Sons for HMSO. 1925.
Containing General & Technical Descriptions of the Instrument, Working Instructions &c., with supporting photos. &
diagrams. Rather stained, overall about VG & scarce. See illustration on our website.
£35.00
95. Signal Training Volume III. Pamphlet No. 8. Description of & Instructions for Wireless Telegraph Set “C” Mk. I.
1925. (Reprinted with amendments (Nos. 1, 2 & 3), 1928. Orig. buff printed wraps., 51pp., 22 photos. & diagrams. Printed by
Wyman & Sons for HMSO. 1928.
Containing General & Technical Descriptions of the Instrument, Working Instructions &c., with supporting photos. &
diagrams. VG & scarce. See illustration on our website.
£35.00
96. Territorial Army Officers Conditions of Service 1933 [Bound with:] Supplementary Reserve of Officers Conditions of
Service 1935. 24 & 20pp. Printed by Harrison & Sons for HMSO. 1933/1935.
Bound in later blue cloth, gilt to front, each part retaining orig. wraps. VG. See illustration on our website.
£25.00
97. Circular Memorandum on Field General Courts-Martial On Active Service for Use in the United Kingdom: “The
Green Book.” Orig. green printed card wraps., 28pp. Printed by Harrison & Sons. 1940.
Official instructions issued as an accessory to the Manual of Military Law. Contains Forms of Oath, procedures before,
during & after trial, &c. VG. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
98. Instructions for Armourers 1931. Supplement No. 2: Guns, Machine, Bren, .303-In., Mark I; Mountings, Tripod, Bren
.303-In. M.G. Mark I & Accessories. Orig. buff printed wraps., 51pp., 4 large fldg. cahrts (of gun, mounting & parts). Printed
by Clowes & Sons for HSMO. 1939.
This impression printed Dec. 1939. VG & scarce, with loosely inserted Amendments No. 1 issued in 1940 (one leaf + fldg.
diagram) & Amendments No. 2 issued 1941 (one leaf + 3 fldg. diagrams). See illustration on our website.
£50.00
99. Army Orders 1911. Twelve monthly issues Jan.-Dec. Approx. 500pp. in all. HMSO. Contemp.
Army Orders contain a mass of close detail on the British Army from new Royal Warrants, instructions & directives on
diverse matters, amendments to King’s Regulations, announcements of new training publications &c. Also contains listings of
men awarded the Long Service & Good Conduct Medal & the Meritorious Service Medal, officers qualifying for the Staff
College, &c. Contemp. black cloth, lacking sp. panel o/w sound ex-IWM. See illustration on our website.
£25.00
100. The German Army in Pictures. Prepared by the General Staff. Orig. buff printed wraps., 33pp., photos. throughout. War
Office. 1941.
Photos. of troops, vehicles, arms, &c. VG ex-IWM. See illustration on our website.
£15.00
101. Army Orders, January-December 1889. Twelve monthly issues Jan.-Dec. 1890 + various indexes. Approx. 500pp. in all.
HMSO. Contemp.
Army Orders contain a mass of close detail on the British Army from new Royal Warrants, instructions & directives on
diverse matters, amendments to King’s Regulations, announcements of new training publications &c. Also contains listings of
var. officers & NCOs passing courses of instruction, listing of awards of LS&GC medal &c. This issue contains Index to Army
Cicrulars, 1870-1887, & Army Orders 1888-1890, “To which is added an Index to General Orders, 1883-1887.” Contemp. half
calf, green cloth covd. boards, somewhat worn but sound ex-Royal Small Arms Factory, Enfield. See illustration on our
website.
£35.00
102. Army Orders, January-June 1891. Six monthly issues Jan.-June 1891 + various indexes. Approx. 500pp. in all. HMSO.
Contemp.
Army Orders contain a mass of close detail on the British Army from new Royal Warrants, instructions & directives on
diverse matters, amendments to King’s Regulations, announcements of new training publications &c. Also contains listings of
var. officers & NCOs passing courses of instruction, listing of awards of LS&GC medal &c. This issue contains Index to Army
Cicrulars, 1870-1887, & Army Orders 1888-1891. Contemp. half calf, green cloth covd. boards, somewhat worn but sound exRoyal Small Arms Factory, Enfield. See illustration on our website.
£30.00
103. MALLET (Robert, CE, FRS) On Muzzle Swivelling & Hydraulic Gun Mounting. 31pp., diagrams. Patent Offices. nd
(c.1859).
Reprinted from ‘The Practical Mechanic’s Journal.’ Previously has been bound with other works, retains fronmt wrap. but
not rear, VG thus. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
104. MAURICE (Bt. Lt.-Col. J.F., RA) Hostilities Without Declaration of War. An Historical Abstract of The Cases in
Which Hostilities Have Occurred Between Civilized Powers Prior to Declaration or Warning. From 1700 to 1870.
Compiled in the Intelligence Branch of the QMG’s Dept. 1st Ed., xiii+90pp. HMSO. 1883.
Official survey of 107 occasions when this happened, some notable ones including the First Silesian War of 1740, Seven
Years War 1756-63, wars in the Low Countries between Holland & France in 1790s & further incidences of French aggression
during the Napoleonic Wars, Crimean War, Franco-Prussian War 1870, &c., with emphasis on how hostilities came about &/or
were justifiable. Orig. red cloth, blindstamped & gilt, some staining to front o/w fine. See illustration on our website.
£95.00
105. The King’s Regulations & Orders for the Army. 1912. Reprinted with Amendments published in Army Oders up to 1st
August 1914. xvi+574pp. HMSO. 1914.
The Army ‘bible’ extant on the outbreak of war, covering Organization, Staff, Appointments, Discipline, Training,
Ceremonials, Duties of Commanders, conditions & terms of service, uniforms & much more. Orig. red printed wraps., worn but
sound ex-IWM. See illustration on our website.
£20.00

106. Field Notes on the Belgian, French & German Armies. Prepared by the General Staff, War Office. 1914. 1st Ed., orig.
buff printed wraps., 68pp. Printed by Harrison & Sons for the War Office. August 1914.
Guide to the organisation of formations, war establishments, uniforms, notes on marches, outposts & billets, &c.
Somewhat chipped/worn but sound ex-IWM. See illustration on our website.
£35.00
107. Army Orders, January-December 1917. Twelve monthly issues for the year 1917 + Appendix issued with the March 1917
edition. Approx. 400pp. in all. HMSO. Contemp.
Army Orders contain a mass of close detail on the British Army from new Royal Warrants, instructions & directives on
diverse matters, amendments to King’s Regulations, announcements of new training publications &c. Also contains listings of
awards of LS&GC & Meritorious Service Medals. Original issues loosely housed with cord in contemp. binder, some have ink
annotation to front ‘Branch Copy’ & all have ink corrections, deletions &c. Scarce surviving WW1 era issues. See illustration on
our website.
£95.00
108. Army Orders, January-December 1919. Twelve monthly issues for the year 1919 (the Agust edition in two parts).
Approx. 400pp. in all. HMSO. Contemp.
Army Orders contain a mass of close detail on the British Army from new Royal Warrants, instructions & directives on
diverse matters, amendments to King’s Regulations, announcements of new training publications &c. Also contains listings of
awards of LS&GC & Meritorious Service Medals. Original issues loosely housed with cord in contemp. binder, some with ink
ownership inscrip. of E.W. Phillips. Scarce surviving WW1 era issues. See illustration on our website.
£75.00
109. Army Orders, January-December 1920. Twelve monthly issues for the year 1920. Approx. 400pp. in all. HMSO.
Contemp.
Army Orders contain a mass of close detail on the British Army from new Royal Warrants, instructions & directives on
diverse matters, amendments to King’s Regulations, announcements of new training publications &c. Also contains listings of
awards of LS&GC & Meritorious Service Medals. Original issues loosely housed with cord in contemp. binder, some with ink
ownership inscrip. of E.W.P. Scarce surviving WW1 era issues. See illustration on our website.
£75.00
110. Army Orders, January-December 1921. Twelve monthly issues for the year 1921. Approx. 400pp. in all. HMSO.
Contemp.
Army Orders contain a mass of close detail on the British Army from new Royal Warrants, instructions & directives on
diverse matters, amendments to King’s Regulations, announcements of new training publications &c. Also contains listings of
awards of LS&GC & Meritorious Service Medals. Original issues loosely housed in contemp. binder, some with ink ownership
inscrip. of E.W.P. Scarce surviving WW1 era issues. See illustration on our website.
£75.00
111. SOLANO (Capt. E.J.) Ed. Camps, Billets, Cooking, Ceremonial, Sanitation, Organization, Routine, Guard Duties,
Inspection, Bivouacs. Written by an Officer of the Regular Army & Ed. by Capt. E.J. Solano. 7th Imp., x+230pp., 30 illus.
Murray. 1915.
One of John Murray’s ‘Imperial Army Series’ of useful commercial pocket manuals, ‘based on official manuals.’ Orig.
khaki canvas covd. boards, VG with ownership inscrip. of the writer Alan Sillitoe. See illustration on our website.
£20.00

THE FIRST WORLD WAR: GENERAL HISTORY & MEMOIRS
112. Leaving Rouen for The Somme, le 22me. Janvier, 1917. Diary of 2nd Lt. A.E. Coles, 1st Som. L.I. 1917. 1st Ed.,
163pp., 6 pen-&-ink sketches (inc. frontis., all but one by Coles), self portrait sketch (dated 11/vi/17), sketch map. No imprint or
date, but contemp., with label to front paste-down of Whitby, Light & Lane, Ltd., Printers & Stationers, Bridgwater.
Albert Edward Coles, son of Albert Edward & Ida Belle Coles, of The Gables, Hamp, Bridgwater, Somerset, was Ed. at
Keble College, Oxford (Matriculated 28th March 1916), commissioned in the Somerset Light Infantry & was posted missing,
later presumed Killed In Action, on 4th October 1917. He has no known grave & is commemorated on the Tyne Cot Memorial.
This work was not known to me when I published my bibliography of Great War memorial volumes, otherwise it would have
been included. It contains Coles’s interesting & detailed diary from 12th Jan. 1917, when he bid adieu to his family & entrained
for Plymouth, thence to Southampton & sailed for France, arriving at Le Havre on the 14th, the customary 10 days or so at the
IBD at Rouen follow & he joined the 1st SLI on 26th Jan., spent a month at the 4th Div. School, commanded a dump supplying
ammunition, Verey lights &c. to the front line as needed during the Battle of Arras, was later posted to 11th TM Battery until his
death near Ypres. An unvarnished & absorbing day-to-day record of the experiences of a subaltern in France in 1917, evidently
privately printed at Bridgwater by his family as a memorial. Orig. full morocco, gilt to front, little marked, VG. See illustration
on our website.
£325.00
113. J.S. Davidson. Brigade Captain, Machine Gun Company. 108th Infantry Brigade, 36th (Ulster) Division, Killed in
Action, Near Thiepval, France, 1st July 1916. 1st Ed., 8pp. + portrait. [The Sirocco Works]. Contemp.
James Samuel Davidson was heir to The Sirocco Works, a Belfast tea business founded by his father, Sir Samuel Cleland
Davidson, & this booklet was probably compiled by the latter & printed for or by the firm. As a Unionist he had answered
Carson’s call & was a member of the 1st Bn. North Down Regt., UVF; in 1914 he was commissioned in the 13th (S) Bn. Royal
Irish Rifles & subsequently served with 108th Machine Gun Coy. which he was commanding at the time of his death. He was
thirty-nine and is buried in Serre Road Cemetery No. 2. This work was not known to me when I published my bibliography of
Great War memorial volumes, otherwise it would have been included. Brief but most appealing & rare memorial containing a
fine photogravure portrait, biographical notes, extracts from letters of condolence &c. written by brother officers in the Ulster
Div. & others inc. Sir Edward Carson. Orig. card wraps., blindstamped & green title to front, protected by tissue wrapper,
retained with green silk tie. See illustration on our website.
£225.00
114. An American Soldier: Letters of Edwin Austin Abbey, 2d. 1st Ed., [ix]+174pp., 202x134mm, portrait frontis., map
(Vimy Ridge, showing location of his grave). Houghton Mifflin, Boston & New York. 1918.
Edwin Austin Abbey the Second, son of William Burling Abbey and Katharine Eleanor Abbey of Philadelphia, enlisted
2nd Canadian Pioneer Battalion Oct. 1915, served in Flanders March-April 1916 when he was wounded. Commissioned in 4th
Canadian Mounted Rifles, returned to the Front in Dec. 1916 & Killed in Action by a sniper at Vimy Ridge on 10th April 1917.
Contains lengthy letters written during training in Canada & on active service during 1916-17, these giving a very good
impression of his life in France and Flanders, both in and behind the lines. They are followed by several letters of condolence,
one of them containing a detailed account of his final hours and the location of his body (which had been plundered by the
Germans for identifications), with a map showing the location of his battlefield grave. Orig. brown paper covered boards with
cloth backstrip, gilt to spine and title to front, VG. See illustration on our website.
£65.00

115. The History of U.S. Army Base Hospital No. 6 And its Part in the American Expeditionary Forces 1917-1918. 1st Ed.,
with an intro. by Henry Alden Shaw, late Col., Medical Corps, US Army. viii+265pp., portait frontis., approx. 50 photos., fldg.
plan of the hospital (near Bordeaux). Boston, Mass. 1924.
Detailed & well-illustrated account of this hospital unit with rolls of officers & men employed there. Includes accounts of
the work of various departments (X-Ray, Neuro-Psychiatric Work, Opthalmological Work, activities of Surgeons & Surgical
Teams), plus Statistical Survey & other detail. Orig. cloth, VG, See illustration on our website.
£45.00
116. Canada in Khaki: A Tribute to the Officers & Men now serving in the Canadian Expeditionary Force. Vol. I. 1st Ed.,
172pp., 4to, numerous photos., sketches & cartoons (some col.). Canadian War Records Office. 1917.
Contains numerous interesting & informative articles, plus many interesting photos., col. artworks depciting Canadian
actions, cartoons &c. relating to the Canadian experience on the Western Front.Orig. printed wraps., somewhat chipped & torn,
sound ex-lib. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
117. New England Aviators 1914-1918: Their Portraits & Their Records. Facsimile reprint, 2 Vols., xviii+472 & xi+480pp.,
around 500 portraits. VG in dws. Atglen, PA: Schiffer. 1997.
Superb quality reprint of rare 1919 publication containing 542 biographies (most with photo.) of New England pilots who
flew with British, French & American air forces in WW1. VG in dws. See illustration on our website.
£35.00
118. List of British Officers Taken Prisoner in the various Theatres of War between August, 1914 & November 1918.
Facsimile reprint of 1919 Ed., 218pp., printed card covs. LSE/Toad Hall. 1988.
Valuable listing of nearly 8000 officers PoWs noting date missing & repatriated, successful escapes noted also if interned
to Holland, died &c. VG. See illustration on our website.
£25.00
119. The Cannoneers Have Hairy Ears: A Diary from the Front Lines. 1st Ed., xiv+337pp. NY: Sears & Co. 1927.
An American gunner officer’s most engaging memoirs of the campaign at Mont Sec & in the Argonne, Romagne &
Meuse during 1918. He received three citations for gallantry & the book includes some interestings appendices relating to events
& individuals of the author’s unit. Orig. orange cloth, little stained, VG. See illustration on our website.
£35.00
120. British Red Cross & Order of St. John Enquiry List No. 14 1917. Wounded & Missing. Containing all Enquiries up
to & Including July 20th, 1917. Hardback reprint, approx. 500pp. in all. Westlake. 1989.
Regimental listings of missing soldiers, with date, bn., coy. & often platoon of the soldier about whom enquiries were
being made by the Red Cross on behalf of family. VG. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
121. 31540 [i.e. BAGENAL (Sgt. Hope, DCM]: Fields & Battlefields. 1st Ed., v+248pp. Constable. 1918.
Anonymous memoirs of a quaker serving in the RAMC at Steenwerck, Festubert &c. in 1915 & in the early Somme
battles. Orig. red cloth, titled in black, VG, nice clean copy of a scarce work. See illustration on our website.
£75.00
122. ALDINGTON (Richard) Death of a Hero: A Novel. 2nd Imp., x+440pp.Chatto & Windus. 1929.
An outstanding war novel. Orig. black cloth, VG. See illustration on our website.

£20.00

123. ALEXANDER (Roy) The Cruise of the Raider ‘Wolf.’ 2nd Imp. but 1st thus, with intro. by Admiral of the Fleet Sir
Roger Keyes, 316pp., fldg. map. VG in sl. chipped dw. Cape. 1939.
Personal impressions of 1916-18 cruise of heavily armed German freighter; the author, captured in one of her victories at
sea, lived aboard Wolf for most of the voyage. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG & scarce in dw. See illustration on our website. £45.00
124. ANGLESEY (The Marquess of) A History of the British Cavalry 1816-1919. Vol. 5: 1914-1919, Egypt, Palestine &
Syria. 1st Ed., xxv+388pp., 47 photos., sketches, 27 maps + ep map. VG in dw. Cooper. 1994.
Now standard history. This vol. covers some notable cavalry actions in Palestine &c., inc. Yeomanry, Australian Light
Horse &c. VG in dw. See illustration on our website.
£30.00
125. ASHTON (Harold) The Tale of a Tank & Other Yarns. 1st Ed., vi+250pp. Sampson Low. [1917].
A rather odd long story by the war correspondent of the “Daily News & Leader.” Orig. olive green cloth, VG. See
illustration on our website.
£16.00
126. ASHWORTH (Tony) Trench Warfare 1914-1918: The Live & Let Live System. 1st Ed., xiii+266pp., 23 illus., 2 maps.
VG in dw. Macmillan. 1980.
Over-emphasises the theme but much of interest on the routine of trench warfare. Scarce original hardback edition. VG in
sl. chipped dw. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
127. AUTEN (Lt.-Cdr. Harold, VC) “Q” Boat Adventures: The Exploits of the Famous Mystery Ships by a “Q” Boat
Commander. 1st Ed., 289pp., 16 illus. VG in dw. Jenkins. 1919.
Author won the VC for “Q” Ship action in 1918. Orig. red cloth, titled in black, very nice state with near fine & attractive
pictorial dw. Rare thus. See illustration on our website.
£165.00
Interesting copy with rare typescript of the 1914 campaign by the subject of the memoir
128. AVEBURY (Lady Alice) Eric Fox Pitt Lubbock: Born 16th May 1893, Killed in aerial fight near Ypres, 11th March
1917; A Memoir by his Mother. [Together with:] Eric’s History of the Beginning of the War. 1st Ed., vii+253pp.,
223x195mm, 9 portraits. Printed for Private Circulation by A.L. Humphreys. 1918 [And:] [i]+49pp., carbon typscript. Contemp.
1918.
Eric Fox Pitt Lubbock was born in 1893, son of Lord and Lady Avebury. He was Ed. at Eton and was at Balliol in 1914
when he volunteered as an R.A.C. driver, later receiving a commission in the A.S.C., then transferring to the Royal Flying Corps.
He won the M.C. in 1916 with 45 Squadron and was KiA flying over the Ypres Salient on 11th March 1917. He was twenty-three
& his grave lies in Lijsssenthoek Military Cemetery. Attractive memorial which includes his war diary and letters from the Front,
also extracts from his mother’s diary. Interesting copy with Raglan family bookplate, with 2pp. typed copy of a letter of
condolence from the commander of 11th Wing RFC, Col. George Stopford affixed to front endpapers, loosely inserted fine studio
portraits (by Barnett & Co., Knightsbridge) of Lady Avebury & the subject’s brother, Capt. Hon. Harold Fox Pitt Lubbock, in
service dress uniform of the West Kent Yeomanry (he was subsequently transferred to the Grenadier Guards & KiA in France on
4th April 1918). Blue cloth, gilt to front and spine, VG & accompanied by rare bound carbon typescript of Eric Lubbock’s
recollections of the early months of the outbreak of the war & a diary of his experience in France as a volunteer driver up to 2nd
Nov. 1914 of which only extracts appear in the printed memoir. This ‘supplementary’ volume was bound by Hatchards to the
same dimensions & in similar cloth, with gilt title to front (“Eric Fox Pitt Lubbock”) as the printed memorial volume. See
illustrations on our website.
£500.00

129. BACON (Capt. A.F.L., late Hampshire Regt.) The Wanderings of a Temporary Warrior: A Territorial Officer’s
Narrative of Service (And Sport) in Three Continents. 1st Ed., 231pp., 11 photos. Witherby. 1922.
Varied war: with 4th Hampshires in India, Palestine (inc. third battle of Gaza & operations before Jerusalem), then France
in 1918 inc. attack on the Hindenburg Line &c., & finally in the Army of Occupation on the Rhine. “Captain Bacon may be
described as a typical Territorial officer, but it must be added that he is a lucky one.” - Falls. Orig. red cloth, gilt, spine a little
sunned o/w VG. See illustration on our website.
£65.00
130. BALFOUR (Lady Frances) Dr. Elsie Inglis. 1st Ed., x+253pp., portrait frontis., 3 plates. Hodder & Stoughton. nd (c.1918).
Elsie Inglis was born in India, daughter of an ICS Commissioner in Oudh, qualified in medicine & worked in Elizabeth
Garrett Anderson’s womens’ hospital in London before setting up her own practice in Scotland & doing much to help poor
women. Her greatest feat was establishing the Scottish Women’s Hospitals, units that served in France, Serbia & Russia during
the Great War, & she served with them herself until becoming ill with cancer. She died in November 1917. Standard
contemporary biography utilising family sources & the letters & recollections of many others who served alongside her. Orig.
grey cloth, blocked red, VG & signed by author “Frances Balfour 1920” on ffep. See illustration on our website.
£45.00
131. BAYLY (H.W.) Triple Challenge; or War, Whirligigs & Windmills: A Doctor’s Memoirs of the Years 1914-1929. 1st
Ed., 396pp., 17 illus., map. Hutchinson. 1933.
Temp. Surgeon RN 1914-15; MO to 1st Scots Guards in France 1916 until wounded on the Somme on 15th September &
with a Field Ambulance 1917-18 (56th Div. in 1918). Orig. blue cloth, VG, with author’s presentation inscrip. “To Mrs
Middleton From her friend Hugh Wansey Bayly.” See illustration on our website.
£45.00
132. BENNETT (G.) Naval Battles of the First World War. 1st Ed., 320pp., 64 illus., 14 maps & diagrams. VG in dw.
Batsford (British Battles series). 1968.
Excellent account of all the main naval ops. VG in dw. See illustration on our website.
£15.00
Very nice copy in attractive and rare dustwrapper
133. BLACK TAB [Pseud.] On the Road to Kut: A Soldier’s Story of the Mesopotamian Campaign. 1st Ed., viii+304pp., 56
photos. taken by the author, map. VG in sl. chipped dw. Hutchinson. 1917.
Scarce, well-illustrated & informative account by a regular officer of the Indian Army Supply & Transport Corps with the
original 1914 expeditionary force (6th Indian Div.), including original orders issued by Gen. Townshend during the Siege of Kut.
Remains anonymous despite our best efforts to identify the author. This copy in very rare & attractive dw with sleeve note
stating: “A cheery account of the Country, the Life of the Troops & the trials of the Transport...&c.” Well illustrated & rare in
dw.. See illustration on our website.
£245.00
134. BLUETT (Antony [T.L.]) With Our Army in Palestine. 1st Ed., xi+288pp., 9 plates. Melrose. 1919.
Service with ‘A’ Battery HAC & the Egyptian Camel Transport Corps 1915-18 incl. the entire campaign of the E.E.F.
Good account. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG, inscribed With the Author’s Compliments Oct. 1920 & below this his pasted-in
calling card [Antony T.L. Bluett. St. Catharine’s College, Cambridge], this inscribed “For the Shylock Library.” College stamp
on tp & ‘Cancelled’ on ffep. Interesting copy inscribed by author to his College library. See illustration on our website. £75.00
135. AS ABOVE: Orig. blue cloth, gilt, rather rubbed & worn but sound & complete. See illustration on our website.

£35.00

136. BLUNDEN (Edmund) [Introduction by] Great Short Stories of the War: England, France, Germany, America. 1st Ed.,
983pp. E&S. 1930.
Sixty-six stories & extracts by, inter alia, Remarque, Maurois, von Unruh, Binding, Mottram, Aldington &c., “including
some [material] that has never before been published in English, & much that is available in no other collection... comprises the
best that has been written from 1914 to 1929 by nearly sixty world-famous authors in all the chief countries involved.” - jacket
blurb. Orig. orange cloth, minor wear o/w VG & uncommon. See illustration on our website.
£30.00
137. BONE (Muirhead) The Western Front: Drawings by Muirhead Bone. Intro. by Gen. Sir Douglas Haig. Text by C.E.
Montague. 2 Vols., approx. 400pp. in all, 4to, 200 plates (many col.). Country Life (“By Authority of the War Office”). 1917.
100 striking drawings by the official war artist + letterpress descriptions & notes, appeared in 10 parts in card wraps.
between Dec. 1916 & Oct. 1917, the complete series bound here in two Vols., orig. paper covd. boards with buckram sp. strips.,
labels rubbed/worn o/w VG ex-reference lib. with minor markings. See illustration on our website.
£75.00
138. BORDEAUX (Henry) Guynemer, Knight of the Air. 2nd USA Ed., 256pp., portrait frontis., 4 plates. New Haven: Yale
Univ. Press. 1918.
Life & career French fighter ace killed in Sept. 1917. Orig. dec. paper covd. boards, lightly rubbed, VG. See illustration
on our website.
£25.00
139. BORLAND (William J.) Ed. The Battle of the Somme 1916, Memories, Souvenir & Roll of Honour. 1st Ed., 136pp., 6
portraits., line drawings of Cenotaph & Cros of Sacrifice, fldg. map in end-pocket (paper reproduction of the official 1:40,000
‘Albert’ combined sheet), sketch map in text. Manchester: James Lord & Son, Printers. nd (1920s).
Contains short account of the battle, chronological diary of events from 1st July-13th Nov. 1916. list of battalions
employed in the battle, followed by Rolls of Honour of (i) officers & (ii) NCOs & men, but neither section is anywhere near
complete & criteria for inclusion is not clear. In many cases the place of death is noted, & very occasionally other details. Curious
‘souvenir’ of the Somme. Orig. blue cloth, blocked black, VG. See illustration on our website.
£50.00
140. BOTCHKAREVA (Maria) Yashka, My Life as Peasant, Exile & Soldier. 1st Ed., xii+339pp., portrait. Constable. 1919.
Enlisted in the Russian army in 1914 & rose to command the enchantingly named Russian Women’s Battalion of Death,
which unit saw much action on the Eastern Front. Orig. dec. cloth, rather rubbed & worn but sound throughout. See illustration
on our website.
£25.00
141. BRICE (Beatrix) The Battle Book of Ypres. 1st Ed., xiv+273pp., 1 col. & 2 b/w plates, fldg. map. VG in worn dw.
Murray. 1927.
Useful reference to the principal events in each hamlet, village, wood &c., + account of the four battles of Ypres & list of
titles given by Battle Nomenclature Committee. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG in worn dw. See illustration on our website. £35.00
142. BROGER (Karl) Pillbox 17: The Story of a Comradeship in Arms. 1st Eng. Ed., 220pp. Thornton Butterworth. 1930.
German novel concerning “The horrors of warfare in one of those artificial outposts on the Western Front” by ‘Germany’s
Labour Poet,’ with an autobiographical Foreword specially written for the English edition. Orig. dec. paper covd. boards with
cloth backstrip, VG & rare. See illustration on our website.
£125.00

143. BROOKE (Maj.-Gen. Geoffrey, CB, DSO, MC) The Brotherhood of Arms. 1st Ed., vii+133pp., portrait frontis., 9 plates.
VG in dw. Clowes & Sons. 1941.
Scarce memoirs of service with Cavalry Corps in F&F 1914-15: Brooke was appointed Staff Capt. to Hubert Gough’s 3rd
Cavalry Brigade in 1914: Rereat from Mons, 1st Ypres (at Wystchaete & Messines), rejoined his regt. (16th Lancers) in 1915,
Brigade Major Canadian Cavalry Brigade 1916, &c. VG in sl. chipped dw. See illustration on our website.
£75.00
144. BROPHY (John) & PARTRIDGE (Eric) Eds. Songs & Slang of the British Soldier 1914-1918. 2nd Ed (Revised &
Enlarged)., viii+222pp. VG in dw. Scholartis Press. 1930.
A most absorbing work of linguistic & historical interest. Both 1st & 2nd editions were limited to 1000 copies. Orig.
orange cloth, gilt, VG & scarce in dw. See illustration on our website.
£65.00
145. BROPHY (John) Ed. & intro. The Soldier’s War: A Prose Anthology. 1st Ed., xiv+272pp., frontis by Eric Kennington.
Dent. 1929.
Selected extracts from Blunden, Ford, Gristwood, Mottram, F.A. Voight, Fritz von Unruh &c., with interesting intro by
Brophy. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website.
£25.00
146. BROWNE (Capt. D.G., MC) The Tank in Action. 1st Ed., x+517pp., frontis., 20 photos., sketch maps. Blackwood. 1920.
Valuable contemporary account by an officer who won the MC with the 7th Bn. Contains detailed accounts of a large
number of tank actions, including, from personal experience, the Cockcroft, Cambrai, Bourlon Wood, 1918 battles &c. “...his best
chapters are those of an eye-witness. He is at times severely critical & perhaps even unjust, though he has obviousy tried not to
be. For the reader who contemplates tackling one book only on tanks in the War this is probably the best, for Captain Browne is a
lucid & entertaining writer.” - Falls. Orig. blue cloth, minor wear, VG & rare. See illustration on our website.
£225.00
Nice copy in rare dustwrapper
147. BUCHANAN (Sir George) The Tragedy of Mesopotamia. 1st Ed., ix+287pp., map. VG in sl. worn dw. Blackwood. 1938.
The author, an expert on ports, was sent from India to investigate same & put in charge of organising Basra port. In view
of his experience & perceived ‘limitations’ of the official history he felt the need for another account. Orig. blue cloth, titled in
yellow, nice copy in rare dw, spine panel of this a little chipped o/w VG throughout & scarce thus. See illustration on our
website.
£225.00
Interesting copy with revealing letter from the author inserted
148. [BURRAGE (Alfred McLelland)] War is War. By Ex-Private-X. 3rd Imp., 288pp. Gollancz. 1930.
Valuable personal account of service in the ranks on the Western Front with the Artist’s Rifles (190th Bde., 63rd [RN]
Div.), 1917-18, until invalided with trench foot. Falls states: “The account of an attack at Passchendaele & of conditions at
Cambrai after the great German counter-attack are very good indeed; in fact, among the best of their kind. But the rest is
disfigured by an unreasoned & unpleasant vituperation of superiors & all troops other than those of the front line...” This copy
with ink ownership inscrip. of Ernest Blaikley, a former ‘Artist’ as well as being an official war artist, founder member of the
Society of Graphic Artists & Keeper of Pictures at the Imperial War Museum. He has recorded that he bought the book from
Mudie’s, 2nd hand, & sent an etching as a gift to the author whose reply envelope & signed typed letter remain present. The letter
is interesting & revealing, especially in its statement that “the two Nashes just peep into the book. It was Paul who came to see
me in ‘Pop’ when I had taken the day off, & John was the corporal who got made an official war artist while he was at home on
leave just after the Cambrai show.” He also states: “I have had dozens of letters from old Artists & others, all with one exception
laudatory, & one or two requests for loans, but yours is the first gift... there is no particular secret about my name... but if I owned
publicly to the book, the Battn. could be traced... Then every character could be recognised, & parents of fellows who died sticky
deaths would for the first time get details which should be kept from them.” He further states of the book that “the only aim &
merit was a strict adhesion to truth.” Orig. black cloth, neatly rebacked with orig. faded spine - evidently much read copy. See
illustration on our website.
£145.00
149. AS ABOVE: Orig. black cloth, VG, nice copy. See illustration on our website.

£35.00

150. BUTTLAR BRANDENFELS (Senior Lieut. Freiherr Treutsch von) Zeppelins over England. 1st Eng. Ed., 232pp.,
portrait frontis., 27 photos. Harrap. 1931.
Personal account by the commander of the first Zeppelin to cross the English coast who took part in 19 raids on England
in all, including London & various industrial targets. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website.
£30.00
151. CAMPBELL (G.) Verdun to the Vosges: Impressions of the War on the Fortress Frontier of France. 1st Ed.,
xix+316pp., 17 photos., 4 maps. Edward Arnold. 1916.
Informative account of operations on the French eastern frontier at Nancy, Grand Caronne &c., by “The Times” special
correspondent with the French armies in 1914. Orig. cloth, little rubbed & worn, VG. See illustration on our website.
£35.00
152. CASSAR (George H.) The Tragedy of Sir John French. 1st Ed., 324pp., 16 illus., 19 maps. VG in dw. Newark, USA:
Univ. of Delaware Press. 1985.
Scholarly assessment of the BEF’s first C-in-C, replaced by Haig in the aftermath of Loos. VG in dw. See illustration on
our website.
£20.00
153. CATO (Conrad) The Navy in Mesopotamia 1914-1917. 1st Ed., xi+211pp., 4 maps. VG in chipped dw. Constable. 1917.
Acclaimed & very elusive impressions of a skilful eyewitness utilised by the official historian who, according to the jacket
notes, “has seen long & arduous service with the naval forces on the Tigris.” Orig. cloth, VG & scarce, especially in dw (chipped
with some loss at extremities, notably along top of jacket, still a very nice copy). See illustration on our website.
£225.00
154. CHASSEAUD (Peter) Artillery’s Astrologers: A History of British Survey & Mapping on the Western Front 19141918. 1st Ed., xviii+558pp., 4to, 22 photos., 19 maps & reproductions. VG in dw. Lewes: Mapbooks. 1999.
Mapmaking in the BEF in all its aspects inc. RE & RA survey work, the essential relationship between the gunner & the
map & advances in artillery survey (flash spotting & sound ranging, &c.). Valuable study & now very scarce indeed. VG in dw.
See illustration on our website.
£120.00
155. CHATTERTON (E. Keble) The Auxiliary Patrol. 1st Ed., x+332pp., 48 illus., 15 plans & diagrams. Sidgwick & Jackson.
1923.
The war fought by motor launches, drifters, trawlers, inc. North Sea, Tanganyika, Mediterranean (Dardanelles &c.), much
on Zeebrugge Raid. Orig. blue cloth, blocked black, little wear, sp. sunned o/w VG. See illustration on our website.
£20.00

156. CHATTERTON (E. Keble) Amazing Adventure: A Thrilling Naval Biography. 1st Ed., 285 portrait frontis., 21 illus., 6
diagrams in text. Hurst & Blackett. 1935.
The naval career of Commander Godfrey Herbert DSO, WW1 submarine commander. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG. See
illustration on our website.
£20.00
Author’s presentation copy to the Battalion Quartermaster
157. CLAPHAM (H.S.) Mud & Khaki: The Memories of an Incomplete Soldier. 1st Ed., 224pp., 17 plates. Hutchinson. nd
(c.1930).
Excellent classic memoir with 1st Bn. HAC Infantry in Flanders, Jan.-Oct. 1915: much action & incident around the Ypres
Salient at Kemmel, Sanctuary Wood, Hooge &c. recorded by a CQMS. Orig. red cloth, titled in black, VG with author’s fine ink
presentation inscrip. to the Quartermaster of the 1st Bn., Major G.H. Mayhew, MC (of whom the Commanding Officer wrote:
“no C.O. was better served or unit more thoroughly looked after than by him. I personally owe him an immense debt of gratitude.
Never once did anything go wrong in his department, & his cheerfulness & tact when times were most trying were of inestimable
value to us all.”): To Major George Mayhew affectionately known as ‘Uncle George’ by all those who served under him.
With the best wishes of H S Clapham.
See illustrations on our website.
£145.00
158. COLDICOTT (R.) London Men in Palestine & How They Marched to Jerusalem. 1st Ed., xi+232pp., 8 illus., ep map.
Arnold. 1919.
Gaza to the taking of Jerusalem. Capt. Coldicott MC commanded a company in 21st Londons & the publisher’s catalogue
claimed that the book is so powerful that it causes one to feel ‘attached’ to the company on the campaign. Orig. red cloth, sp.
sunned o/w VG. See illustration on our website.
£35.00
159. CORSAN (James) For Poulton & England: the Life & Times of a Victorian Rugby Hero. 1st Ed., xv+344pp., approx.
50 photos. VG in dw. Kibworth Beauchamp: Matador [i.e., the author]. 2009.
Very detailed life of Ronald Poulton drawing on his published letters from the memoir by his father & numerous other
sources. A Balliol man & one of the most promising Rugby players of his generation, heir to the Huntley & Palmer biscuit
fortunes & also deeply involved with the boys clubs movement, Poulton held a commission in the 1/4th Berks. (TF) & was KiA
at Ploegsteert Wood in 1915. VG in dw. See illustration on our website.
£15.00
160. CRUM (Major F.M., KRRC) Memoirs of a Rifleman Scout. 1st Ed., 359pp., num. photos., several sketch maps. Stirling:
A. Learmonth & Son., Journal Office. 1950.
Part I, 96pp., concerns Boer War: 1st Bn. KRRC at Talana, wounded & PoW, escaped & joined 25th Mounted Infantry.
WW1 8th KRRC (K1) Western Front 1915-16 inc. Fire Attack at Hooge. In May 1916 Crum founded the Sniping School at Acq.
Interesting photos. of sniping schools in Aldershot & France. Sl marked o/w VG & scarce privately printed memoirs. See
illustration on our website.
£125.00
161. CUMMING (Brig.-Gen. Hanway R., DSO) A Brigadier in France 1917-1918. Foreword by FM ‘Wullie’ Robertson &
Intro. by Maj.-Gen. D.M. Campbell, GOC 21st Div. 1st Ed., 272pp., portrait frontis., 9 maps. Cape. 1922.
GOC 91st Brigade, 7th Division, Nov. 1916-May 1917 (sent home after Bullecourt, but awarded DSO) & 110th Brigade,
21st Division March-Nov. 1918, arriving just before the heavy fighting of the March Retreat around Epehy, then moved up to
counter the Lys Offensive & down to the Chemin de Dame in May; afterwards in the Final Advance &c. The author was KiA in
an IRA ambush at Clonbanin - a notable action of the Irish War of Independence - in March 1921. Orig. dec. wheat cloth, VG &
very scarce. See illustration on our website.
£120.00
162. DAVIES (W.J.K.) Light Railways of the First World War: A History of Tactical Rail Communications on the Brirish
Fronts, 1914-18. 1st Ed., 196pp., 59 photos., 35 maps & diagrams. VG in sl. rubbed dw. David & Charles. 1967.
Interesting, well illustrated & rare study of all fronts inc. France & Flanders, Italy, Saloinka, Palestine & German East
Africa. VG in sl. rubbed dw. See illustration on our website.
£45.00
163. DOUIE (Charles) The Weary Road: Recollections of a Subaltern of infantry. Cheap Ed.., xiii+226pp. Murray. 1931.
Intro. by Maj.-Gen. Sir Ernest Swinton. Classic memoirs with 1st Bn. Dorset Regt. in F&F from mid-1916 & briefly on
the Asiago front in 1918. Cheaper Ed., two years after 1st., orih. paper covd. boards with green cloth backstrip with paper label.
VG. See illustration on our website.
£35.00
164. DUGDALE (Capt. Geoffrey, MC) “Langemarck” & “Cambrai” - A War Narrative 1914-1918. 2nd Imp., 132pp.,
portrait frontis., 11 photos., 2 maps. Shrewsbury: Printed Published by Wilding & Son Ltd. (for the author). 1932.
Excellent, scarce locally printed memoir of service with Shropshire Yeomanry in UK then posted to 6th King’s Shropshire
Light Infantry in France, Sept. 1916. Fine personal account of the battles named in the title & other events whilst overseas 191618. Orig. black cloth, white ink titling to front & sp. (that to sp. rather indistinct as always), VG. Nice copy. See illustration on
our website.
£75.00
165. EDMONDS (Charles) [Pseud. of CARRINGTON (Charles)] A Subaltern’s War: Being a Memoir of the Great War
from the point of view of a Romantic young Man, with candid accounts of two particular battles, written shortly after
they occurred, & an Essay on Militarism. 3rd Imp., 224pp., 8 plates, 2 maps. VG in somewhat worn dw. Davies. 1929.
One of the classic Western Front memoirs: with 1/5th Warwicks inc. Somme 1916 & 3rd Battle of Ypres, to which Falls
awarded two stars, noting that: “The writer... has accomplished a great deal in this fine book... he has blown to smithereens the
pretence, which was being elaborately built up by entirely worthy anti-war propagandists, that the soldier had no resource than to
whine & curse beneath the weight of his dangers, sufferings & discomforts... he shows that ordinary men endured it without
becoming the shambling, woebegone spectres so often depicted... Mr Edmonds lets us see how & why the real men were
victorious against the best.” Orig. red cloth, gilt, VG & very rare in dw (this with a little loss at head & foot of sp., but nice copy.)
See illustration on our website.
£120.00
166. EVERITT (Nicholas) British Secret Service During the Great War. 1st Ed., 320pp. Hutchinson. [1920].
Including an account of the author’s role in intelligence gathering. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG ex-reference lib. with minor
markings. See illustration on our website.
£35.00
167. EWING (Wm., MC, CF) From Gallipoli to Baghdad. 1st Ed., xii+306pp., 17 plates, map. H&S. 1917.
Chaplain attd. 4th Royal Scots at Gallipoli then to a General Hospital & later on to 1st Seaforths in Mespot. 1916-17. Orig.
blue cloth, gilt, VG but sp. dull (as usual) & small tear in centre of spine. Scarce. See illustration on our website.
£60.00

168. FLETCHER (David) Landships: British Tanks in the First World War. 1st Ed., laminated card wraps., [iv]+60pp.,
photos. & diagrams throughout. HMSO. 1984.
Invaluable introduction to the subject, only published in this pbk. form. VG. See illustration on our website.
£15.00
169. FRENCH (David) & HOLDEN REID (Brian) Eds. The British General Staff: Reform & Innovation, 1890-1939. 1st
Ed., x+246pp. VG in dw. Frank Cass. 2002.
Invaluable collection of essays by leading military historians including Towards a Ministry of Defence: First Faltering
Steps (by John Sweetman); Selection by Disparagement: Lord Esher, the General Staff & the Politics of Command, 1904-14 (Ian
F.W. Beckett); Lord Kitchener, the General Staff & the Army in India 1902-14 (Timothy Moreman); The British Army, its
General Staff & the Continental Commitment, 1904-14 (Hew Strachan); The General Staff & the Paradoxes of Continental War
(William Philpott); The Australians at Pozieres: Command & Control on the Somme, 1916 (Gary Sheffield) & other pieces by
contemporary historians. VG & rare original hardback edition. See illustration on our website.
£65.00
170. FRENCH (Major Hon. G., DSO) The Life of Sir John French, First Earl of Ypres. 1st Ed., xxii+432pp., 8 plates. Fine in
sl. tanned dw. Cassell. 1931.
Egypt, India, Boer War, &c. Controversial GOC of the BEF 1914-15 & replaced by Haig soon after the Battle of Loos.
Orig. blue cloth, gilt, fine copy in dw (tanning to sp. & edges of rear panel of dw o/w fine throughout). Very scarce in dw. See
illustration on our website.
£65.00
171. G.S.O. [Pseud. of FOX (Sir Frank)] G.H.Q. (Montreuil-sur-Mer). 1st Ed., 306pp., 32 plates (one col.), map. Allan. 1920.
Sir Frank Fox was attached to the QMG’s Branch at G.H.Q., “His account of the conditions in which a junior
administrative staff officer lived & worked is valuable, especially as there are few records of this sort.” - Falls. Orig. red cloth,
gilt, sp. sl. dull o/w VG. See illustration on our website.
£35.00
172. GAMBLE (C.F. Snowden) The Story of a North Sea Air Station: Being Some Account of the Early Days of the Royal
Flying Corps (Naval Wing) & of the Part Played Thereafter by the Air Station at Great Yarmouth & its Opponents
During the War 1914-1918. 1st Ed., xvi+446pp., 34 photos., text sketches, fldg. map. Oxford Univ. Press. 1928.
Detailed history “...covers a great deal more ground than its title indicates. It is in fact almost a history of the RNAS, & of
that barnch of the RAF whic carried on its work after the amalgamation...” - Falls. Orig. green cloth, gilt, covs. rubbed & worn
but sound & complete. See illustration on our website.
£40.00
Nice copy in dustwrapper
173. GIBBS (Philip) The Soul of the War. 4th Imp., v+362pp. VG in dw. Heinemann. 1915.
Observations by the noted war correspondent, during earlier phases of the Western Front: inc. Retreat from Mons, the
German turnabout at the Marne, &c. Orig. red cloth, gilt, VG in dw (sp. chipped o/w VG) & scarce thus. See illustration on our
website.
£50.00
174. GIBBS (Sir Philip) The War Despatches. 1st Ed., xi+409pp., frontis. + several other plates. VG in rather worn dw. Isle of
Man: Anthony Gibbs & Phillips Ltd. with Times Press. 1964.
The very rewarding & hard to find (in the hardback edition) complete Western Front journals of a journalist who covered
almost the entire war in France & Flanders. VG in rather worn dw. See illustration on our websitre.
£25.00
175. GIBSON (Ashley) Postscript to Adventure. 1st Ed., [vi]+212pp., portrait frontis., trench map rear ep. VG in chipped/torn
dw. Dent. 1930.
20th Royal Fusiliers in France 1915-17 (Somme &c.) then 1st KAR in East Africa. Orig. yellow cloth, VG in chipped/torn
dw (scarce in dw). See illustration on our website.
£50.00
176. GLADDEN (Norman) Ypres 1917: A Personal Account. 1st Ed., 192pp., 2 maps. VG in dw. Kimber. 1967.
Acclaimed account from the ranks, 7th & 11th Bns. North’d. Fus., Battles of Messines & 3rd Ypres, Menin Road Ridge &
Passchendaele. VG in sl. chipped dw. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
177. GORDON (Capt. G.S.) Mons & The Retreat. Preface by FM Lord French. 1st UK Ed., orig. printed wraps., 94pp., map.
Constable. 1918.
Useful concise account in a series on The Operations of the British Army in the Present War designed initially for
American consumption. See illustration on our website.
£15.00
178. GORDON (H.) The Unreturning Army: A Field Gunner in Flanders 1917-1918. 1st Ed., x+133pp. VG in sl. worn dw.
Dent. 1967.
RMA Woolwich, 112th Bde. RFA at Passchendaele, March Retreat &c. until wounded 12/4/18. VG in sl. rubbed dw. See
illustration on our website.
£20.00
179. GRAVES (Robert) Goodbye to All That: An Autobiography. 1st Ed., 2nd State, 448pp., 8 illus/maps. Cape. 1929.
Classic Western Front memoir of poet & infantry officer. 1st & 2nd Bns. RWF, Loos, Somme, &c. This edition with
asterisks in place of a short passage on p.290 & a ‘verse letter’ (“it is the most terrible of his war poems”) that Siegfried Sassoon
sent to the author in 1918, to publication of which its author objected. Erratum slip correcting a mis-statement tipped-in at p.398.
Orig. orange cloth, gilt, a very nice copy of the unusual & scarce ‘2nd state.’ See illustrations on our website.
£95.00
180. GRAVES Robert)] SEYMOUR-SMITH (Martin) Robert Graves: His Life & Works. 1st Ed., xiv+606pp., 19 photos. VG
in dw. Hutchinson. 1982.
Substantial in-depth biography: Seymour-Smith knew Graves from boyhood & this work is based on 40 years of close
friendship with access to much unpublished material. VG in dw. See illustration on our website.
£15.00
181. GURNER (Ronald) Pass Guard at Ypres. 1st Ed., vii+241pp. Dent. 1930.
Near classic Western Front memoirs in novelised form. Gurner served in F&F with the Rifle Brigade & Cyclist Corps,
gaining the MC & being badly wounded. He never really recovered & committed suicide after a successful teaching career at
Marlborough, Whitgift &c. Orig. maroon cloth, minor sp. tears o/w VG & rare. See illustration on our website.
£95.00
182. [HAIG (F-M Sir Douglas)] COOPER (Duff) Haig. 1st Ed., 2 Vols., 402+xii & 484pp., 21 plates, 20 maps. Faber. 1935.
Competent biography; for many years the standard work on Haig. Mainly devoted to the Great War. Orig. black cloth, gilt,
minor wear, VG, inscribed by author “Duff Cooper 18.xi.36.” on ffep of Vol. I, with newspaper clipping recording the fact that
Lady Haig “was not consulted about what should be included in the official biography of her late husband... Passages, she said,
were included against the wishes of herself & those expressed by her late husband...” See illustration on our website.
£30.00

183. [HAIG (FM Sir Douglas)] TERRAINE (John) Douglas Haig: The Educated Soldier. 1st Ed., xviii+508pp., 13 illus., 10
maps. VG in chipped dw. Hutchinson. 1963.
Classic biography & important as standard defense of the British C-in-C, also an invaluable commentary on the Western
Front. VG in chipped dw, ownership label of Col. Terry Cave, inscribed by author Terry with best wishes John Terraine. Sept.
1985. on half title & 2003 Daily Telegraph obit. of Terraine loosely inserted. See illustration on our website.
£25.00
184. HALPERN (Dr. Paul G.) Ed. The Keyes Papers: Selections from the Private & Official Correspondence of Admiral of
the Fleet Baron Keyes of Zeebrugge. Vol. I: 1914-1918. 1st Ed., xxiv+547pp., portrait, 3 maps. Navy Records Soc. 1972.
Gallipoli campaign & Zeebrugge Raid 1918. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
185. HARINGTON (Gen. Sir Charles) Plumer of Messines. 1st Ed., xviii+351pp., portrait, 7 plates, 3 maps. Murray. 1935.
Elusive biog. by Plumer’s BGGS in Second Army in France. Includes Matabele & Boer Wars, but mostly WW1 Western
Front (notably the Ypres Salient), also Italy & post-war occupation of Germany. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on
our website.
£35.00
186. HARRISON (Charles Y.) Generals Die in Bed. 4th Imp.of 1st USA Ed., x+269pp. VG in chipped dw. NY: Morrow. 1930.
Novel in which “Everything told... happened, but every character in it with the exception of the author, is fictitious.”
Portrays recruit life in Canada, on the Western Front & “the looting of Arras by Canadians & their conflict with the English
Military Police is told for the first time.” Orig. dec. wheat cloth, VG in chipped dw (sleeve note states: “This is the first realistic
account of the war by a ranker in the Canadian army... as famous for their insubordination to red tape & discipline as for their
savage bravery...”). Scarce. See illustration on our website.
£65.00
187. HARVEY (Harold) A Soldier’s Sketches Under Fire. 1st Ed., xiv+176pp., portrait frontis., 40 plates of sketches, map.
Sampson, Low, Marston & Co. nd (c.1916).
Acclaimed commercial artist joined 2nd Bn. Royal Fusiliers in the ranks 1914 (had previous experience in the Yeomanry);
shortly sailed for Malta then to the Western Front in December. Descriptions & sketches of these travels, life in the line &c. until
“bowled over by shrapnel & poison gas” during 2nd Battle of Ypres, 1915. Orig. mustard pictorial cloth, VG ex-reference lib.
with minor markings. Rare original edition with appealing drawings. See illustration on our website.
£65.00
188. HATCH (F.H., Ph.D.) The Iron & Steel Industry of the United Kingdom Under War Conditions: A Record of the
Work of the Iron & Steel Production Department of the Ministry of Munitions. 1st Ed., xii+167pp., portrait frontis., 18
photos. Privately Printed for Sir John Hunter, K.B.E., by Harrison & Sons. 1919.
Rare privately printed but in content akin to an official history, sponsored by Sir John Hunter, Director of Iron & Steel
Production at the Ministry of Munitions from August 1916 onwards; the author worked in the same Department & was a member
of the Governing Body of the Imperial Mineral Resources Bureau. Contains accounts of the development of resources & plant,
shell-steel, the Basic Iron Programme (on of Sir John Hunter’s innovations) &c., together woith graphs of production &
consumption, interesting photos. of various steelworks, &c. Orig. green cloth, gilt to sp., unevenly sunned, little chipped at head
of sp., generally VG, rare & inscribed “With John Hunter’s Compts.” See illustration on our website.
£125.00
189. HENDERSON (Rev. George, B.D.) The Experiences of a Hut Leader at the Front. 1st Ed., xi+145pp., portrait frontis., 5
photos. Paisley: Alexander Gardner. nd (c1919).
Service in France & Flanders with YMCA. Orig. red cloth, black & gilt, VG. See illustration on our website.
£65.00
190. HERBERT (Lieut. A.P., late Hawke Batt., RND) The Bomber Gipsy & Other Poems. 1st Ed., xi+84pp. Methuen. 1918.
Scarce 1st Ed. of war poems of A.P. Herbert, lawyer, MP & man of letters, knighted 1945, who served in the RND
(Hawke Battalion) at Gallipoli & on the Western Front. Orig. red cloth, VG inscribed “To one of the ‘Hawkes’“, below this in
another hand ‘BBR’ (i.e, possibly Lt. B.B.Rackham, RND) A neat inscrip. on rear ep says: “Patience Rewarded. November 28th
1918.” Another owner, C.W. Pelham, has signed the ffep & inscribed the half-title: “C.W. Peckham, Dour, Belgium. reveived
7/12/18.” See illustration on our website.
£45.00
191. HIGGINS (A. Pearce, MA, LL.D.) Defensively-Armed Merchant Ships & Submarine Warfare. 1st Ed., 56pp. Stevens
& Sons, Ltd., Law Publishers. 1917.
International law & DEMs, inc. US Memoranda on Status of Armed Merchant Vessels & British Admiralty instructions to
Captains of Defensively-armed Ships which were published in The Times on 2nd March 1916. Orig. blue cloth, VG ex-Univ. of
London lib. See illustration on our website.
£25.00
192. HITCHCOCK (Capt. F.C., MC, late 2nd Bn. The Leinster Regt.) “Stand To”: A Diary of the Trenches 1915-18. Preface
by Maj.-Gen. Sir John Capper. 1st Ed., 358pp., 25 photos., 24 sketches in text, 3 fldg. maps. Hurst & Blackett. 1937.
Fine account, one of the foremost Western Front memoirs. Hitchcock took to active service as a duck to water & spent
three years on the Western Front with his beloved 2nd Leinsters. Orig. green cloth, gilt, minor wear, VG & rare. Note: This copy
is provided with a facsmile dustwrapper. See illustration on our website.
£125.00
193. HOLIDAY (G.) Horses & Soldiers: A Collection of Pictures by the late Gilbert Holiday. Edited by Maj. L. Bolton,
RHA, intro. by Snaffles. Subscribed Ed., not paginated, 79 tipped-in sketches & paintings (26 in colour). Subscribed Ed.
published privately by Gale & Polden. 1938.
Gilbert Holiday was a Gunner officer-artist with a deep affection for most animals & all things military except
mechanization. He served on the Western Front & died of a hunting accident in 1937. Includes several wartime paintings, e.g.,
‘Cable Laying on the Menin Road,’ but mostly depictions of artillery post-war. Orig. cloth, litrtle staining to front o/w VG. See
illustrations on our website.
£50.00
194. ILLINGWORTH (Capt. A.E.) With Appendices compiled by ROBESON (Major V.A.H, MC) A History of 24
Squadron, Sometime of the Royal Flying Corps & later of the Royal Air Force. With a Foreword by Air Marshal Sir H.M.
Trenchard, Bart., KCB, DSO. 1st Ed., 103pp., 4to, 3 col plates, 10 photos., map. The “Aeroplane” For Private Circulation Among
the Officers of 24 Squadron. [1920].
First single-seat scout squadron, Western Front from Feb. 1916 which served most notably at the Somme 1916, Advance
to the Hindenburg Line 1917, Retreat from St. Quentin 1918 & several battles of the Final Advance in 1918. Rolls of Hon.
(killed, wounded & PoWs), awards, nominal rolls of all ranks inc. ground crew, lists of combats &c. Orig. blue cloth with black
morocco spine strip, gilt to front & spine, VG indeed with ownership inscrip. & notes of service of Wing Cmdr. S.H. Long, DSO,
MC, to half title (served with the squadron 1916-17 & mentioned several times in the text, inc. identifications of himself in
several amusing events related in an appendix, plus his death notice & short obit. mounted at front. (Long’s memoirs, ‘Into the
Blue,’ were published in John Lane’s ‘On Active Service’ series in 1920). No. 79 of 275 copies of deluxe limited edition & rarest
of all WW1 squadron histories. See illustration on our website.
£275.00

195. IMMELMANN (Franz) Max Immelmann, The Eagle of Lille. 1st Eng. Ed., 223pp., portrait, 25 photos. Hamilton. [1935].
Detailed memoir of the German ace, based on his letters & arranged by his brother, a fellow fighter pilot. Orig. blue cloth,
little worn, about VG. See illustration on our website.
£25.00
196. JAMES (Fred) Canada’s Triumph: Amiens-Arras-Cambrai, August-September-October 1918. 1st Ed., 63pp., 8
photos., 3 maps. Canadian War Records Office. nd (c.1918).
Useful brief history of Canadians in the final advance 1918 by Official Correspondent to the Overseas Ministry of Canada.
Orig. wheat cloth, VG with bookplate & inscription of Evan Gill: “I was serving as a Lieut. 19th Battery 4th Canadian Division
until wounded Sunday pm. 29 Sept. 1918, near the Arras-Cambrai road. See map. p. 21. EG.” The map referred to is annotated
with the location of Gill being wounded & the position of the CCS at Ficheux to which he was presumably evacuated. VG & an
interesting copy. See illustration on our website.
£35.00
197. JAMES (Lawrence) Imperial Warrior: The Life & Times of Field-Marshal Viscount Allenby 1861-1936. 1st Ed.,
xiv+279pp., 25 photos., 8 maps. VG in dw. W&N. 1993.
Only modern biog., inc. F&F 1914-17 & Palestine 1917-18. VG in dw. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
198. JOFFRE (Marshal) Memoirs of Marshal Joffre. Trans. by Col. T. Bentley Mott. 1st Eng. Ed., 2 Vols., viii+324 &
viii+333pp., 16 illus., 19 maps. VG in chipped dws. Bles. 1932.
French CIGS from 1911 & C-in-C 1914-16 until replaced by Nivelle. Much on the encounter battles of 1914, the decision
to fight the battle of the Marne, Loos, Verdun & the Somme. Orig. brown cloth, gilt, VG in chipped dws, tanned spines, but
scarce. See illustration on our website.
£85.00
199. JONES (Major Ralph E.), RAREY (Capt. George H.) & ICKS (Lt. Robert J.) The Fighting Tanks since 1916. New Ed.,
xvi+325pp., num. photos. & drawings. VG in dw. Old Greenwich, CT: WE Inc. 1969.
Well-illustrated & comprehensive American survey of all aspects of tank development that includes reports on British,
French, German & American combat use in the Great War. Useful bibliography. First published in 1933. Orig. yellow cloth, VG
in dw. See illustration on our website.
£35.00
200. JUNGER (Ernst) Copse 125: A Chronicle from the Trench Warfare of 1918. 1st Eng. Ed., xii+264pp., frontis. Chatto &
Windus. 1930.
Trench life in 1918 from the German point of view. To the English ‘Copse 125’ was Rossignol Wood, near Hebuterne.
Orig. plum cloth, VG & rare. See illustration on our website.
£225.00
201. KANNENGIESSER (Hans, Pasha) The Campaign in Gallipoli. 1st Ed., 280pp., 28 photos., 3 maps (one fldg.).
Hutchinson. 1927.
Very good account by a German commanding a division in the Turkish army at Gallipoli. Well illus. Intro. by Liman von
Sanders, head of the German Military Mission at Constantinople which found advisers & commanders for the Turks. Orig. blue
cloth, gilt, spine chipped & a little torn o/w VG. See illustration on our website.
£50.00
202. KEARSEY (Lt.-Col. A., DSO, OBE) The Operations in Egypt & Palestine 1914 to June 1917, Illustrating the Field
Service Regulations. 1st Ed., [vii]+88pp., 11 sketch maps. Aldershot: G&P. nd (c.1930).
Useful work contains Appreciation of the Situation at various points; Diary of Events; Descriptions of Battles in Sinai,
Palestine & Western Desert illustrating FSR. These include personal experience of the author during the campaign. Orig. red
printed card wraps., VG & scarce. See illustration on our website.
£35.00
203. LELAND (Waldo G.) & MERENESS (Newton G.) Comps. Introduction to the American Official Sources For the
Economic & Social History of the World War. 1st Ed., xlvii+532pp. + 18pp. programme for the volumes in the proposed
series. New Haven: Yale, &c. 1926.
Contains much interesting detail on sources, inc. the organization & functions of various government agencies. “The
purpose of this volume is to present a summary account of those records & official publications of the various branches & offices
of the Federal Government which constitute the primary sources for the history of the social & economic activities of the national
government during the period of American participation in the World War.” - Compilers’ Preface. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG exreference lib. with minor markings. See illustration on our website.
£25.00
204. LETTOW-VORBECK (Gen. von) My Reminiscences of East Africa. 1st Eng. Ed., portrait frontis., 14 plates, 21 sketch
maps. Hurst & Blackett. (1920).
Classic account of ‘German East’ by the “victorious” German commander. Orig. cloth, gilt, sp. somewhat worn & head of
sp. split & pulled, overall sound & rare original edition. See illustration on our website.
£85.00
205. LEWIS (Cecil, MC) Sagittarius Rising. 6th Imp., 1st Cheap Ed., viii+332pp. Good in dw. Peter Davies. 1936.
The classic memoir of a young Western Front fighter ace: “We walked off the playing-fields into the lines. We lived
supremely in the moment. Our preoccupation was the next patrol, our horizon the next leave.” Orig. second issue cloth, titled in
black, little tanned, VG in chipped but scarce dw. See illustration on our website.
£45.00
206. LLOYD (T.) The Blazing Trail of Flanders. 1st Ed., 254pp., 16 illus. VG in sl. chipped dw. Heath Cranton. 1933.
Excellent personal memoir: author joined Brecknockshire Bn., SWB, 1914 & served in Aden, then commissioned 15th (S)
Bn. Cheshire Regt., 35th Div., Western Front from 1916 & contains much of interest on fighting in the Ypres Salient 1917-18.
Orig. dec. cloth, VG in sl. chipped dw & very scarce, especially in dw. See illustration on our website.
£125.00
207. LUDENDORFF (Gen.) The General Staff & Its Problems: The History of the Relations between the High Command
& the German Imperial Government. 1st Eng. Ed., 2 Vols., vi+370 & [v]+[350]pp. Hutchinson. [1920].
The Supreme Command & its dealings with government, 1914-18. Orig. black cloth, gilt, somewhat worn but sound exuniv. lib. See illustration on our website.
£35.00
208. MCCLURE (W.K.) Italy’s Part in the War. 1st Ed., 107pp., 20 photos. Florence: R. Bemporad & Son. 1918.
Italy’s intervention & participation in the war, with chapeters on The Difficulties of Preparation & Equipment, &c.
Interesting period viewpoint. Ex-lib. in later green cloth, VG thus. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
209. MCLAREN (Barbara) Women of the War. 1st Ed., xii+148pp., col. frontis., 37 photos. H&S. 1917.
Useful profiles of several dozen women prominent in medical services (Elizabeth Garrett Anderson, Flora Murray, Elsie
Inglis, Mrs St. Clair Stobart, Violetta Thurston, &c.), Welfare, Munitions & Land Workers (Lillian Barker, Mabel Cotterell,
Agnes Borthwick); Entertainment (Lene Ashwell) & others, organisers of war libraries, V.A.D. workers. police &c. Orig. brown
paper covd. boards with wheat cloth backstrip, labels to front & sp., minor wear, VG. See illustration on our website.
£45.00

210. MCPHAIL (Helen) The Long Silence: Civilian Life under the German Occupation of Northern France, 1914-1918.
1st Ed., x+235pp., 16 photos. VG in dw. Tauris. 1999.
Rigours of life behind the German lines, how the populace adapted &c. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. £20.00
211. MICHELIN GUIDE: Ypres & The Battles of Ypres. 144pp., num. photos., maps. 1919.
Good & well-illus. intro. with many early post-war photos. Orig. cloth, VG. See illustration on our website.

£20.00

212. MICHELIN GUIDE: The Americans in the Great War Vols. I, II & III: The Second Battle of The Marne (ChateauThierry, Soissons, Fismes); The Battle of Saint Mihiel (St. Mihiel, Pont-a-Mousson, Metz); Meuse-Argonne Battle
(Montfaucon, Romagne, St. Menehould). 132, 146 & 112pp., photos. & maps throughout. 1919.
Orig. cloth, VG ex-reference lib. See illustration on our website.
£45.00
213. MONASH (Lt.-Gen. Sir John) The Australian Victories in France in 1918. 1st Ed., viii+352pp., portrait frontis., 30
photos., 9 fldg. maps. Hutchinson. nd (c.1923).
Valuable account by the GOC of Australian Army Corps’ role in the BEF’s Final Advance 1918, Battle of Amiens & on
through the Hindenburg Line at Bellicourt &c. Nice copy of the 1st Ed., orig. blue cloth. gilt, VG ex-reference lib. with minor
markings. See illustration on our website.
£45.00
214. MONTAGUE (C.E.) Notes from Calais Base & Pictures of its Many Activities. 1st Ed., orig. printed wraps., 31pp.
followed by 48pp. plate section (40 photos., several title leaves). T. Fisher Unwin. 1918.
A depiction of the training schools, medical care & supply & repair arrangements at the Calais base, with many interesting
photos. of these establishments, from troops undergoing gas drill & PE to care of the wounded, petrol supply & a large cobblers’
repair shop. Montague, journalist & writer (the prose equivalent of Sassoon, if you like), served overseas in the ranks & as an
intelligence officer. Falls described him as “the ablest & most attractive writer of the ‘disenchantment’ school of British writers
on the war.” VG & scarce. See illustration on our website.
£45.00
215. MOODIE (William) Ed. The Crown of Honour: Being Stories of Heroism, Gallantry, Magnanimity, & Devotion From
the Great War of 1914-18. 1st Ed., 239pp. VG in chipped dw. James Clarke & Co. nd (c.1930).
Anthology of great deeds of individuals (British, Colonial &c.) & collective feats of arms &c., e.g. Tom Bridges & Col.
Elkington (whose paths crossed at St. Quentin), Lawrence of Arabia, various soldiers who won VCs, naval events, Q Ships &
many more aspacts. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG in dw (chipped with little loss at extremities but generally intact). Surprisingly
scarce, especially so in dw. See illustration on our website.
£75.00
216. MOORE (Capt. W., HLI Reserve of Officers) Notes on the Operations of the British Expeditionary Force, August 22nd
to September 9th, 1914. 1st Ed., orig. printed wraps., 62pp., fldg. maps. Hythe, Kent: W.S. Paine & Co. 1925.
A primer for officers based on the author’s notes for his promotion exam: “As... he was successful on that occasion, it is
hoped that they may be of use to other candidates.” Useful account of the opening campaign: Mons, Le Cateau, Retreat from
Mons & the Marne (including comments on matter such as “mis-use of German mobile troops”) to which another hand
(unidentified but for initials AJS) has added a note: “A useful ‘aid’ but insufficient in itself for Exam purposes - Beware of the
omissions, some of which are noted in the text.” AJS’s five or six corrections/observations are present. Orig. printed wraps.,
edges & sp. neatly repaired with archival tape, VG thus & very scarce. See illustration on our website.
£45.00
217. MOREL (E.D.) Thoughts on the War: The Peace - and Prison. With an Introduction by Robert Smillie. 1st Ed., orig.
printed wraps., 123pp. Published by the Author. 1920.
Edmund Dene Morel was a journalist, author, British MP (Labour, Dundee, 1922-24) & leading pacifist. He was a founder
& Secretary of the Union of Democratic Control, the most important of anti-war organisations oin Britain during WW1, which
led toi him being vilified in the press & apparently even subjected to physical assaults. He was imprisoned at Pentonville Prison
as he had sent a UDC tract to Romain Rolland in Switzerland - a neutral country - contrarary to the Dedfence of the Realm Acr.
This scarce, privately published work, contains his collected WW1 journalism from the WW1 era including an account of his
time at Pentonville Jail. VG. See illustration on our website.
£45.00
218. MOTTISTONE (Lord [Gen. Jack Seely]) My Horse Warrior. Illustrated by Alfred Munnings. 3rd Imp., 160pp., 19
drawings. H&S. 1934.
Seely’s charger who carried him throughout his service in France, Retreat from Mons to the Final Advance. Many of
Seely’s own experiences are naturally related via the medium of the beast. Appealing Munnings drawings, some executed on the
Western Front. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
219. MOTTRAM (R.H.) Journey to the Western Front: Twenty Years After. 1st Ed., x+292pp., 12 plates, ep maps. VG in
chipped dw with loss at extremities. Bell. 1936.
Moving account of a pilgrimage in which the author revisited each sector, from the Salient down to the south, with many
anecdotes of the war in France & Flanders. Orig. orange cloth, blocked black, VG in chipped dw with loss at extremities. Scarce
in dw. See illustration on our website.
£65.00
220. MUNRO (Capt. D.J., CMG, RN) Convoys, Blockades & Mystery Towers. 1st Ed., xiii+208pp., portrait frontis., 17
photos. & maps + ep maps/diagrams. VG in dw. Sampson Low. [1932].
Reminiscences 1917-18 as Commodore of Fast Convoys to & from the East through the Mediterranean. Orig. black cloth,
gilt, VG in sl. marked but attractive dw & very scarce thus. See illustration on our website.
£125.00
221. MURE (Major A.H., TD) With the Incomparable 29th. 1st Ed., [vii]+206pp. Chambers. 1919.
5th Royal Scots in 29th Div., landing at V Beach, battles for Fir Tree Wood & Krithia &c. until evacuated, being ‘all in’
after 42 days under fire. Orig. rust cloth, VG. See illustration on our website.
£50.00
222. NEON [Pseud. of ACWORTH (Marion W.)] The Great Delusion: A Study of Aircraft in Peace and War. 2nd Ed.
(revised), xxxix+288pp. Benn. 1927.
Extensive survey of the rapid development of aviation with much on WW1 aeroplane & airship ops., & critique of British
commercial airship development, notably the R100 & R101. Preface by A.H. Pollen. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration
on our website.
£20.00
223. NOAKES (F.E.) The Distant Drum: The Personal History of a Guardsman in the Great War. 1st Ed., xii+241pp.
Tunbridge Wells: Printed by Courier Printing & Publishing Co. Ltd. nd (c.1950).
Privately printed memoirs of enlistment in June 1917, posting to the Household Battalion (“an independent & somewhat
anomalous body of dismounted cavalry”) at Windsor then to the Household Battalion Service Bn. in France in October; the latter

formed part of the 4th Div. & spent the next three months in & out of the line on the Arras front. In Feb. 1918 the H.B. was
disbanded (with the reorganisation of infantry brigades that took place at that time) & Noakes was posted to 3rd Bn. Coldstream
Guards, with which he remained throughout the year inc. the German attacks in March & the Allied Final Advance, then to the
Army of Occupation in Cologne until demobbed in Oct. 1919. Provides a good account of life in trenches & in the villages
behind the lines, & is the only account we are aware of of service in the Household Bn. Orig. red cloth, VG & scarce. See
illustration on our website.
£75.00
224. NUNN (Vice-Adml. Wilfred, CB, CSI, CMG, DSO) Tigris Gunboats: A Narrative of the Royal Navy’s Co-operation
with the Military Forces in Mesopotamia from the Beginning of the War to the Capture of Baghdad (1914-17). Facsimile
reprint of 1932 1st Ed., 288pp., portrait frontis., photos. & maps. Chatham. 2007.
The naval force commander’s comprehensive account of the operations to capture Basra, the taking of Kut by a naval
flotilla & subsequent siege & relief, as well as reconnaissances up river &c. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. £20.00
225. O’CONNOR (T.P., MP) T.P’s Journal of Great Deeds of the Great War. Vols. I, II, III & IV. 1st Eds., each Vol.
364pp., 4to, photos. throughout. Vols. II & III in attractive & rare dws. T.P.’s Journal Publishing Co. Ltd. 1914-15.
Weekly parts published between Oct. 1914-Sept. 1916 bound in 4 Vols. (all published), each with Index bound in at front
(inc. names, regiments, topics &c.). Contains articles by O’Connor & numerous other contributors on British & Empire armed
forces & their feats, acts of gallantry &c., with many interesting photos. Orig. brown cloth, VG throughout & Vols. II & III
retaining their rare sl. chipped & attractive dws. See illustration on our website.
£175.00
226. OSBORN (E.B.) The New Elizabethans: A First Selection of the Lives of Young Men who have Fallen in the Great
War. 1st Ed., xiii+311pp., 30 plates. Near fine in sl. chipped & foxed dw. Lane. 1919.
Memoirs of 25 notable officers who fell, with portraits &c. Incluides Brian Brooke, Harry Buttersd, Ivar Campbell,
Charles Lister, Charltyon brothers, Grenfell brothers, Hodgson, Tom Kettle et al. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, near fine in sl. chipped &
foxed dw. Rare in dw. See illustration on our website.
£120.00
227. PERSHING (John J., C.-in-C., AEF) My Experiences in the World War. 1st UK Ed., 735pp., portrait frontis., several
maps in text. H&S. 1931.
Viewpoint of the Commander in Chief of the American Expeditionary Force; a weighty account of his experiences 191718 & “The only complete, finally revised account.” Little rubbed & marked, about VG ex-Salford Grammar School in orig. red
cloth, gilt. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
228. PIRIE-GORDON (Lt.-Col. H.) Ed. A Brief Record of the Advance of the Egyptian Expeditionary Force under the
command of General Sir Edmund H.H. Allenby, GCB, GCMG, July 1917 to October 1918. Compiled from Official
Sources. 1st Ed., [vi]+113+[112]pp., 55 maps, key. Cairo: Govt. Press. 1919.
Detailed narratives & maps of each notable phase or operation; also Orders of Battle listing commands & staff & giving a
brief history of each formation. Scarcer Cairo impression, rebound in serviceable modern rexine with orig. front wrap. bound in.
See illustration on our website.
£35.00
229. PLATOON COMMANDER [Pseud. of MILLS (Lt. A.F.H., DCLI)] Hospital Days. 1st Ed., viii+231pp. Heinemann.
1916.
Author was a regular officer on the reserve, wounded in Oct. 1914; his active service is described in “With My Regiment
from The Aisne to Le Bassée” & here he relates his treatment from being wounded onwards. Orig. blue cloth, minor wear, about
VG. See illustration on our website.
£35.00
230. PLATT (Capt. Ernest) Leave to Speak, by a Claims Officer. 1st Ed., 79pp., portrait, 4 plates. Stockwell. nd (c.1920s).
3rd Bn. Coldstream in France from Jan. 1915 & on formation of the Guards Div. was appointed Divisional Claims Officer,
dealing with civilian compensation claims, based at Poperinghe, Merville &c. Quirkily interesting & the only account of such
work that I am aware of. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG & rare. See illustration on our website.
£125.00
231. POULTON (Edward B.) The Life of Ronald Poulton. By His Father. 1st Ed., xi+410pp., portrait., 17 plates. S&J. 1918.
Memorial to Lt. R.W. Poulton-Palmer, a Balliol man & one of the most promising Rugby players of his generation, heir to
the Huntley & Palmer biscuit fortunes & also deeply involved with the boys clubs movement. He held a commission in the 1/4th
Berks. (TF) & was KiA at Ploegsteert Wood. Includes a substantial & detailed biography followed by around 30pp. extracts from
his wartime journal (30th March-24th April 1915) & letters written during his service in Flanders, mainly around Ploegsteert,
followed by accounts of his death (he was hit by a bullet while in charge of a workjing party, superintending the completion of a
dugout, during the night of 4th/5th May) & burial on 6th May contibuted by several offivers & men of his battalion. Orig. blue
cloth, gilt, little rubbed, VG with later ink inscrip. apparently from a family member. See illustration on our website. £125.00
232. PURCELL (Lt. V.W.W.S.) The Further Side of No-Man’s Land. 1st Ed., viii+246pp. Dent. 1929.
Served with 4th Green Howards, 50th Div., captured in Chemin-des-Dames offensive in 1918: a fictionalised account of
experiences on active service & in captivity. “The scenes of Mr Purcell’s book are the Aisne, at the moment of the great German
offensive of 1918, & the German prison-camp to which that offensive brought him. Mr Purcell is on the side of the angels of
patriotism & good temper, & his work is illuminated by very pleasant humour... The best story is that of the escape of two British
officers from the lavatory of a Berlin railway station.” - Falls. Uncommon & VG, with bookplate of Elizabeth von Arnim. See
illustration on our website.
£50.00
233. RAYMOND (Ernest) The Jesting Army. 3rd Imp, viii+448pp., ep maps. VG in chipped dw. Cassell. 1931.
Novel centred around an infantry officer’s war in Gallipoli, Palestine then France 1917-18 inc. Passchendaele & the March
1918 retreat (the author served as a chaplain in these campaigns). Orig. green cloth, VG in attractive but rather chipped dw with
author’s inscription on tp to the doyenne of Foyle’s bookshop in the Charing Cross Road: “Christina Foyle from Ernest Raymond
Sept. 23rd 1931.” See illustration on our website.
£75.00
234. REITZ (Col. Deneys) Trekking On. 3rd Imp., 351pp., 5 fldg. maps. Faber. 1936.
The 1914 rebellion in South Africa, German South-West 1914-15, German East 1915-16 (on Smuts’ staff). Subsequently
commanded 7th Royal Irish Rifles in France. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website.
£15.00
235. RENN (Ludwig) [Pseud. of GOISSENAU (Arnold F.V. von)] War. 4th Eng. Imp. (Cheaper Ed.), 364pp. VG in dw.
Secker. 1930.
Classic German autobiographical novel, Western Front 1915-18 inc. Battle of the Somme 1916, the Aise-Champagne batle
1917, March Offensive 1918 &c. “When one looks back on his book one realises how well worth reading it was” - Falls. Nice
copy in dw of (cheaper) 4th Imp. See illustration on our website.
£30.00

236. ROBERTS (G.D.) Witness These Letters: Letters From the Western Front 1915-18. 1st Ed., orig,. laminated card
wraps., 112pp., 6 photos. Denbigh: Gee & Son. 1983.
Very scarce volume of letters of the Roberts faimily, inc. Lt. Cawaldr Glyn Roberts, 9th RWF, KiA on the Somme, 3/7/16;
Aubrey, 16th RWF from private to Adjutant; & a PoW in 1917; Dewi, commissioned in RWF & served with 9th Bn. in France in
1918. VG, scarce & only published in this paperback form. See illustration on our website.
£30.00
237. ROLLS (S.C.) Steel Chariots in the Desert: The Story of an Armoured-Car Driver with the Duke of Westminster in
Libya & in Arabia with T.E. Lawrence. 1st Ed., 286pp., 6 plates, 2 maps. Cape. 1937.
Lawrence’s personal driver in the desert: “our strongest & most resourceful man, the ready mechanic who largely kept our
cars in running order...” (TEL: Seven Pillars of Wisdom). Orig. brown cloth, somewhat rubbed but sound ex-Boots circ. lib. See
illustration on our website.
£30.00
238. ROSKILL (Stephen) Hankey: Man of Secrets. 3 Vols., 672pp., 26 plates, 8 maps; 608pp., 26 plates, 1 map; 688pp., 23
plates. VG in chipped dws. Collins. 1978/1974.
Standard, substantial biog. of Maurice Hankey, later Lord Hankey, at the centre of policy making & decision taking & key
figure in the innermost councils of the Supreme Command as long-serving secretary to the War Council & Cabinet (& creator of
the Cabinet Secretariat), including inside knowledge of seemingly everybody & everything, including the Dardanelles &
Mesopotamia Commissions, &c. Nice set in chipped dws. See illustration on our website.
£60.00
239. RUSSELL (Arthur) The Machine Gunner. 1st Ed., xi+172pp., portrait frontis., 9 plates, 5 maps. VG in sl. worn & creased
dw. Kineton: Roundwood Press. 1977.
Excellent other rank memoir. Enlisted East Yorks aged 18 in 1915 & shortly afterwards transferred to the MGC on
formation, serving with 98th Coy., 33rd Div. & 13th Coy., 5th Div. throughout 1916-18 inc. Somme, Vimy, Arras,
Passchendaele, March Retreat & Final Advance, with a brief interlude in Italy from Nov. 1917-March 1918. Russell’s war
memoirs were first published by Drane’s in 1923 entitled: With the MGC from Grantham to Cologne, but the current work is
substantially different & both should be read. VG in sl. worn & creased dw. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
240. SANDES (Major E.W.C., MC, RE) In Kut & Captivity with the Sixth Indian Division. 1st Ed., xii+496pp., 15 illus., 13
maps & diagrams (most fldg.). Murray. 1919.
The siege & subsequent experiences. Order of Battle & strength return at Kut in March 1916. Orig. green cloth, VG, little
rubbed & worn but about VG ex-Times Book Club, & scarce. See illustration on our website.
£75.00
241. SASSOON (Siegfried) Sherston’s Progress. 1st Ed., 280pp. VG in dw. Faber & Faber. 1936.
Third part of Sassoon’s autobiographical trilogy, in which Sherston is treated by Rivers at Craiglockhart after his anti-war
statement. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG & very scarce in VG dw. See illustration on our website.
£125.00
242. SELIGMAN (V.J.) The Salonika Side-Show. 1st Ed., 256pp., 10 photos., 2 fldg. maps. Allen & Unwin. 1919.
“Mr Seligman was a subaltern in the RASC. His book consists of a series of sketches, most of them slight in nature, of
conditions during the campaign in Macedonia. One or two of the papers are of a more serious kind, & all give a good notion of
the atmosphere of this curious campaign of many nationaltities.” - Falls. Seligman served with the ASC in 60th Div. Orig. wheat
cloth, minor wear, VG & scarce. See illustration on our website.
£60.00
243. SHEPHARD (Ernest) A Serjeant-Major’s War From Hill 60 to the Somme. Ed. by Bruce Rossor with Dr. Richard
Holmes. 1st Ed., 157pp., 12 photos., 3 maps. VG in dw. Crowood. 1987.
Diary with 1st Dorsets on Western Front from early 1915 to mid-August 1916 when commissioned in 5th Bn. He was
killed in Jan. 1917. Elusive hardback, VG in dw. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
244. SHERRIFF (R.C.) & BARTLETT (V.) Journey’s End: A Play in Three Acts. 17th Imp., 128pp. VG ex-lib. in dw.
Gollancz. 1930.
Classic Western Front play, centred round an infantry company & its officers in the March 1918 fighting. VG ex-lib.
Manchester Polytechnic (stamps at eps) in sl. dusty but unmarked dw. Inscribed by author “R.C. Sherriff” in ink on tp. See
illustration on our website.
£30.00
245. SHIPLEY (A.E.) The Minor Horrors of War. 2nd Ed., xvii+166pp., frontis. + 63 illus. in text. Smith, Elder. 1915.
Lice, fleas, flour moths &c. In his Preface the author explains that he has ignored many others, e.g., “The minor poets, the
pamphlets of professors, the people who write to the papers about ‘Kultur’...” &c! Orig. brown cloth, staining to lower part of
boards o/w VG. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
246. [SIMON (André)] The Salient, The Somme, & Arras: Leaves from the Diary of a Bumble Bee, 1915-1917. 1st Ed.,
orig. dec. wraps., 106pp., 4to. Printed by Palmer, Sutton & Co. 1917.
The celebrated writer on wine served as an Interpreter attached to the 50th Division: rare & unusual diaries recording life
at HQ, in the rear areas & billets in France & Flanders. My father, a long time ago, heard Simon talk on wine. Among the
questions after the talk was a rather simplistic one: “What is the best wine you have ever tasted?” After due consideration, the
man who had sampled all the best vintages replied that during the war, after a very long march, a glass of rough country wine in a
peasant billet was the most rewarding he had ever received. Orig. dec. paper wraps., little chipped, VG, with author’s ink inscrip.
to front wrap. “With the author’s kindest regards to Colonel D.F. MacCarthy Morrogh André L. Simon Stonyhurst Easter 1924”
See illustration on our website.
£145.00
247. SNOWDEN (Nicholas) Memoirs of a Spy. [Adventures Along the Eastern Fronts]. 1st Ed., 282pp., frontis. VG in
rubbed & chipped dw. Jarrolds. 1934.
Austro-Hungarian Secret Service agent in WW1, inc. captivity in Russia (“according to plan... spent several months...
spying on the Russian bases of supplies... when the Russian Revolution broke out he escaped &... reached the Austrian Army.
Immediately he was sent to the Italian front... serveed through the thrilling period of the great Austrian offensive on the Piave...”).
Scarce in dw, major loss to rear panel o/w a little rubbed & VG. See illustration on our website.
£75.00
248. SORLEY (C.H.) The Letters of Charles Sorley, With a Chapter of Biography. 1st Ed., xiii+320pp., portrait frontis.
Cambridge University Press. 1919.
The poet Charles Hamilton Sorley was born in 1895, Ed. at Marlborough & was studying at the University of Jena on the
outbreak of war. Briefly detained, he reached home and received a commission in the 7th (S) Battalion Suffolk Regiment. Served
in France from May 1915, promoted to captain and was Killed in Action at Loos on 13th October 1915. He was twenty years old
& is commemorated on the Loos Memorial. Includes letters whilst travelling in Germany, then over 100pp. in training 1914-15
and at the front in 1915. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG, very nice copy. See illustration on our website.
£65.00

249. SPEARS (Brig.-Gen. E.L., CB, CBE, MC) Prelude to Victory. Intro. by Winston S. Churchill. 1st Ed., 640pp., 60 plates, 9
maps (some fldg.). Cape. 1939.
British liaison officer’s classic account of the Nivelle offensive and the Battle of Arras 1917. Orig. red cloth, gilt, VG. See
illustration on our website.
£30.00
250. STARK (Rudolf) Wings of War: An Airman’s Diary of the Last Year of the War. 1st Eng. Ed., 227pp., 12 plates.
Hamilton. 1933.
Flying Fokker DVII’s on the Western Front. Orig. cloth, sp. sl. tanned o/w VG. See illustration on our website. £35.00
251. SUTHERLAND (L.W., MC, DCM) Aces & Kings. xii+275pp., 29 photos. VG in sl. worn dw. Hamilton. nd (c.1935).
No. 1 Sqdrn. Australian Flying Corps in Palestine. Includes a chapter devoted to their ops. with T.E. Lawrence during the
Arab Revolt. Orig. blue cloth, titled in black, little rubbed & worn, sound. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
252. SWAYNE (Martin) In Mesopotamia. 1st Ed., vii+166pp., 8 col. plates from watercolours by the author. H&S. 1917.
Swayne was pseudonym of Dr Maurice Nicoll, authority on neuroses & psychopathology, who served with the RAMC in
Gallipoli & Mesopotamia. VG. See illustration on our website.
£30.00
253. TEMPERLEY (H.W.V.) Ed. A History of the Peace Conference of Paris. 1st Ed., 6 Vols., around 6000pp. in all, with
indexes in each vol. Published under the auspices of the Institute of International Affairs by Henry Frowde at the Oxford Univ.
Press & Hodder & Stoughton. 1920-24.
Exceptionally detailed history of the Peace Conference with contributions by many leading scholars of the day, including
participants in the events, to provide a comprehensive “description of the work of the Peace Conference by writers who knew
their subjects at first hand & had not infrequently influenced the events they describe.” Orig. red cloth, VG ex-reference lib. with
minor markings & a nice set throughout. See illustration on our website.
£125.00
254. TENNANT (Lt.-Col. J.E., DSO, MC) In the Clouds Above Baghdad: Being the Records of an Air Commander. 1st Ed.,
xi+289pp., 28 plates. Palmer. 1920.
Tennant commanded the RFC in Mesopotamia 1916-18. Excellent personal narrative. Orig. green cloth, titled in black to
sp. & front, little staining & wear to cloth o/w VG. See illustration on our website.
£50.00
255. TENNENT (R.J., MM) Red Herrings of 1918. 1st Ed., [ii]+114pp., 11 photo. plates, sketches, map. No imprint/date
(privately published, c.1960s).
Interesting personal letters of a British Red Cross Society VAD ambulance driver on the Western Front from Jan. 1918Jan. 1919; awarded the MM during a bombing raid on St. Omer. Orig. laminated card wraps., sl. creased o/w VG & very
uncommon. See illustration on our website.
£30.00
256. THE PADRE Fifty Thousand Miles on a Hospital Ship: A Chaplain’s Experiences in the Great War. 1st Ed., 284pp.,
21 photos. RTS. 1917.
Evacuating wounded - British, Indian, Australian &c. - from the Dardanelles in 1915, other ports of call including Malta,
Marseilles, Alexandria & Southampton. Orig. blue cloth, VG & very scarce. See illustration on our website.
£45.00
257. TROTTER (Jacqueline) Ed. Valour & Vision: Poems of the War. 2nd Ed., new & enlarged, xvi+184pp. Martin
Hopkinson & Co. 1923.
Chronologically arranged anthology with index of authors. VG. See illustration on our website.
£15.00
258. TYNDALE-BISCOE (J.) Gunner Subaltern: Letters written by a young man to his father during the Great War. 1st
Ed., [xi]+192pp., 18 photos, 2 maps. VG in dw. Cooper. 1971.
Lively & entertaining letters of a RHA subaltern in France 1915-17 inc. Ypres, Somme & Arras until wounded; Egypt &
Palestine 1917-18. VG in dw. See illustration on our website.
£15.00
259. TYNG (Sewell) The Campaign of the Marne 1914. 1st UK Ed., xv+413pp., 20 maps. Oxford Univ. Press. 1935.
In-depth study with numerous important appendices. Excellent source & scarce. Orig. black cloth, gilt, minor wear, VG.
See illustration on our website.
£35.00
260. VAN DRUTEN (John) The Return of the Soldier: A Play in Three Acts. 1st UK Ed., 116pp. VG in sl. stained/marked
dw. Gollancz. 1928.
Adapted from Rebecca West’s novel of the same title. See illustration on our website.
£25.00
261. VIVIAN (E. Charles) & HODDER WILLIAMS (J.E.) The Way of the Red Cross. 1st Ed., 289pp., facsim. letter. Fine in
sl. chipped/stained dw. H&S for ‘The Times.’ 1915.
Account of the work of the Red Cross at home & abroad in 1914-15. Preface by Queen Alexandra (& facsimile of
original). Very nice copy in sl. stained dw. See illustration on our website.
£25.00
262. WARD (Herbert) Mr. Poilu: Notes & Sketches with the Fighting French. 1st Ed., deluxe large paper edition limited to
150 copies signed by the artist/author, xx+158pp., col. frontis., 45 tipped-in plates (several coloured). H&S. 1916.
Impressions & sketches of the French Army. Ward, adventurer, explorer & talented sculptor & painter, served as a Lt.
with No. 3 Convoy of the British Ambulance Committee on the French Front & also recorded impressions of the Chasseurs
Alpins. No. 99 of 150 copies of the Edition de Luxe, signed by the author. Orig. white cloth, gilt to front & sp., little marked, VG.
See illustration on our website.
£75.00
263. WHEATLEY (Capt. & Qmr. E.P.) Confessions of a Quartermaster. 1st Ed., [ix]+68pp., 16 plates. Murby & Co. [1918].
Amusing anecdotes of a civilian-soldier, quartermaster of 2/3rd Wessex Field Ambulance, RAMC TF 1914-18,
experiences from joining unit to departure for the Front written “to amuse a V.A.D. Nurse on night duty” in Flanders in 1917.
Illustrated with humourous sketches by Pte. Arthur V. Wing. Orig. blue cloth, titled in white to front & sp., lacks ffep o/w VG &
rare (another edition, equally rare, was bound in grey printed paper covd. boards). See illustration on our website.
£120.00
264. WHITEHEAD (Ian R.) Doctors in the Great War. 1st Ed., x+309pp., 20 photos. VG in dw. Cooper. 1999.
The RAMC contained 13,000 doctors by 1918: their experiences & work on various fronts, the treatment of wounds,
disease, shell shock &c., & administrative systems. Original hardbackedition, VG in dw. See illustration on our website. £20.00
265. WILKINS (Capt. Geo. H., MC) Ed. Australian War Photographs: A Pictorial Record from November, 1917, to the
end of the War. 1st Ed., 144pp., approx. 160 photos. Published by A.I.F. Pubns Section, Australia House, Strand, London. 1919.
Excellent & scarce selection of photos., all with captions, plus interspersed useful notes on various operations. Good exlib., contemp. lib. cloth with orig. dec wraps. bound in. See illustration on our website.
£45.00

266. WILLCOCKS (Gen. Sir James, GCMG, KCB, KCSI, DSO) With the Indians in France. 1st Ed., xx+406pp., one facsim.,
4 fldg. maps + 2 in text. Constable. 1920.
Author commanded the Indian Corps in France 1914-15, Neuve Chapelle, Festubert &c. “His book is of value because he
had such long experience of Indian troops & is able to give us some notion of what they thought about warfare in the mud & cold
of Flanders.” - Falls. Orig. red cloth, gilt, little rubbed & worn, staining to eps, scarce. See illustration on our website. £85.00
267. WILLIAMS (Ariadna & Harold) Hosts of Darkness, A Novel. 1st Ed., vi+389pp. VG in chipped dw. Constable. 1921.
Very rare novel of the Russian revolution: “being truth in the form of fiction... the story of Ellis & Katia is strange &
terrible & beautiful. First in Moscow, that city of whispers & treachery, then in the distant Russian countryside, they fight for
love against the menace of Bolshevik tyranny...” (sleeve note). Orig. green cloth, titled in black, VG in chipped, atractive pictorial
dw. See illustration on our website.
£145.00
268. WILLIAMSON (Benedict) “Happy Days” in France & Flanders with the 47th & 49th Divisions. 1st Ed., xiii+196pp.
Harding & More. nd [1921].
Catholic padre’s interesting memoir of service 1917-18, much of the time attached to 1/5th Duke of Wellington’s Regt.,
Passchendaele &c. Orig. red cloth, VG. See illustration on our website.
£45.00
269. WOOD (Walter) Ed. Soldiers’ Stories of the War. 2nd Ed., xii+305pp., 20 illus. Chapman & Hall. 1915.
Very scarce compilation includes personal experiences of around 20 servicemen inc. Pte. J. Parkinson with 1st Gordons at
Mons & the Retreat; Rfmn. R. Brice with KRRC at the Aisne &c; Cpl. F.W. Holmes, VC, MM, with 2nd KOYLI in 1914; Sapper
Wm. Bell RE on Sapping & Mining; Pte. B. Montgomery, Royal Wst Kents; Pte. W.H. Cooperthwaite, DLI; Pte. James Roach,
ASC on Transport Driving; two contributions by Cpl. G. Gilliam, Coldstream Guards, The Victory on the Marne & Neuve
Chapelle, &c. Entirely different selection to that publsihed under the title of “In the Line of Battle: Soldiers’ Stories of the War”
in 1916 which contained experiences of 18 other servicemen. Orig. brown cloth, minor wear, VG & surprisingly scarce collection
of little-known personal accounts. See illustration on our website.
£50.00
270. YEXLEY (L.) Comp. The Fleet Annual & Naval Year Book 1917. 1st Ed., xlivpp. (adverts. & contents) +160+48+35pp.,
portraits &c., maps. Chapman & Hall. 1917.
The Third War Number: contains history of the war from the naval point of view Part III: June 1916-June 1917, details of
various despatches & awards (many with short citations). Also details of the vessels of several allied & enemy navies & a Roll of
Hon. Also includes num. interesting illustrated adverts. Orig. dec. paper covd. boards with blue cloth backstrip, little rubbed &
worn, about VG & scarce. See illustration on our website.
£50.00
Author presentation inscription
271. YOUNG (E. Hilton) By Sea & Land. 2nd & Revised Ed. (with new Intro. & Notes), xvi+298pp., 8 photos. Methuen. 1924.
Interesting & varied service in the Royal Navy during WW1 inc. Dogger Bank action, siege guns in Flanders, the
Zeebrugge Raid in 1918 & armoured trains in North Russia during the Allied intervention. Orig. green cloth, VG & interesting
copy with ownership. iscrip. of Daniel Havers, Lime Tree House, Norwich & author’s presentation inscrip. for Daniel Havers
who could see this far horizon from his friend E. Hilton Young Octr. 1924. See illustration on our website.
£50.00

OFFICIAL HISTORY 1914-1918
272. ASPINALL-OGLANDER (Brig. C.F., CB, CMG, DSO) Military Operations: Gallipoli. 1st Eds., complete in 2 text
Vols. + 2 Vols. of maps/appendices: xvii+380pp., 20 photos., 19 sketch maps; xiv+517pp., 19 photos., 4 sketch maps; viii+77pp.,
5 fldg. maps & vii+85pp., 6 fldg. maps. Heinemann. 1929/1932.
Excellent & widely acclaimed history of which Falls states “No serious student of the War can avoid reading this book...
he will find this no imposition, for the book is easily & attractively written.” Orig. cloth, gilt, near fine throughout: a very nice &
scarce complete set, especially in this condition. See illustration on our website.
£285.00
273. BEAN (C.E.W.) et al. Official History of Australia in the War: Complete Set of 12 Vols., The Story of Anzac, 2 Vols.,
From the Outbreak of War to the end of the First Phase of the Gallipoli Campaign, May 4, 1915; From 4 May, 1915, to
the Evacuation of the Gallipoli Peninsula; The A.I.F. in France, 4 Vols., 1916; 1917; December 1917-May 1918 & During
the Allied Offensive 1918; Sinai & Palestine; The Australian Air Force; The Royal Australian Navy; The Australians at
Rabaul; Australia During the War; Photographic Record of the War: Reproductions of Pictures Taken by the Australian
Official Photographers. Mixed early Eds., over 7000pp. in all, hundreds of maps, num. photos. in text vols. + 753 photos. in the
final volume. Sydney: Angus & Robertson. 1930s.
Complete set of 12 vols. in orig. maroon cloth gilt, exceptionaly nice set throughout, ex-reference lib. with minor
markings. Falls awarded two stars in “War Books,” noting: “Criticism is permitted & is often strong, especially, let it be hinted,
where ‘Imperial’ commanders & troops are concerned. This gives a certain pungency to the narratives, which is accentuated by
the vivid style of the narrators... a serious & painstaking military record... Mr Bean has the valuable gift of bringing clarity to the
most complicated fighting.” Fine illustrations & many maps. See illustration on our website.
£465.00
274. BECKE (Major A.F.) Order of Battle of Divisions: Part 1: The British Regular Divisions. Facsimile reprint (paperback),
ix+130pp. Nottingham: Sherwood Press. nd (c.1985).
Contains 1st-3rd Cav. Divs., Guards Div., 1st-8th & 27th, 28th & 29th Divisions. Indispensable reference. Orig. grey
wraps., VG. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
275. BECKE (Major A.F.) Order of Battle of Divisions: Part 4: The Army Council, G.H.Q.s, Armies & Corps 1914-1918.
Facsimile reprint (hardback), [x]+302pp., lge. 8vo. Newport: Westlake. 1990.
Indispensable reference. Orig. red cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website.
£30.00
276. EDMONDS (Brig. J.E.) Military Operations France & Belgium 1916 [Part I]: Sir Douglas Haig’s Command to the 1st
July: Battle of the Somme. Text only: 1st Ed., xxvi+523pp., 27 sketch maps. Macmillan. 1932.
Up to & including 1/7/16 with Order of Battle of the opposing armies. Orig. red cloth, gilt, near fine with inscrip. &
bookplate of Brig. H.A.D. Murray, with the errata & corrigenda slips neatly pasted-in or corrected in ms. by this owner. See
illustration on our website.
£50.00
277. EDMONDS (Sir James) Military Operations France & Belgium 1916 Part I: Sir Douglas Haig’s Command to 1st July
1916: The Battle of the Somme. Mapcase only: containing 13 fldg. maps. Macmillan. 1932.
Maps to accompany the 1916 text volume. Orig. cloth, sp. worn o/w VG. See illustration on our website.
£50.00

278. EDMONDS (Sir James) Military Operations France & Belgium 1916 Part I: Sir Douglas Haig’s Command to 1st July
1916: The Battle of the Somme. Appendices: 1st Ed., viii+232pp. Macmillan. 1932.
Various correspondence, orders & instructions relating to the Somme offensive on 1st July 1916 &c. Orig. red cloth, gilt,
near fine ex-IWM (cloth unmarked). See illustration on our website.
£45.00
279. EDMONDS (Sir James) Military Operations France & Belgium 1916 Part II: 2nd July 1916 to the end of the Battles
of the Somme. Text only. 1st Ed., xlv+601pp., frontis., 51 sketch maps. Macmillan. 1938.
Orig. red cloth gilt, very nice ex-IWM copy (cloth unmarked) with Errata & Corrigenda slip loosely inserted. See
illustration on our website.
£85.00
280. EDMONDS (Sir James) Military Operations France & Belgium 1918 Part I: The German March Offensive & its
Preliminaries. Appendices. 1st Ed., viii+148pp. Macmillan. 1935.
Various docs. relating to British defensive schemes & Spring Offensive up to 26th March 1918. Orig. red cloth, gilt, VG
ex-Air Ministry/MoD libs. See illustration on our website.
£45.00
281. EDMONDS (Sir James) Military Operations 1918 Part II: March-April, continuation of the German Offensives. Text
+ mapcase: 1st Ed., xviii+550pp., 33 sketch maps bound in + accompanying mapcase containing 26 fldg. maps. Both vols. in
dws. Macmillan. 1937.
Including Villers Bretonneux & the Lys Offensive. Orig. red cloth, gilt, VG, text near fine, mpacse little dampmarkled,
both VG in unmarked cloth & both retaining orig. dw/mpacse sleeve - the latter a particularly scarce survival. See illustration on
our website.
£190.00
282. EDMONDS (Brig.-Gen. Sir J.E., CB, CMG) The Occupation of the Rhineland 1918-1929. Reprint, xxv+444pp., 7 maps.
VG in dw. HMSO. 1987.
Edmonds perceived this volume as the last of the Western Front official sequence but was at first turned down. In 1942 the
project was resurrected & in 1944 100 copies were printed “For Official Use Only.” Published for the first time in this edition
with intro. by Dr. G.M. Bayliss. Orig. cloth, VG in dw. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
283. FALLS (Cyril) et al. Military Operations Macedonia. Complete set, 2 Vols. text + 2 mapcases: xvi+409 & xvi+365pp., 22
fldg. maps in mapcases + fldg. maps in the end-pocket of each text vol., 26 sketch maps, 4 fldg. panoramas, 7 plates. HMSO.
1933/1935.
Campaigns in Serbia, British Salonika Force, Rumania &c. Orig. red cloth, gilt, mixede set, ex-IWM lib., little stained &
worn, lib. stamps &c., overall sound, about VG & rare set. See illustration on our website.
£220.00
284. FAYLE (E. Ernest) Seaborne Trade. Vol. I: The Cruiser Period; Vol. II: From the Opening of the Submarine
Campaign to the Appointment of the Shipping Controller; Vol. III: The Period of Unrestricted Submarine Warfare.
Complete Set: 3 text Vols. + mapcase to accompany Vol. I: 1st Eds., xvii+442pp., 9 fldg. maps in case, xv+424pp., 2 fldg. maps
& xviii+501pp., fldg, map in end-pocket, 14 statistical diagrams. Murray. 1920/1923/1924.
Rare official history. “Mr Fayle’s massive volumes are probably the completest examination that any one phase of the
Great War has received.” - Falls (awarding a star). Orig. blue cloth, gilt, little rubbed o/w VG ex-reference lib. with minor
markings. See illustration on our website.
£250.00
285. HURD (Archibald) The Merchant Navy. 1st Ed., 3 Vols., complete, xiv+473pp., 12 photos.,3 fldg. maps in end-pocket;
xvii+464pp., 12 photos., 4 fldg. maps; xix+400pp., 15 photos., 2 fldg. maps. Murray. 1921/1924/1929.
Includes troop movements, submarine campaign, defensively armed merchant ships, convoys, &c. Very scarce: orig. blue
cloth, gilt, VG ex-reference lib. with minor markings, sps. of Vols. I dull (as usual), o/w sound & complete. See illustration on
our website.
£245.00
286. MACMUNN (Gen. Sir A.G.) & FALLS (Capt. Cyril) Military Operations Egypt & Palestine. Vol. I: From the
Outbreak of War with Germany to June 1917. 1st Ed., xviii+445pp., 20 maps/diagrams, 6 panoramic photos. HMSO. 1928.
The campaign to June 1917 (when Murray was recalled) with Orders of Battle &c. Orig. red cloth, gilt, VG. See
illustration on our website.
£35.00
287. MOBERLY (Brig.-Gen. F.J., CB, CSI, DSO) The Campaign in Mesopotamia 1914-1918: Vol. III. 1st Ed., xii+460pp.,
10 illus., 10 fldg. maps in end-pocket, 5 bound in. HMSO. 1925.
The capture & consolidation of Bagdhad, Oct. 1916-Apr. 1917. Orig. cloth, sp. sunned o/w VG indeed, ex-IWM with
minor stamps. See illustration on our website.
£45.00
288. SNELL (Col. A.E., CMG, DSO) The C.A.M.C. With the Canadian Corps During the Last Hundred Days of the Great
War. 1st Ed., ix+292pp., 4 plans. Ottawa: King’s Printer. 1924.
Superb & lucid record of medical arrangements during the final advance with close detail on the organisation & work of
the Canadian Army Medical Corps, inc. plans of Dressing Stations & CCS, but unfortunately lacking end-pocket maps. Roll of
MOs with the Canadian Corps, Order of Battle &c. “an important source for the specialist researcher” - Perkins. Orig. red cloth,
gilt, VG, military lib. stamp. & trace of bookplate removed from front ep o/w VG & scarce. 1000 copies printed. See illustration
on our website.
£75.00

EPHEMERA 1914-1918
289. Salonika Fire, 18-19th August, 1917. Twenty-four real photos. each mounted on paper with printed captions beneath,
retained in orig. card portfolio, 22x17 cm approx. Photographed by Royal Flying Corps & Survey Company, R.E. Contemp.
In the afternoon of 18th August 1917 a fire broke out in the Turkish quarter of Salonika; a fairly frequent occurrence
among the flimsy dwellings, but on this occasion a strong wind swept the flames through the old town to the new, where in the
late evening panic set in as the city was ablaze, smoke palls everywhere & the crackling roar of burning. Next the waterfront
caught fire (despite the Royal Navy hosing it from lighters in the harbour), then burning oil spread over the sea. It was,
apparently, a spectacuklar sight, but about half the town was destroyed, including many ancient buildings, while the British lost
their base HQ, Post Office, Provost Marshal’s Office, Police Barracks & Base Depot of Medical Stores. British troops were
instrumental in fighting the fires & evacuating the populace. This selection of fine quality real photos. was evidently issued as a
souvenir. They include various scenes of the burning city; the smouldering remains of British Base Headquarters; Soup Kitchen
for Refugees (manned by British troops); Provost Marshal’s Office in Alexander the Great Square; British Fire Engines on the
Quay, various street scenes, refugees, salvage, aerial views, &c. Photos. VG, wallet worn, & scarce. See illustrations on our
website.
£145.00

290. Eastern Command Standing Orders, 1st January-31st December 1917. Original printed orders, 938pp. in all, foolscap,
bound together in one volume in contemp. green cloth with gilt title to spine. Contemp. official publications.
This mass of detailed orders for Eastern Command, issued almost daily throughout the year 1917, includes very detailed
listings of officers joining & leaving the Command, appointments & promotions within the Command, lists of men of all ranks
undertaking various courses of instruction, various directives as to courses & Schools of Instruction (from the major to the minor,
the latter including, for example, the School of Cookery at Portslade, Sussex), personal equipment, religious affairs &
arrangements, courts-martial, all manner of notifications in changes to regulations of various kinds, &c. A rare & possibly unique
survival in VG state with oval ink stamps of Bedfordshire TFA to most issues. See illustrations on our website.
£425.00
291. The W.R.A.F. on the Rhine. July [1919]. 1st Ed., orig. dec. wraps., 27pp., 4 photos. No imprint/date [Cologne, July 1919].
The first of just three numbers published (in July, August & Sept. 1919), of a journal for the WRAF at Cologne with the
Army of Occupation in 1919, consisting of contributions by women at RAF HQ, inc. descriptions of their work & conditions,
entertainments &c. Little chipped & worn, overall VG & rare survival. See illustration on our website.
£45.00
292. AS ABOVE: No.3. September [1919]. 1st Ed., orig. dec. wraps., 24pp., 5 photos. No imprint/date [Cologne, Sept. 1919].
The last of just three numbers published (in July, August & Sept. 1919), of a journal for the WRAF at Cologne with the
Army of Occupation in 1919, consisting of contributions by women at RAF HQ, inc. descriptions of their work & conditions,
entertainments &c. Little chipped & worn, overall VG & rare survival. See illustration on our website.
£45.00
293. 20th Light Division. Standing Orders for War. 1916. Orig. buff printed wraps., 20pp., several small diagrams. Printed by
AP&SS. Nov. 1916.
At the time of this printing the 20th (Light) Div. had been some 15 months in France/Flanders & recently emergerged
victorious from the fighting arounf Guillemont &c., so presumably these SOs contain lessons from their experience. Includes
sections on Orders & Inter-Communications, Marches, Quarters, Protection, Intelligence, Transport, Supplies &c. VG ex-IWM
lib. with neat ink ownership inscrips. of Lt. F.A. Larter, 14 Pl., “D” Coy., 7th SLI, who has drawn the div. sign neatly on the front
wraps. See illustration on our website.
£65.00
294. A Souvenir of the XIII Corps Horse Show, France, 1918. Orig. brown printed paper wraps., 25x20 cm approx.,
containing 10 real photos. each mounted on a leaf with border & printed caption. No imprint/date but contemp. & probably made
up by AP&SS.
A series of photos. including aerial view of the showground, various events & winners, e.g., the 1914 Cup: “To the Driver
who has looked after the same Pair of Horses since the date which qualified for the 1914 Star” &c., several featuring the corps
commander, Morland. Simpson (‘Directing Operations’, p.188) rceords that although some scholars such as Tim Travers have
held such events up to ridicule, a contemporary observer, Col. W.H. Nicholson wrote (in ‘Behind the Lines’) “Horse shows, in
which all the transport units of a formation competed, were common to all good formations, and were a first class stimulant in
animal care & management.” VG. See illustrations on our website.
£45.00
295. Women’s War Work In Maintaining the Industries & Export Trade of the United Kingdom. Issued by the War Office,
September 1916. 1st Ed., orig. grey printed wraps., 94pp., 4to, inc. 72 finely reproduced photos. on 36 plates. Printed under the
Authority of HMSO by the Chiwick Press. 1916.
Very rare, attractive & well-produced record of women’s work in industry & agriculture in WW1. A note at the foot of the
title page states: “Information officially compiled for the use of Recruiting Officers, Military Representatives & Tribunals.”
Includes Preface & Introductory Note by the Adjutant-General to the Forces, notes on Trades & Processes in which Women are
successfully employed in temporary [sic] replacement of Men (includes Index of Trades, Detailed List of Processes & matter
relating to Munitions Work), a superb selection of finely reproduced photos. of women employed in various industries, & finally
lists of various offices of HM Inspectors of Factories, Labour Exchanges, Board of Trade Women Agricultural Organizing
Offficers & Hon. Sec’s. for Women’s County Committees of Agriculture. 25,000 copies were printed but this appears to be a
very rare surviving example. VG state throughout. See illustrations on our website.
£225.00
296. Military Situation on the Western Front, aka: A Review of the Military Situation on the Western Front [and] Review
of the Military Situation [and] General Military Situation [and] Review of the General Military Situation. “By A Military
Onlooker.” Twenty-one consecutive weekly issues from 24th June to 11th November 1918, mostly c.12pp. in orig. printed wraps.
Simla: Govt. Monotype Press. Contemp.
A series of concise but informative & interesting official reports emanating from Indian Army GHQ, all printed in small
numbers, mostly 100 copies, but just 50 copies of several, although 900 of three issues, which were circulated by the Central
Publicity Board to inform readers of the progress of operations on all Fronts, together with a summary of the general military
situation. During this period the news of Allied advances was generally positive, the arrival of the Americans is heralded & air
superiority frequently cited. Contents describing operations are accurate as far as can be ascertained (no doubt based on official
communiqués), & include comments on the Germans, e.g., (12th Aug. 1918): “The Germans no longer enjoy numerical
superiority, & seem to have lost that high morale without which no great victories are possible. Still, although reliable evidence
shows that German discipline is suffering, & the events of the last month indicate decided deterioration in the qualities of the
German troops, the fighting value of the German Army must still be considered to be high, & we must expect no easy victories, at
any rate in the immediate future.” And on 2nd September: “We have as yet had no official intimation of the entry into line of the
German 1920 class (18 year old boys), though we know that their training was to be completed by September, or October, at
latest. The 1919 class has been exhausted for some time, & the German ranks are now being filled by returned wounded...”
Interesting contemp. intelligence. VG & rare. See illustrations on our website.
£225.00
297. General Military Situation in Europe. Central Publicity Board. 15th July 1918. 4pp., orig. printed wraps. Simla: Govt.
Monotype Press. Contemp.
Concise official report emanating from Indian Army GHQ, just 250 copies printed. Includes comments on the political
situation in Germany (removal of Von Kuehlmann - aided by his “amorous indiscretions in Bhukharest” - & his replacement by
Von Hintze (“energetic, unscrupulous, unpleasant, & with morals even worse than those of so many of his class. He has far less
ability than Von Kuehlmann, but is a master of intrigue & will probably work hand in glove with the military party.”). A renewed
German offensive is predicted. Rare. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
298. Small scrap album/autograph book with WW1 content. Cloth covers with sketch & legend ‘Autographs’, 17x14 cm
approx., plain leaves mostly bearing inscriptions & sketches, with a number by WW1 servicemen, also other content & some
remain blank. Sp. chipped/worn with loss but internally sound.
WW1 contributions by soldiers include several good coloured sketches (including trench scenes) & cartoons, regimental
badges & patriotic messages. See illustrations on our website.
£75.00

299. Lieut. James Noel Gatecliff, 53rd Squadron Royal Air Force, formerly Royal Flying Corps: Killed in Action piloting
a RE8 of 53 Squadron on 29th June 1918. Commission to be Temp. 2nd Lt., Land Forces, 7/6/1917 (no regiment states, but for
the RFC); Commission to be a an Officer in Our Royal Air Force, dated 1/4/1918 (formation of the RAF), both with original
forwarding envelopes; King & Queen’s telegram addressed to J. Gatecliff Esq., 24 Minnis bay, Birchington on Sea 9with original
envelope): “...King & Queen deeply regret the loss you & the Army have sustained by the death of your son...”
James Noel Gatecliff, of Birchington, Kent, was commissioned as a 2nd Lt. in the RFC, 7/6/1917; this his first
commission with no previous commissioned service, but formerly served as No. 2354 Pte. in the East Kent Yeomanry. He was
subsequently commissioned as one of the first officers of the Royal Air Force upon its formation on 1/4/1918. Gatecliff was
piloting a RE8 of 53 Sqdrn. which was shot down in flames over Hazebrouck at about 7pm on 29/6/1918. He was Killed in
Action, was was his Observer, 2nd Lt. J. Harrison. Gatecliff & Harrison are buried side-by-side in Cinq Rues British Cemetery,
Hazebrouck.
£125.00
300. 213 Squadron R.A.F. Flanders. Squadron Christmas card, 1918-1919, larger than usual format with attractive col. plate of
a German machine crashed in a snowy field. VG. See illustration on our website.
£45.00
301. The Longleat Lyre, Magazine of the Relief Hospital, Longleat, Warminster, No. 7, Xmas 1916. Orig. dec. wraps.,
29pp., 4 plates. W.H. Barrell Ltd., Printers, Portsmouth. Contemp.
Customary news, nortes, humour &c. from military hospital at Longleat House; includes photos. of patients & staff on
steps of the house & a portrait of Viscount Weymouth, KiA with the Royal Scots Greys in 1916.
£15.00

1914-1918 MAPS, INCLUDING TRENCH MAPS
302. Map of the Peninsula of Gallipoli & the Asiatic Shore of the Dardanelles. Scale: 1 inch to 1 mile. Official War Office
Sheets 1 & 2, laid down adjacent to one-another on linen, total size approx. 65x164 cm. Geographical Section, General Staff, War
Office. 1915.
Together these two superb coloured maps cover the entire Gallipoli Peninsula from Helles, north-east to Kuru Tepe &
Kavak: much interestuing detail inc. wartime names such as Brighton Beach, Anzac Cove, Implacable Landing, Gurkha Bluff,
&c. Notes on terrain such as thick scrub, low scrub, [tracks] fit for animals, wells, &c. Also shows Gulf of Xeros, Sea of
Marmara, Gallipoli Strait, Dardanelles & Asiatic shore (Kum Kale, Chanak Kale, &c.). This copy bought from the WO agent in
London, Edward Stanford, retained in their purpose-made slipcase with printed label to front. Map in excellent state throughout
with ownership inscrips. on reverse of ‘Sir John Campbell 1/3 Scottish Horse’ & ‘J.A.C. Campbell’ i.e. Captain Sir John
Alexander Coldstream Campbell, 7th Baronet, of Aberuchill, Perthshire, who succeeded to the baronetcy in May 1914,
commissioned Scottish Horse August 1914, Captain 1916, who served at Gallipoli. Case in good but serviceworn condition,
doubtless as carried in the field during the campaign. Excellent map & provenance. See illustrations on our website.
£225.00
303. Sea of Marmara. Approach to the Bosphorous from Stefano Point to Prinkipo Channel including Princes Islands.
Surveyed by Capt. W.J.L. Wharton, R.N., Assisted by Naval Lt. P.H. Wright (et al.)... H.M.S. Fawn, 1880. Published at the
Admiralty. 25th Jan. 1882 under the Superintendence of Capt. Sir Frederick J. Evans, K.C.B., R.N., Hydrographer. This issue
photographically reproduced by the Hydrographic Dept. of the Admiralty in August 1915.
An official, photographically reproduced, copy of the official chart of the Sea of Marmara & the Bosphorous, 70x57cm
approx., which includes much interesting detail, made in 1915 (presumably it was the most recent British survey of that region),
doubtless in view of ongoing Naval operations during the Gallipoli campaign, with official ink stamp to rear: “Photographed 1Aug. 1915. Scale: Reduced. Neg. No. 1.4.189” & another to the front: “This Chart is Not to be Used for Navigation.
Hydrographic Department.” VG & rare. See illustration on our website.
£125.00
304. Voormezeele & Hollebeke: Parts of Sheet 28. 1:10,000. Two linen-backed sheets pasted alongside one-another, total
approx. 120x53 cm in all. Trenches on Voormezeele sheet corrected to 9/4/1916 & the immediately adjacent Hollebeke sheet to
16/4/1916. Together showing the region south of the Menin Road from Dickebusche east via Voormezeele, St Eloi, The Bluff,
Battle Wood, Shrewsbury Forest &c. to Zandvoorde, with British front line in outline & detailed German trench systems from
Grand Bois north-east via St Eloi, Eikhof Farm, The Bluff, Shrewsbury Forest &c. to Het Pappotje Farm. Excellent map in clean
condition with contemp. pencil annotation showings ADSs, RAPs, Bomb Dumps &c. in the region of the Ypres-Comines canal.
See illustrations on our website.
£165.00
305. Bailleul (2nd Ed.). 1:20,000. Fldg. paper local map, 41x33 cm approx., produced by J Corps Topo. Sect., No. 192, region of
Bailleul near Arras (not to be confused with Bailleul near Ypres), inc. Oppy & Gavrelle, with detailed named British & German
trench systems corrected to 29/5/1918. Nice clear sheet in VG condition with oval ink stamp of ADMS 51st (Highland) Division
& pencil note “OC 1.3rd H[ighland] F[ield] Amb.” See illustration on our website.
£75.00
306. Kemmel. [Part of Sheet 28SW]. 1:10,000. Fldg. paper map, 41x32 cm approx. produced by XIX Corps top. Section. nd
(c.1918). Shows rear area (camps, tracks &c.) in Kemmel, plus named British & German trench systems around Irish House, Petit
Bois, Peckham, Spanbroekmoelen &c. VG. See illustration on our website.
£75.00
307. Hill 60. Part of Sheet 28. Scale 1:5000. Fldg. paper map, standard size, showing outline British trenches & very detailed
German trench systems around Verbrandenmoelen, The Bluff, Zwarteleen, Mount Sorrel, Clonmel Copse, Shrewsbury Forest,
Klein Zillebeke &c. Rare 1:5000 scale & superb sheet with trenches corrected to 1/4/1917. VG but for tearing to a few joints. See
illustrations on our website.
£225.00
308. Eloi. Part of Sheet 28. Scale 1:5000. Fldg. paper map, standard size, showing outline British trenches & very detailed
German trench systems around St. Eloi, the Damm Strasse, White Chateau, The Bluff, The Caterpillar &c. Rare 1:5000 scale &
superb sheet with trenches corrected to 1/4/1917. VG but for tearing to a few joints. See illustrations on our website.
£225.00
309. Ypres-Comines Canal: Section through Canal. 20 yds. to one inch. Fldg. paper map & section, 32x26 cm approx. Printed
by No. 2 Advanced Section, AP&SS. nd (c.1917).
Shows the canal & adjacent trenches (Oaf Alley, Orchard Row &c.) north of Hollebeke (now in the Palingbeek park).
Shows sunken road, duckwalk, &c. VG. See illustration on our website. £45.00
310. Belgium. Sheet 29 S.E., Edition 2, 1:20,000. Sheets of this scale would normally have trench systems printed on them, but
this sheet does not, no doubt owing to the rapid advance in 1918 when printing could not keep up with the pace of forward
movement. Pencil & crayon annotations show 35th Div. boundaries (inc. battalion boundaries) for an attack from Berchem
towards Quaremont & Spichtenberg, with interesting marginal detail on the attack here by 105 & 106th Bdes. (the latter
comprising 12th & 18th HLI & Royal Scots), various map references &c. VG. See illustration on our website.
£65.00

311. Gheluvelt. Sheets 28 NE3 Ed. 6A 1:10,000. Very detailed German trench systems east of Hooge from about Westhoek &
Polygon Wood south through Sanctuary Wood, Inverness Copse, Shrewsbury Forest &c., also reserve lines &c. to the east around
Gheluvelt. Trenches corrected to 30/6/1917, i.e. the position at the beginning of the 3rd Battle of Ypres. VG & scarce. See
illustration on our website.
£120.00
312. Sheet 57cNW 1:20,000 Ed. 7D (Local). German rear trench systems & defences around Achiet le Grand & Petit, Bapaume,
Sapignies, Favreul, &c. Trenches corrected to 7/2/1917. VG. See illustration on our website.
£60.00
313. France Sheet 62cNW Edition 3A. 1:20,000. Not many trenches but includes German reserve lines around Peronne &c.
corrected to 3/9/1916. VG. See illustration on our website.
£50.00
314. France Sheet 66cNW Ed. 2A. 1:20,000. Outline British trenches & detailed German systems south of St. Quentin around
Itancourt & Urvillers, Berthenicour &c. Trenches corrected to 8/11/1917. Staining to front & some old tape rapairs to lower edge,
hinges somwhat worn but interesting & scarce sheet. See illustration on our website.
£75.00
315. France. Sheet 44a (36c) SE. Ed. 8A. 1:20,000. German reserve trenches/defences around Douai & to the north, corrected to
8/5/1918. Not much of interest but scarce sheet. See illustration on our website.
£35.00
316. France Sheet 62cSE Ed. 4B (Local). 1:20,000. Region of Caulaincourt, St. Quentin Wood &c., NW of St. Quentin, with
trenches corrected to 17/7/18. Very worn, previously repaired with tape whihc has no dried up & peeled off but leaves heavy
marking & a little damage to face of map. See illustration on our website.
£30.00
317. France Sheet 51bSE 1:20,000 Ed. 5A (Local). Shows part of the Drocourt-Queant Switch around Eterpigny, Marquion
&c., trenches corrected to 29/1/1918, printed by Field survey Bn., 19/7/1918. VG. See illustration on our website.
£65.00
318. Sheet 57cNW 1:20,000 Ed. 9b (Local). German rear trench systems & defences around Achiet le Grand & Petit, Bapaume,
Sapignies, Favreul, &c. Enemy Rear Organisation & Trenches corrected to 19/8/1918. Unfortunately some beast has gnawed at
the corner of the map when in folded state, resulting in holes in the centre when opened. See illustration on our website. £35.00
319. Battles of the Hindenburg Line 1918, 2nd Division Sector. Fldg. paper map, 40x33 cm approx., depicting detailed
German trench systems along the Canal du Nord from Havrincourt north to Anneuz & eastwards as far as Marcoing, with
Flesquieres approximately in the centre. Titled U.T.S. No. 420 & dated 14/9/1918, printed with (unused) Message Form on
reverse, evidently for use in Battle of the Hindenburg Line. See illustration on our website.
£65.00
320. MACEDONIA/SALONIKA TRENCH MAP: Pobreg 1:20,000. CONFIDENTIAL trench map produced by 8th Fd.
Survey Coy. RE, enemy trenches inserted from aerial photographs up to 26/8/1918. Depicts enemy trenches & defensive
positions (wire &c.) along the border between Serbia & Greece, with much contemp. British nomenclature (Dugout Hill, Mine
Hill, Anvil Hill, Shrapnel Ravine, Sniper’s Ravine &c.). VG & scarce with marginal legend “Compiled from British survey & a
captured German map, with detail & trenches inserted from aerial photos. See illustration on our website.
£65.00
321. MACEDONIA/SALONIKA TRENCH MAP: Dojran [i.e. Doiran] 1:20,000. CONFIDENTIAL trench map produced by
Survey Coy. RE. British Salonika Force, enemy trenches inserted from aerial photographs up to 18/8/1918. Depicts enemy
trenches & defensive positions (wire entanglements &c.) around Doiran near the border between Serbia & Greece, with much
contemp. British nomenclature (Hampshire Ridge, Exeter Hill, Horseshoe Hill &c.). VG & scarce with marginal legend noting
compiled from British surveys, aerial photos., panoramas & a captured German map. See illustration on our website.
£75.00

THE SECOND WORLD WAR
322. 3rd The King’s Own Hussars. Regimental Journal. 1941. Unpublished dup. typescript, 16x21 cm approx., 113pp., around
40,000 words, illustrated with 11 real photos. Produced within the Regiment, in the field. Contemp.
This Edition is Limited to 12 Copies. This is No. 1. NOT TO BE PUBLISHED.and all the more valuable as there is no
dedicated history of the regiment in WW2. This self-evidently exceptionally rare regimental record contains an outline history of
the early months of the war when the 3rd Hussars were in England - including false reports that it was to be sent to Norway or to
the BEF in France. The regiment eventually sailed for the Middle East in August 1940 & participated in the campaign in the
Libyan Desert in 1941, & this volume contains very detailed records of its involvement in the North Africa during the year. It can
be seen very much a ‘family’ record as not only does it include the operational records of each Squadron, but also much on its
members providing a fine & immediate, atmospheric record of events superior to that found in most standard regimental
hisrories. Interesting & apparently otherwise unpublished photos. inc. desert scenes, vehicles & officers, including an officers
group including Roy Farran of SAS fame. While the narrative is very largely occupied with operational matters, there is also a
roll of the bnirths of children of officers & men of the regiment 1940-41, a roll of those killed & missing, poems by members of
the regiment, &c. Rather serviceworn orig. paper wraps., sp. split, chipped at edges, nevertheless pleasing & rare. See
illustrations on our website.
£600.00
323. Japanese War Crime Trials, Jesselton, British North Borneo, 1947. Carbon typescript records of the proceedings of
several cases/investigations, approx. 55pp. in all, some top copy but mostly carbon ts. One or two items with ink signatures of
Counsel and/or OC War Crimes Unit, Jesselton. Contemp.
Partial records of four cases, e.g. the Masaki-Honda case, when Col. Masaki, Governor of North Sumatra in 1942, ordered
Major Honda to execute 5 or 6 Allied PoW in a small vessel at sea between there & Simului, Honda protested (as confirmed in
evidence by 2nd Lt. Nobusawa) but Masaki said “No, you must execute them & I will take full responsibility.” Honda passed the
buck to Nobusawa who did not carry out the order, giving as his reason “the cruelty & inhumanity involved in slaughtering men,
necessarily one at a time, each before the others’ eyes on such a small vessel & because the men had had no trial.” Ultimately,
however, the PoWs were lined up, blind-folded & bayonetted from behind by soldiers under Honda’s orders. The bodies were left
unburied due to the location of the atrocity being a coral island. Post-war, they were found by a war crimes investigator, Lt.-Col.
Reid Collins, & the accused identified with the help of a local boatman who had been employed by the Japanese. Papers for this
case include opening & closing addresses, defence case, &c. Other papers relate to ill-treatment resulting in the death of civilians
in North Borneo, executions of Allied Personnel at Seletar, Singapore, in 1945, when W.O. Hikiji Susumu was accused of
beheading 14 or 15 PoW for his amusement: “It was known among the men that Hikiji was an expert swordsman & that he
boasted to the other officers about how it was done. It was said that he had used the 14 or 15 Ps.O.W. to demonstrate his
swordsmanship.” Also a nominal roll of Burmese witnesses residing in Toungoo (on the Sittang River, east of the Pegu
Yomas),.with their age, family name & address. Scarce collection.
£225.00

324. The Log of a Naval Airman: Being the Diary & Letters of Sub-Lieutenant (A) David Musk Beattie, R.N.V.R.,
Observer in the Fleet Air Arm. Killed in air operations against Bismarck, 26th May, 1941. Edited by his father & Dedicated
to the Officers & Men of the Fleet Air Arm. 1st Ed., 60pp., portrait frontis., 48 photos. No imprint or date. [1944].
David Beattie was planning to be a Solicitor but, instead, joined the RNVR as a Sub-Lieutenant in the Fleet Air Arm in
1939. After training he joined HMS ‘Ark Royal’ in June 1940 & participated in “operations at Oran & Dakar, in the raids on
Cagliari & the Tirso Dam in Sardinia, in the aerial bombing of Leghorn which accompanied the aerial bombing of Genoa, in the
search for the Scharnhorst & in much convoy work in the Mediterranean & the Atlantic.” He was then posted to HMS
‘Victorious’ under Lt.-Cdr. Esmonde & was reported missing during the search for the ‘Bismarck’ off Iceland on 26th May 1941.
Very rare privately printed memoir consisting of a short biography then mostly Beattie’s letters & diaries between July 1939 &
May 1941, including much interesting detail on the aforementioned operations, supplemented by num. unusual privately taken
photos. on board ‘Ark Royal’ &c. on active service & concluding with the official reports of his being reported missing &
extracts from letters of condolence. Orig. blue cloth, gilt to front (with Fleet Air Arm ‘wings’), some dampstaining to bottom
corner of front & rear boards, o/w VG with ink inscrip. to ffep “To our friends Rev. George & Mrs Bosworth, in token of our
affectionate regards, from Ira and Musk Beatte.” See illustration on our website.
£125.00
325. Field Service Pocket Book India 1944. Part I-Pamphlet No. 1, Glossary of Military Terms [Bound with:] Pamphlet
No. 3, Abbreviations [And:] Pamphlet No. 3A, Ammunition Abbreviations [And:] Pamphlet No. 4, Appreciations, Orders,
Messages, & Intercommunication [And:] Pamphlet No. 5, Signal Codes. 10, 30, 34, 32 & 30pp., several sketches & diagrams.
Issued by the Chief of the General Staff (India), Distributed by the Manager of Publications, Delhi. 1944.
Five Restricted pamphlets bound together, later yellow binder’s cloth, VG. See illustration on our website.
£35.00
326. Service in Hot Climates 1943. A Pamphlet for Officers. Acclimatizaton; Effects of Heat; How to Avoid Heatstroke;
Man Management; Heatstroke Centres; Clothing; Notes for Medical Officers. Reprinted with Amendments (No. 1) 1944.
Orig. buff printed wraps., 17pp. War Office. Feb. 1944.
VG. See illustration on our website.
£15.00
327. Highway 16 Courier: Area Sports Committee Newsheet. Vol. 1, No.1, 12th October 1944 [and] Vol. I, No. 27, 11th
November 1944. The first & a later issue of German propaganda sheets directed towards allied troops in Italy, each consisting of
a single printed leaf, No. 1 being 30x20cm approx. & No. 27 42x32cm approx. Contemp.
Nazi propaganda publications printed in English & purporting to be official newsheets distributed free to troops. Cleverly,
but not too convincingly, they headline with anti-German reports: “Nazis Shoot Aachen Deserters” & “Patton’s Men Near Nazi
Frontier,” but within them are various smaller “news” reports intended to lower morale, e.g. “Italian prisoners of war at a
Lincolnshire camp have gone on strike because they were put on the same sandwich ration as their British guards instead of
having a hot midday meal” & “Many public houses at home are showing ‘no beer’ signs on two or three nights a week - but
several of the teetotal organisations are out to see that the sign shall apply to the entire country. They plan to launch a great ‘Make
Britain Dry’ campaign as soon as the war ends...” Both issues ex-IWM lib., laid down or archival tissue, VG thus & scarce
survivals. See illustration on our website.
£45.00
328. The Story of 46 Division 1939-1945. 1st Ed., orig. printed wraps., 136pp., 4to, 47 photos., 19 maps (most fldg.). Graz:
Univ. Book Press “Styria”. [1946].
Tunisia, Italy & Greece. Detailed contemp. history & rolls of commands & staff, awards. Order of Battle &c. Many good
photos. & various coloured maps based on contemp. official sheets. Orig. wraps., VG & rather scarce. See illustration on our
website.
£75.00
329. Philip Scott. Born 13 August 1915; Died 31 May 1942. 1st Ed., [v]+50pp., portrait frontis. Printed for Private Circulation
at the Cambridge Univ. Press. 1943.
Scott was Ed. at Gresham’s School & Oriel College, Oxford then read for the Bar in London. In 1938 he obtained a
commission in the Queen’s Westminster Rifles & was posted to the 1st Bn. KRRC in Libya in the summer of 1939. Became Bn.
IO & later ADC to Gen. Sir Henry Maitland Wilson, then GSO 3 (Intelligence) before returning to his bn. in early 1942 until
mortally wounded handling anti-tank guns in action when the Coy. he was commanding was attacked. He was captured, taken to
a German dressing station which was in turn overrun by the British & he died in a British ambulance. Includes biographical notes
followed by extracts from letters & diaries in Middle East (inc. escape from Greece to Crete in a caique in May 1941), siege of
Tobruk, &c. Orig. dec. rifle green cloth, minor wear, about VG, with tipped-in Times obit., letter from his mother & printed
memorial service programme, later ownership inscrip. & numerous marginal annotations by another member of his battalion. See
illustration on our website.
£65.00
330. Operations of British, Indian & Dominion Forces in Italy, 3 September 1943 to 2 May 1945. Part V. Administrative
Monographs. 5, The Problem of Desertion; 6, Leave to UK; 7, Rest Camps; 8, Compassionate Postings; 9, The Problem of
Marriage; 10, Repatriation of British & Allied PW at the End of Hostilities; 11, Employment of Co-operators in the
Italian Camaign; 12, Veterinary & Remount Service; 13, Medical Papers. 1st Ed., approx. 60pp. in all, foolscap, dup.
typescript. British Historical Section, Central Mediterranean. nd (c.1945).
Very rare contemp. official & CONFIDENTIAL intelligence report on operations in Italy. This interesting volume
contains much detail on the subjects stated in the title. Orig. grey printed paper covd. boards with blue cloth backstrip, excellent
original state, near fine, with oval ink stamp to front of Air Historical Branch, Air Ministry, & small IWM withdrawn stamp to
front paste-down. See illustration on our website.
£145.00
331. The Cetniks. A Survey of Cetnik Activity in Yugoslavia, April 1941-July 1944. 1st Ed., orig. printed wraps., 95pp.
Printed by Printing & Stationary Services CMF. Sept. 1944.
The Cetniks were a Serbian Nationalist movement led by Col. Mihajlovic, formed in 1941 & initially regarded by the
British as an organisation to be encouraged, receiving official support including the kudos of attached British Liaison Officers.
However, Tito’s (Communist) Partisans emerged as a more useful & reliable ally & official backing was withdrawn from the
Cetniks & transferred to the Partisans. The Cetniks, when sidelined, joined with German, Italian & Croatian units & sought to
undermine the Partisans. CONFIDENTIAL intelligence report containing much interesting detail on the recruitment, organisation
& activities of Mihajlovic & his guerilla bands in Serbia, Bosnia, Montenegro, Hercegovia & Dalmatia, & Slovenia, based largely
on material supplied by BLOs attached to the Cetniks, Lt. Col. Deakin, first BLO with the Partisans, & others, which includes an
Index of Leading Cetniks, several hundred in all, most of whom are also mentioned in the text & some provided with details of
their activities. A detailed & valuable primary source, 1000 copies printed by G-2 (PB), AFHQ CMF in Sept. 1944 & a
remarkably rare survival for that. Covs. little stained & marked o/w VG ex-IWM. See illustration on our website.
£425.00

332. The History of the Second Battalion The Lincolnshire Regiment in North-West Europe: Hermanville-sur-Mer 6 June
1944 to Lengerich 8 May 1945. 1st Ed., orig. dec. wraps., 79pp., 4to. No imprint/date (c.1946).
Training in Combined ops. followed by landing in Normandy on D Day with 3rd British Div., fighting through the Low
Countries, Rhine Crossing, &c., to the armsitice. Much interesting detail. Roll of Hon., awards (inc. Divisional Commendation
Cards &c.). Orig. dec wraps., VG & rare. See illustration on our website.
£125.00
333. The Bombardment of Bath, April 25, 26, 27, 1942. 1st Ed., orig. pictorial card wraps., oblong 4to, 28pp., photos.
throughout. Designed, printed & published for The Bath & Wilts. Chronicle & Herald by The mendip Press, Bath. 1942.
Fully illustrated record of the Luftwaffe’s raids on Bath with descriptive text & photos. of damage &c. Orig. illus. wraps.,
VG. See illustration on our website.
£15.00
334. ADCOCK (Col. W.H.) Sappers in the Persian Gulf. 1st Ed., xv+175pp., 33 photos., fldg. diagram, ep maps. VG in worn
dw. Bombay: Thacker. 1952.
Royal Engineers with PAIFORCE. Orig. cloth, VG in worn dw, uncommon. See illustration on our website.
£35.00
335. ARMSTRONG (Col. G, DSO, MC, TD) The Sparks Fly Upward. 1st Ed., [iii]+236pp., 32 photos., 10 sketches, 9 maps.
VG in sl. chipped dw. Worthing: Gooday Publishers. 1991.
Personal account of Western Desert campaign 1942 with 11 (HAC) Regt. RHA, afterwards commanding 136 Fd. Regt.
with 7th Ind. Div. in Burma: Arakan (inc. Admin Box), Imphal, Irrawaddy Crossing &c. Warmly inscribed by author on ffep.
review & 1992 obit. of author loosely inserted at front, with some tape residue where these items were at one time affixed to front
paste-down. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
336. BAKER (Alf “Blackie”) What Price Bushido? 1at Ed., orig. dec. laminated wraps., xiv+138pp., 24 photos. & maps.
Plymouth: Torch Books (i.e., the Author). 1991.
Story of 600 artillerymen (including the author) captured at the fall of Singapore & their fate in PoW camps at Rabaul &c.
Roll of the eighteen who survived the ordeal & 64 who died at Ramaul. Soigned by author on title page. VG. See illustration on
our website.
£15.00
337. BARCLAY (Brig. C.N., CBE, DSO) History of the 16th/5th The Queen’s Royal Lancers 1925 to 1961. 1st Ed.,
[xv]+235pp., 4to, col. frontis., 16 illus., 9 maps. VG in dw. Aldershot: G&P. 1961.
Tank regiment (Valentines, Shermans & Honey tanks) in North Africa & Italy inc. battles of Kasserine Pass & Cassino.
Roll of Hon., awards. Orig. red cloth gilt. VG in dw & scarce. See illustration on our website.
£125.00
338. BARTZ (Karl) Swastika in the Air: The Struggle & Defeat of the German Air Force 1939-1945. 1st Eng. Ed., 204pp.,
10 photos. VG in dw. Kimber. 1956.
Absorbing account & analysis of the Luftwaffe’s successes & failures - the latter including its failure to develop radar, its
lack of long range bombers & wrong decisions on fighter defence of Germany. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. £15.00
339. BASSETT (Col. Sam) Royal Marine: The Autobiography of Colonel Sam Bassett, CBE, RM. Foreword by Prince
Philip. 1st Ed., 224pp., col. portrait frontis. VG in worn/torn dw. Peter Davies. 1962.
Enlisted RM 1907 (duped by a recruiting sgt. who told him of ‘Horse Marines’ when he said he wanted to join a cavalry
regt.), describes pre-war barrack life & training, commissioned, svd. WW1 Western Front briefly & Russia, & in WW2 ran the
Inter-Services Topgraphical Dept. which collected & assessed info. on beaches & took part in planning of every raid from the
smallest to the D Day landings. VG in worn/torn dw. See illustration on our website.
£15.00
340. BECKETT (Major Denis, DSO) 1/4th Essex: A Battalion of the 8th Army. [Together with:] 4th Bn. Essex TA: Service
of Remembrance preceeding the Unveiling & Dedication of War memorial, St Mary’s Church, Ilford, 27th March 1949.
Foreword by Winston Churchill. 1st Ed., orig. dec. wraps., viii+48pp., 13 photos., 5 maps. Wilson & Whitworth, Express office.
nd (c.1945).
Very scarce battalion record inc. Western Desert (Alamein &c.), Tunisia, Italy (Cassino) & Greece. Roll of Hon., awards.
Somewaht marked, dampstaining affecting second half of text with some minor loss of text detail, o/w VG in orig. dec. wraps.
together with Bn. Service of Remembrance & War Memorial Unveiling Programme at Ilford, 1949. See illustration on our
website.
£45.00
341. BRETT-JAMES (Antony) Ball of Fire: The Fifth Indian Division in the Second World War. 1st Ed., xiv+481pp., 66
photos., 12 maps. Aldershot: G&P. 1951.
East then North Africa, followed by PAIFORCE then Burma inc. Arakan, then flown up to Kohima & Imphal & the
advance south through Meiktila to Rangoon. The author was a captain with divisional signals & later a prominent military
historian. Rebound in later red cloth, military lib. markings to tp &c., sound & complete. See illustration on our website. £45.00
342. CULL (Brian) et al. Spitfires Over Sicily: the Crucial role of the Malta Spitfires in the Battle of Sicily, JanuaryAugust 1943. 1st Ed., vi+234pp., approx. 50 photos., map. VG in dw. Grub Street. 200.
Twenty-five RAF fighetr squadrons based at Malta supported the invasion force. Detailed account of their operations
before & during the Sicily landings. VG in dw. See illustration on our website.
£15.00
343. DOBBIE (S.) Faith and Fortitude: The Life and Work of General Sir William Dobbie. 1st Ed., 327pp., portrait frontis.
Gillingham: Major P.E. Johnston. 1979.
Srace privately published memoirs. Commd. REs 1899, served South Africa, Western Front (staff appts. inc. GFHQ).
Recalled to be Governor and C-in-C of Malta 1940-42 (“The heroic defender of Malta GC” - Churchill) when the author (his
daughter) served as his confidential secretary. VG in dw. See illustration on our website.
£45.00
344. ENGLISH (Jeffery) One for Every Sleeper: The Japanese Death Railway through Thailand. 1st Ed., 205pp., 15
photos., map. VG in dw. Hale. 1989.
Eye-witness account of a Signals major captured at the fall of Singapore & written by him on stolen lavatory paper. VG in
dw. See illustration on our website.
£15.00
345. EVANS (Lt.-Gen. Sir Geoffrey) & BRETT-JAMES (Antony) Imphal: A Flower on Lofty Heights. 1st Ed., 318pp., 20
photos., 12 maps. VG in very sl. chipped dw. Macmillan. 1962.
Classic & reliable account of the epic 1944 battle in Burma. Both authors were participants in the battle, one as a brigade
& divisional commander, the other as a young signals officer in 5th (Indian) Div. Comparatively nice copy in sl. worn dw. See
illustration on our website.
£25.00

The cartographer’s copy
346. EVANS (Lt.-Gen. Sir Geoffrey, KBE, CB, DSO) The Johnnies. 1st Ed., xiii+231pp., 22 photos., 10 maps. VG in dw.
Cassell. 1964.
The Johnnies or “Z Force” were a band of specially selected British officers who stayed deep behind Jap lines after the
1942 retreat & communicated invaluable intelligence by wireless throughout the campaign. Scarce study & this copy with label &
ink ownership inscrip. of Lt.-Col. J.H. Trim, formerly Mahratta Light Infantry, who famously commanded the MLI at the Battle
of Sangshak during Imphal operations in 1944 & who drew the 10 maps included in this book. VG in sl. worn dw. See
illustration on our website.
£40.00
347. FARNDALE (Gen. Sir Martin, KCB) History of the Royal Regiment of Artillery: The Far East Theatre 1941-46. 1st
Ed., xxvi+494pp., 40 photos., 54 maps & diagrams. VG in dw. Brasseys. 2000.
Mainly in Burma inc. all main ops., Tiddim Road, Imphal & Kohima, Irrawaddy crossing &c., also Arakan, Chindits &c.
Also contains campaigns in Hong Kong, Malaya & Singapore. Excellent history with many interesting appendices. See
illustration on our website.
£35.00
348. FERNYHOUGH (Brig. A.H., CBE, MC) & HARRIS (Maj. H.E.D.) History of the Royal Army Ordnance Corps 19201945. 1st Ed., xvi+492pp., col., frontis., 9 maps, fldg. chart. The RAOC. nd (c.1958).
The RAOC on all fronts in WW2 with much interesting info. Awards roll. Orig. cloth, nice copy, ex-reference lib., cloth
almost unmarked, bookplate to paste-down, VG thus & uncommon. See illustration on our website.
£30.00
349. FRANCOIS (Dominique) 82nd Airborne in Normandy: A History in Period Photographs. 1st Ed., 278pp., 4to, illus.
throughout. VG in dw. Attglen, PA: Schiffer. 2004.
Impressive fully illustrated record. See illustration on our website.
£30.00
350. GILMORE (Scott) A Connecticut Yankee in the 8th Gurkha Rifles: A Burma Memoir. 1st Ed., xviii+279pp., 32
photos., 4 maps. VG in dw. Brasseys. 1995.
After service as a AFS driver in North Africa the author was commissioned in 8th Gurkha Rifles & served with 4th Bn. in
Burma 1944-45, becoming a company commander. Much interesting detail on the advance from Kohima & across the Irrawaddy.
VG in dw. See illustration on our website.
£15.00
351. GRAY (Gp. Capt. Colin, DSO, DFC) Spitfire Patrol. 1st Ed., [vii]+166pp., photos. & maps. VG in dw. Hutchinson. 1990.
Scarce personal account of Battle of France & Battle of Britain 1940, Tunisia & Sicily, NW Europe 1944-45 by topscoring New Zealander with over 500 missions & some 40 EA damaged or destroyed. VG in dw. See illustration on our
website.
£25.00
352. HICKLING (Vice-Adml. H., CB, CBE, DSO) Sailor at Sea. 1st Ed., 224pp., 20 illus., 3 maps. VG in dw. Kimber. 1965.
Naval memoirs inc. Coronel & the Falklands, the Med. in WW2 & Naval Officer in Charge of the British Mulberry
harbour at Arromanches. Nice copy in dw & scarce. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
353. HORROCKS (Lt.-Gen. Sir Brian, KCB, KBE, DSO, MC) Corps Commander. 1st Ed., xvi+256pp., 51 photos., 11 maps.
VG in dw. S&J. 1977.
Personal account of campaign from Normandy to Germany by XXX Corps commander (assisted by Maj.-Gen. H. Essame
& Eversley Belfield). Includes full account of Arnhem operations. VG in dw. See illustration on our website.
£15.00
354. ISMAIL (Gen. Tan Sri Ibrahim bin) Have You Met Mariam? 1st Ed., xvi+196pp., 30 photos. (some colour), 3 maps. VG
in sl. chipped dw. Johor Mahru: Westlight. 1984.
Autobiography: author, a Malay, was commissioned in the Indian Army & served with Force 136 in Japanese occupied
Malaya, being taken PoW but surviving to participate in anti-communist ops. during the Emergency & retiring in 1977 as Chief
of Malaysia’s Armed Forces Staff. VG in sl. chipped dw. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
355. JOHNSON (Brig. R.F.) Regimental Fire: The Honourable Artillery Company in World War II 1939-1945. 1st Ed.,
deluxe edition, xx+440pp., 59 photos., 12 maps (some fldg). The Regt. 1958.
North Africa 1941-43, Sicily & Italy 1943-45, NW Europe 1944-45. Roll of Hon., awards. Orig. full blue morocco with
presentation bookplate from the regt. to Lt.-Cdr. W.S. Samuel. VG. See illustration on our website.
£50.00
356. KENNEDY (Joseph) British Civilians & the Japanese War in Malaya & Singapore 1941-45. 1st Ed., xii+167pp., 16
photos., several maps. VG in dw. Macmillan Press. 1987.
Th fate of thode left behind when HK & Singapore fell. Muc interesting info. on internment conditions. &c. VG in dw.
See illustration on our website.
£20.00
357. LYALL GRANT (Maj.-Gen. Ian, MC) & TAMAYAMA (Kazuo) Burma 1942: The Japanese Invasion. Both Sides tell
the Story of a Savage Jungle War. 1st Ed., 416pp., 67 photos., 32 maps (most in colour). VG in dw. Chichester: Zampi Press
(the author). 1999.
Excellent account of the invasion battles inc. Bilin River, Sittang Bridge, Taukkyan, Shwegyin &c. in many of which
which the author participated commanding 70th Fd. Coy., KGO Bengal Sappers & Miners in 17th Indian (Light) Div.
Outstanding coloured maps & a number of unusual photos. Now very scarce. See illustration on our website.
£45.00
358. MARDER (Arthur) Operation ‘Menace’: The Dakar Expedition & the Dudley North Affair. 1st Ed., xxv+289pp., 18
photos., 7 charts. VG in dw. OUP. 1976.
Classic study. Original hardback edition. VG in dw. See illustration on our website.
£15.00
Arthur Swinson’s Copy
359. MAULE (Henry) Spearhead General: The Epic Story of General Sir Frank Messervy & His Men in Eritrea, North
Africa & Burma. 1st Ed., 384pp., portrait frontis., 26 photos., 8 maps. VG in dw. Odhams. 1961.
Gazelle Force in Eritrea, Western Desert cmdg. 4th Ind. Div., GOC 7th Indian Div. & 4 Corps in Burma 1943-45, Admin.
Box in the Arakan, up to Imphal then the victorious advance south. VG in dw with ownership inscrip. of Arthur Swinson, author
of ‘Kohima’ (in which batle he fought as a Staff Captain with 5 Brigade) & other military histories. Uncommon. See illustration
on our website.
£45.00

Montgomery’s signature
360. MONTGOMERY (FM Viscount) 21 Army Group, Normandy to the Baltic. 1st trade Ed., [xvi]+279pp., 45 col. maps
(nearly all fldg.). Hutchinson. 1946.
The British commander’s detailed account of the campaign, with lavish qty. of col. maps, considering the era of post-war
austerity. Orig. red cloth, gilt, VG ex-reference lib. with minor markings & inscribed in ink on ffep: “Montgomery of Alamein
Field-Marshal.” See illustrations on our website.
£85.00
361. NICOLSON (Capt. Nigel, MBE) & FORBES (P.) The Grenadier Guards in the War of 1939-45. Vol. I, The
Campaigns in North-West Europe; Vol. II, The Mediterranean Campaigns. 1st Ed., 2 Vols., xvi+256+xix & xi+323+xixpp.,
41 plates, 55 maps (some fldg.). VG in chipped dws. Aldershot: G&P. 1949.
Including BEF 1940, Normandy 1944 to the Rhine, Tunisia 1942-43 & Italy 1943-45. Roll of Hon., awards &c. VG set in
chipped dws. See illustration on our website.
£65.00
Signed by the author – a survivor of the Death Railway
362. PEACOCK (Basil) Prisoner on the Kwai. 1st Ed., [vii]+ii+291pp., several sketch maps. VG in worn dw. Blackwood.
1966.
Basil Peacock was a major commanding a Royal Artillery battery at Singapore when he was wounded & captured by the
Japanese. Drafted to Thailand to help build the railway along the River Kwai, he was one of the fortunate suvivors. VG in rather
worn dw but interestingly inscribed by the author on half title: Signed for dear friends with thanks for their encoyragement.
Basil Peacock.
See illustrations on our website.
£25.00
363. PILE (Gen. Sir Frederick, GCB, DSO, MC) Ack-Ack: Britain’s Defence Against Air Attack during the Second World
War. 1st Ed., [iv]+410pp., 28 photos. Harrap. 1949.
Author was GOC-in-C Anti-Aircraft Command 1939-45. Orig. green cloth, VG (without dw). See illustration on our
website.
£15.00
364. PRESTON (A.) Ed. General Staffs and Diplomacy before the Second World War. 1st Eng. Ed., 138pp. VG in dw.
Croom Helm. 1978.
Six essays on pre-war European General Staffs. VG in little worn dw. See illustration on our website.
£15.00
365. RANDLE (Brig. John, OBE, MC) Battle Tales from Burma. 1st Ed., xxiv+150pp., 17 photos., 6 maps. VG in dw. Pen &
Sword. 2004.
Memoirs of service with 7th Bn. 10th Baluch Regt. in Burma 1942-45: the Retreat, Imphal & reconquest battles, as a
platoon & company commander.
£10.00
366. ROBERTSON (G.W., MC) The Rose & The Arrow: A Life Story of 136th (1st West Lancashire) Field Regiment
Royal Artillery 1939-1946. 1st Ed., orig. dec. card wraps., 338pp., oblong 4to, 36 illus., 10 maps. 136 Fd. Regt. OCA. nd
(c.1986).
With 7th Indian (Golden Arrow) Div., Arakan to Kohima & subsequent advance south & across the Irrawaddy at Pagan &
finally the battle of the Sittang Bend. Roll of Hon., awards. Minor wear, VG. See illustration on our website.
£30.00
367. ROSKILL (Stephen) Naval Policy Between the Wars. I: The Period of Anglo-American Antagonism 1919-1929. 2:
The Period of Reluctant Rearmament 1930-1939. 2 Vols., 1st Eds., 639pp., 54 photos & 525pp., 24 photos. VG in sl. chipped
dws. Collins. 1968/1976.
Major work on the build up to WW2, naval rearmament including the requirement to counter new threats (aircraft &c.).
VG in sl. chipped dws. See illustration on our website.
£45.00
368. RUSSELL OF LIVERPOOL (Lord) The Knights of Bushido: A Short History of Japanese War Crimes. 1st Ed.,
xv+335pp., 21 photos. VG in dw. Cassell. 1958.
Based on documentary records given as evidence at Japanese war crime trials & before the International Military Tribunal,
Far East. VG in sl. worn dw. See illustration on our website.
£15.00
369. SAMAIN (Bryan) Commando Men: The Story of a Royal Marine Commando in North-West Europe. 1st Ed.,
xv+188pp., 12 plates, 11 maps (inc. eps.). Stevens & Sons. 1948.
45 Commando: landed in Normandy on D Day & fought through Holland to Germany. Author was Intelligence Officer.
Orig. blue cloth, minor wear, VG. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
370. SEAMAN (Harry) The Battle at Sangshak: Burma, March 1944. 1st Ed., [ix]+148pp., 11 photos., 3 maps. VG in dw.
Cooper. 1989.
Epic. battle fought by 50th Indian Parachute Brigade ( & others troops) during Jap. advance to Imphal. Author was a
junior officer with 153 Gurkha Para Bn. See illustration on our website.
£15.00
371. SELLAR (R.J.B.) The Fife & Forfar Yeomanry 1919-1956. 1st Ed., 288pp., 27 photos., 2 ep maps. VG in dw.
Blackwood. 1960.
1st F&FY with BEF in 1940 then from shortly after D Day through to Germany equipped with flame-throwing Crocodiles;
2nd F&FY in Shermans with 11th Armd. Div. fought from Normandy to the Baltic. Roll of Hon., awards. VG in dw. See
illustration on our website.
£60.00
372. SHEARS (P.J.) The Story of the Border Regiment 1939-1945. 1st Ed., xv+184pp., 8 maps. Nisbet. 1948.
1st Bn. with BEF 1940 later became Airborne & landed at Arnhem; 2nd, 4th (TF) & 9th Bns. served Burma; 6th Bn. NW
Europe 1944-45. Awards roll & MiDs. Orig. cloth, gilt, minor wear, VG. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
373. SHEWELL-COOPER (W.E.) Land Girl: A Handbook for the Women’s Land Army. 2nd Ed., revised., orig. limp
canvas wraps., 123pp. English Universities Press. 1942.
A manual for volunteers in the Women’s Land Army sponsored by the Min. of Ag. Small pocketbook containing historical
notes on the WLA in WW1, how to join; training; uniform; employment; welfare; List of County Chairmen & Secretaries; useful
hints & tips, &c. Litttle faded/worn to sp. & front, generally VG & a scarce survival. See illustration on our website.
£25.00
374. SLIM (FM Sir William) Defeat into Victory. 2nd Imp., xi+576pp., portrait frontis., 21 maps (many fldg.). Cassell. 1956.
The best overall account of the Burma war, by GOC XIV Army. Lucid & atmospheric. Orig. cloth, VG (without dw). See
illustration on our website.
£15.00

Signed by Slim
375. SLIM (FM Sir William, KG, GCB, GCMG, GCVO, GBE, DSO, MC Unofficial History. 4th Imp., ix+242pp., 3 maps. VG
in dw. Cassell. 1960.
Slim’s accounts of his experiences in Mespot in WW1 (6th Gurkhas), NWF, Abyssinia 1940 (Battle of Gallabat) &
Paiforce, before leaving for the Far East. Inscribed by the author on dedication page: W.J. Slim F.M. 19 May 1960 with related
copy correpondence from the book’s owner, press obits. of Slim, &c., loosely inserted. VG in dw & scarce signed Slim item. See
illustration on our website.
£75.00
376. SMITH (Malcolm) British Air Strategy Between the Wars. 1st Ed., [xii]+360pp. VG in dw. Oxford Univ. Press. 1984.
Rare scholarly study inc. Development of an Independent Air Force; The RAF & Appeasement; Preparing for War. VG in
dw & especially scarce in dw. See illustration on our website.
£45.00
377. SMYTH (Brig. Sir John, VC, MC) Before the Dawn: A Story of Two Historic Retreats. 1st Ed., xv+220pp., portrait
frontis., 13 photos., 7 maps. VG in dw. Cassell. 1957.
Dunkirk 1940 commanding a brigade & Burma 1942 cdg. 17th (Indian) Div., inc. the fateful decision to blow the Sittang
Bridge which resulted in the loss of much of his command & therefore his job, but which history has concluded was the correct
action to take. VG in dw & uncommon. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
378. WOOD (D.) Ed. The RAF & the Far East War 1941-1945. 1st Ed., [v]+130pp., 43 photos., 3 maps. VG in dw.
RAFHR/RAF Staff College. 1995.
Papers & discussions from a Symposium on the Far East War held at the RAF Staff College, Bracknell. VG in dw. See
illustration on our website.
£15.00

OFFICIAL HISTORY 1939-1945
379. BRAGADIN (Cmdr. M.A.) The Italian Navy in World War II. 1st Ed. in Eng., xviii+380pp., numerous photos., 17 charts
& diagrams. VG in chipped dw. Annapolis: U.S. Naval Inst. 1957.
Based on official records. VG in chipped & repaired dw. See illustration on our website.
£35.00
380. BUTLER (J.R.M.) Grand Strategy. Vol. III: June 1941-August 1942. Part II. 1st Ed., xi+[382]pp., frontis., 6 fldg. maps.,
ep map. VG ex-lib. in dw. HMSO. 1964.
Loss of Singapore & Burma; Gazala, Tobruk & Alamein, &c. VG ex-lib. in dw. See illustration on our website. £25.00
381. COAKLEY (Robert W.) & LEIGHTON (Richard M.) United States Army in World War II, Global Logistics &
Strategy 1943-1945. 1st Ed., xxiii+889pp., 49 photos., 8 fldg. maps. Washington, DC: Office of the Chief of Military History,
US Army. 1968.
US Army official history inc. Middle East, Far East & the assault on North-West Europe 1944-45. Orig. green cloth, gilt,
VG. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
382. EHRMAN (John) Grand Strategy. Vol. VI: Oct. 1944-Aug. 1945. 1st Ed., xvi+422pp., 10 plates, 6 fldg. maps., ep maps.
HMSO. 1956.
NW Europe & South-East Asia. Orig. green cloth, VG ex-Evening Standard lib. See illustration on our website. £25.00
383. ELLIS (Major L.F.) The War in France & Flanders 1939-1940. 1st Ed., xviii+425pp., 11 plates, 21 maps (most fldg., one
in end-pocket), 17 sketch maps. VG in dw. HMSO. 1953.
Definitive history. Orig. cloth, gilt, VG in dw. See illustration on our website..
£45.00
384. ELLIS (Major L.F.) Victory in the West. Vol. I: The Battle of Normandy. Vol. II: The Defeat of Germany. 2 Vols., Vol.
I 2nd Imp. (with amendments); Vol II 1st Ed., xix+595pp., 63 plates, 25 maps (most fldg.), 26 sketch maps & xviii+455pp., 61
photos, 24 maps (most fldg.) & 20 sketch maps. VG in dws. HMSO. 1974/1968.
North-West Europe 1944-45. Nice copies, orig. cloth, VG dws. See illustration on our website.
£90.00
385. FERGUSON (Sheila) & FITZGERALD (Hilde) Studies in the Social Services. 1st Ed., ix+367pp. VG ex-lib. in dw.
HMSO. 1954.
Welfare of children, problem of illegitimacy, &c. Orig. cloth, VG ex-lib. in dw. See illustration on our website. £25.00
386. GARLAND (A.N.) & SMYTH (H.M.) United States Army in World War II, The Mediterranean Theater of
Operations: Sicily & the Surrender of Italy. 1st Ed., xvii+609pp., around 100 photos., 9 fldg. maps, 8 in text. Washington, DC:
Office of the Chief of Military History, US Army. 1965.
US Army official history. Orig. green cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
387. GILLISON (Douglas) Royal Australian Air Force 1939-1942. 1st Ed., xiii+786pp., 65 photos., 50 maps, diagram. VG in
dw. Canberra: AWM. 1962.
Vol. I of four in the RAAF OH, war against Japan up to Jan. 1943. VG in dw. See illustration on our website.
£35.00
388. HARGREAVES (E.L.) & GOWING (M.M.) Civil Industry & Trade. 1st Ed., xii+678pp. dw. HMSO. 1952.
A volume of the Civil Series. VG ex-lib.in orig. cloth & dw. See illustration on our website.

£25.00

389. HERINGTON (John) Air War Against Germany & Italy 1939-1943. 1st Ed., xvii+731pp., 95 photos., 35 maps, 2
diagrams. VG in sl. rubbed dw. Canberra: AWM. 1954.
Vol. III in the ‘Air’ series of the Australian Official History, concerning air operations in Europe & Middle East involving
RAAF & Australian servicemen in the RAF. Orig. blue cloth, VG in sl. rubbed dw. See illustration on our website.
£35.00
390. KIRBY (Maj.-Gen. S. Woodburn) et al. The War Against Japan: Complete 5 Vol. set: Vol. I: The Loss of Singapore. 1st
Ed., xvii+568pp., 26 photos., 29 maps (most fldg., one in endpocket), 9 sketches. Vol. II: India’s Most Dangerous Hour. 2nd
Imp., xviii+541pp., 35 photos., 20 maps & sketches. Vol. III: The Decisive Battles. 1st Ed., xix+559pp., 47 photos., 15 maps
(most fldg., one in end-pocket), 20 sketch maps. Vol. IV: The Reconquest of Burma. 1st Ed., xxvi+568pp., 92 photos., 21 maps
& sketches. Vol. V: The Surrender of Japan. 1st Ed., xxii+599pp., 35 photos., 17 maps & sketches. Five Vols. in all. HMSO.
1957-1969.
Essential detailed reference on the campaigns in Burma 1942-45, also Malaya & loss of Singapore. Complete set, orig.
cloth, VG ex-lib. set with correction slips loosely inserted. Vol. I somewhat rubbed & worn, rest VG. Vol. II lacks ep map but
this is not of great consequence as this general ‘theatre’ map appears in other volumes. See illustration on our website. £165.00

391. MACDONALD (Charles B.) United States Army in World War II, The European Theater of Operations: The
Siegfried Line Campaign. 1st Ed., xxii+670pp., 81 photos., 10 fldg. maps, 9 in text. Washington, DC: Office of the Chief of
Military History, US Army. 1963.
US Army official history. Including the advance into the Low Countries, Arnhem, battle for Aachen &c. Orig. green cloth,
gilt, VG with ownership inscrip. of the writer Alan Sillitoe. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
392. MACNALTY (Sir Arthur Salusbury) & MELLOR (W. Franklin) Medical Services in War: The Principal Medical
Lessons of the Second World War. Based on the Official Medical Histories of the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia,
New Zealand & India. 1st Ed., xviii+781pp. VG ex-lib. in dw. HMSO. 1968.
Penultimate volume in the UK Official Medical History series. Orig. red cloth, VG ex-lib. in dw. See illustration on our
website.
£30.00
393. MATLOFF (Maurice) & SNELL (Edwin M.) The War Department: Strategic Planning for Coalition Warfare 19411942. 1st Ed., xvii+454pp., 12 photos., 3 fldg. charts.Washington DC: Office of the Chief of Military History, US Army. 1953.
US War Department official history. Orig. green cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
394. MELLOR (W. Franklin) Ed. Casualties & Medical Statistics. 1st Ed., xiv+893pp., tables &c. throughout. VG ex lib. in
dw. HMSO. 1972.
Detailed tabulation of statistics relating to all services on all fronts & the emergency services, all nature of wounds &
illness, from enemy action to self-inflicted. Orig. maroon cloth, gilt, VG ex-lib. in dw. See illustration on our website. £45.00
395. MORTON (Louis) United States Army in World War II, The War in the Pacific: Strategy & Command: The First
Two Years. 1st Ed., xxii+761pp., 92 photos., 5 fldg. maps, 14 in text. Washington, DC: Office of the Chief of Military History,
US Army. 1962.
US Army official history. Orig. green cloth, gilt, VG ex-lib. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
396. POSTAN (M.M.), HAY (D.) & SCOTT (J.D.) Design & Development of Weapons: Studies in Government &
Industrial Organisation. 1st Ed., xiv+579pp. dw. HMSO. 1964.
Part I devoted to aircraft production; Part II, Army Weapons inc. small arms, artillery, armoured vehicles; Part III, Radar;
Part IV, Scientific Establishments etc. VG ex-refrence lib. in dw. See illustration on our website.
£45.00
397. PRASAD (Dr. B.) Ed. Official History of the Indian Armed Forces in the Second World War 1939-45. Campaigns in
South-East Asia: Hong Kong, Malaya & Sarawak & Borneo 1941-42. 1st Ed., xxxix+424pp., 15 photos., 27 maps (some
fldg.). VG in sl. chipped dw. Delhi: Combined Inter-Services Historical Section. 1960.
Among the scarcest volumes in the excellent Indian official history series. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG in sl. chipped dw. See
illustration on our website.
£275.00
398. SAYERS (Prof. R.S.) Financial Policy 1939-45. 1st Ed., xv+608pp. dw. HMSO. 1956.
Volume in the UK Civil Series. VG ex-reference lib. in clean dw. See illustration on our website.

£20.00

399. WALKER (Allan S., MD) Australia in the War of 1939-1945, Medical Series. The Island campaigns. 1st Ed.,
xvi+406pp., 87 photos., 45 maps & diagrams. VG ex-lib. in dw. Canberra: AWM. 1957.
The Pacific campaigns inc. New Guinea, the Solomons & Borneo. Orig. cloth, VG ex-Historical Branch, Military Section
lib. in dw. See illustration on our website.
£25.00
400. WALKER (Allan S., MD) Australia in the War of 1939-1945, Medical Series. Vol. II: Middle East & Far East. 1st Ed.,
xvii+701pp., 68 photos., 43 maps & diagrams. Canberra: AWM. 1953.
Campaigns in North Africa (Cyrenaica, Tobruk, Alamein &c.), Greece, Crete, Syria, Malaya, Singapore & the PoW
Camps in the Far East. Orig. cloth, VG ex-Historical Branch, Military Section lib. See illustration on our website.
£30.00
401. WALKER (Allan S., MD) Australia in the War of 1939-1945, Medical Series. Clinical Problems of War 2nd Imp.,
xxiv+726pp., 83 photos., 15 maps & diagrams. Canberra: AWM. 1956
Including infectious diseases, surgery &c. Orig. cloth, VG ex-Historical Branch, Military Section lib. See illustration on
our website.
£30.00
402. WALKER (Allan S., MD) Medical Services of the R.A.N. & R.A.A.F, With a Section on Women in the Army Medical
Services. 1st Ed., xv+574pp., num. photos., mas & diagrams. VG ex-lib. in dw. Canberra: AWM. 1957.
Official History of Medical Services in the Royal Australian Navy & Air Force, &c. Orig. cloth, VG ex-Historical Branch,
Military Section lib. in dw. See illustration on our website.
£30.00

REGIMENTAL HISTORY
403. The 12th Essex (Braintree) Volunteer Rifles (1860, later 3rd Volunter Rifle Bn., Essex Regiment). Contemp. lined
ledger containing ms. regimental rolls, annual accounts, records of annual meetings, &c., 1863-1895. Approx. 105pp. used (ink
rolls, accounts, various returns, & other official regimental records & correspondence), remainder blank, VG in orig. contemp.
vellum binding, discolured but VG with ink title to front.
Contemporary official regimental records of the 12th Essex Rifle Volunteer Corps & its successors, c.1863-1895,
containing long-hand minutes of annual meetings, rolls of members (there were sixty-five in 1863, noted with their home town,
regimental no. & rank; later the numbers grew), periodical other rolls of hon. members, members, recruits, subscriptions paid,
bills for new uniform, official copies of regimental correpondence re capitation grants &c. Rare original record. See illustrations
on our website.
£325.00
404. Photographs & Short Record of Services of some of the Senior Officers of The Seaforth Highlanders (Ross-shire
Buffs, The Duke of Albany’s) 1793-1925. 1st Ed., [ix]+79pp., 79 portraits. Published for the Seaforth Highlanders’ Regimental
Association by J. Bain & Sons, Edinburgh. 1926.
Carrer details & fine photo. portraits of 79 distinguished officers, mostly of the Boer War-WW1 era. Orig. red cloth, gilt
title to front, sp. very sl. sunned o/w fine throughout. See illustrations on our website.
£125.00
405. Work of the Royal Engineers in the European War 1914-19. The Signal Service (France). 1st Ed., xvi+359pp., frontis.,
20 drawings/diagrams (some fldg.). Chatham: RE Institution. 1921.
Excellent, detailed survey & history of signals throughout the war on the Western Front. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG. See
illustration on our website.
£145.00

406. AS ABOVE: Orig. blue cloth, gilt, lacks ffep o/w VG ex-IWM lib. See illustration on our website.

£120.00

407. Work of the Royal Engineers in the European War, 1914-19. Supply of Engineer Stores & Equipment. 1st Ed.,
109pp., fldg. map, tables. Chatham: RE Institute. nd (c.1922).
Much detail on organisation & supply in both England & France such as formation of base depots, development of
wireless, searchlights, signal stores of various kinds, Work at GHQ & HQs of Formations, &c. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, near fine &
scarce. See illustration on our website.
£125.00
408. War Diary of the 1st Life Guards. First Year, 1914-1915. 1st Ed., 80pp., 4to, frontis. (with 5 oval portraits of COs). No
imprint, The Regt. nd (c.1915).
Based on the diaries of Lt.-Col. E.B. Cook, Surgeon-Major Cowie & the official regimental War Diary. Rolls of officers,
Rolls of Honour &c. Fine copy of superior quarto edition, orig. deluxe three-qtr. morocco, gilt, dec. faux silk endpapers. See
illustration on our website.
£90.00
409. 244 Signal Squadron (Air Support). A Programmed Guide. Part I: History, Organisation & Roles. 39pp. dup.
typsecript, several diagrams, card covers with plastic spiral binding. The Regt. 1973.
A ‘welcome’ booklet issued to new members of this Royal Signals unit, containing brief unit history & much detail on its
organisation & role working with the RAF in Offensive & Transport Air Support, &c. Introduction signed by the CO & signed by
the compiler, WO II (Yeoman of Signals) A.C.T. Tasker inside front over. All pages stamped Restricted. Scarce. See illustration
on our website.
£25.00
410. The Golden Horseshoe: The Journal of the 37th Division. Original wraps., 112pp., plates & sketches (inc. 10 col. plates).
Cassell. 1919.
Written & illus. by men of the division: includes several articles on the history & services of the division (useful as there is
no divisional history), plus customary humorous articles, satire &c., with num. sketches & cartoons & appealing col. plates based
on paintings/drawings. Wraps.frayed as usual, with some tape repairs, generally sound. See illustrations on our website. £35.00
411. Sixteenth, Seventeenth, Eighteenth, Nineteenth Battalions the Manchester Regiment (First City Brigade): A Record
1914-1918. 1st Ed., orig. printed wraps. (cheaper edition), xvi+357pp., 2 portraits, 5 maps (inc. 3 fldg.). Manchester: Sherratt &
Hughes. 1923.
Inc. 1/7/16 at Montauban, Trones Wood & Guillemont, Arras & 3rd Ypres 1917, March Retreat inc. epic of Manchester
Hill, &c. Roll of Hon. & awards for each bn. Orig. buff printed wraps. (cheaper edition), nice copy, VG. See illustration on our
website.
£60.00
412. KRRC Chronicle 1918. xv+339pp., 7 illus., 8 fldg. maps. Winchester: Warren & Sons. 1919.
Detailed war records of all bns. on service inc. March Retreat, Final Advance &c., excellent maps inc. coloured trench
maps. Rolls of officers killed & wounded, obituaries, roll of awards. Orig. limp wraps. (paperback edition), blocked red & silver,
VG. See illustration on our website.
£35.00
413. Betting Book of the 2nd Battalion (78th) Seaforth Highlanders (1822-1908) Privately Printed for the Officers’ Mess.
1st Ed., [iii]+157pp. St. Catherine Press Ltd. 1909.
Letterpress reproduction of the ms. Betting Book of the Officers’ Mess of the 78th commenced at Kilkenny in October
1822, several times rebound & still in use in August 1907 (the last entries printed). Such records provide a fascinating social
study of the life of the inmates of the Mess. The bets are often bizarre, frequently improbable, & generally for quantities of Port,
Champagne, & so forth. The current location of the Mess is stated, & around 1000 bets are recorded, with date, nature of bet,
whom between & for what prize, & the Loser. A few examples: At Gharial (India) on 18th May 1889: 2nd Lt. Hutt bets 2nd Lt.
Wilson that the band will not play ‘God Save the Queen’ after ‘Scotland for Ever’ at Mess. 2nd Lt. Wilson bets that it will. The
bet is for one bottle of champagne. 2nd Lt. Wilson loses. At Dover, 11th June 1897, Lt. Grant bets Lt. Camley that rain does not
fall between the time that the Queen leaves Buckingham Palace & the time that she returns there, on the day of the Jubilee
procession. This bet is for one bottle of port. Lt. Chamley loses. On 11th Jan. 1838 at Glasgow, Mr Hickey bets Mr Carvick three
bottles of Port wine that he (Hickey) will leap over the breadth of the Mess table, the table to be placed in the Barrack square; 2
trials within three months. Carvick bets Hickey to the same effect 3 bottles of Port; 2 trials each. Mr Hickey loses. On the 27th
April 1833 at Stirling castle a fine evening was evidently had: about a dozen bets are recorded, e.g., Mr McNeill bets Catain
Armstrong that four bottles of wine have been drunk previous to the one just placed on the table. McNeill loses, Mr Menzies bets
Captain Armstrong that his, Mer Menzies, nose is broader than Captain Armstrong’s. Armstrong loses. Mr Menzies bets Mr
McNeill that Capt. Vassall’s mouth is the largest in the room. Meznies loses. Captain Armstrong bets Mr McNeill that Captain
Vassall’s nose has less breadth than any other Officer in the Depot. Armstrong loses. Most absorbing & often astounding reading.
Orig. green cloth, gilt to front & sp., dampstaining to leading edges, o/w sound & rare.
£90.00
414. The London Scottish Regimental Gazette. Vols. XXv-XXVI, January 1920-December 1921. Two years bound together,
iv+164 & iv+172pp., photos. & sketches. RHQ. Contemp.
Customary regimental news, historical notes (WW1 & earlier), obits., extracts from the wartime diary of a PoW, photos. &
sketches, &c. Each vol. with index of contents. Orig. gilt dec. blue cloth, VG. See illustration on our website.
£25.00
415. Standing Orders of the Durham Light Infantry. With a Short Record of the First & Second Battalions. viii+160pp. (+
blank interleaves). Aldershot: G&P. 1934.
Customary regimental regulations &c., with short histories of the two regular battalions. Orig. red & green cloth, gilt, VG.
See illustration on our website.
£20.00
416. The Standing Orders of the Northumberland Fusiliers [5th Regiment of Foot]. 1916. [vi]+118pp. (+ blank inteleaves),
col. plate of regimental flags. Sheffield: Paswon & Brailsford. 1916.
Customary regimental rules & regulations; this version oruiginally published in 1900 to provide a basis for uniformity of
system throughout the regiment, which had recently been increased from two to four regular battalions. Useful detailed index.
Orig. blue cloth, somewaht worn, VG. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
417. AINSWORTH (Capt. R.B., MC) Ed. The Story of the 6th Battalion the Durham Light Infantry: France, April 1915November 1918. 1st Ed., 59pp. St. Catherine Press. 1919.
Very scarce record of service with 50th (Norhumbrian) Div. at Ypres 1915 & 1917, the Somme, Arras &c. Rolls of officer
casualties, COs, Adjutants & awards. Orig. maroon cloth, little stained, VG. See illustration on our website.
£85.00
418. ANNABELL (Major Norman) et al. Official History of the New Zealand Engineers During the Great War 1914-1919.
A Record of the Work Carried Out by the Field Companies, Field Troops, Signal Troop, & Wireless Troop, During the

Operations in Samoa (1914-15); Egypt, Gallipoli, Sinai & Palestine (1914-1918); France, Belgium & Germany (19161919); & Mesopotamia (1916-1918). 1st Ed., [xii]+314pp., 30 photos., 9 maps. Wanganui: Evans, Cobb & Sharpe Ltd. 1927.
Good account with Roll of Hon. & awards appended. “accurate & informative” - Perkins. Orig. brown cloth, titled 7 dec.
in black to front & spine, minor wear, VG, with presentation inscrip. from the author to Lt.-Col. G.R. Pridham, DSO, RE, several
related press clippings tipped-in together with loosely inserted letters, inc. a copy forewarded by the war Office from the author
which mentions Col. Pridham among other “esteemed” unit commanders. See illustration on our website.
£145.00
419. BAILEY (Sgt. O.F.) & HOLLIER (Sgt. H.M.) The Kensingtons, 13th London Regiment. 1st Ed., xv+440pp., 14 plates,
18 maps. Regimental OCA. 1935.
1st & 2nd Bns., Western Front 1914-18, inc. Neuve Chapelle & Aubers Ridge 1915; Gommecourt 1/7/16, Arras, Cambrai
&c. 2nd Bn. in Palestine after France. Roll of Hon., awards. Deluxe black cloth Ed., VG but for some selotape marking to eps.
See illustration on our website.
£50.00
420. BARRETT (C.R.B.) The 7th (Queen’s Own) Hussars. 1st Ed., 2 Vols., xvi+407pp., 4 col. & 26 b/w plates, 11 maps &
viii+452pp., 6 col. & 42 b/w plates, 4 maps. RUSI. 1914.
Splendid history covering many campaigns including Peninsular War (Corunna 1808-09 & 1813-14), Waterloo 1815,
Indian Mutiny, Matabeleland & Boer War 1899-1902. Superb, fine copy, orig. navy blue three-qtr. morocco with blue cloth
boards, gilt to sp. & front of each vol. See illustration on our website.
£165.00
421. BERRY (R.P. late Lt., 6th West Yorks RV) A History of the Formation & Development of the Volunteer Infantry,
From the Earliest Times, illustrated by the Local Records of Huddersfield & its Vicinity, From 1784-1874. 1st Ed., 566pp.,
8 col. plates inc. 4 of uniform & 2 portraits, 4 b/w plates. London: Simpkin, Marshall & Huddersfield: Broadbent & Co. 1903.
Deatailed account of evolution of the Volunteer Force, &c., including the movements of 1794-1804, 1859 &c., with much
on the Huddersfield Volunteers & West Yorks Rifle Volunteers (with whom the author served). Appealing plates & detailed
history. Orig. blue cloth, silver gilt, minor wear, about VG ex-Staff College Lib. (Countess Roberts’ bequest) with neat bookplate
& small ink mark to sp., inscribed “With the Author’s Compts. 1906” on title page. See illustration on our website.
£60.00
422. BODY (Capt. O.G., DSO, RFA) & WILLMOTT (Bmdr. W.G., RFA) A Short History of the 421st Battery R.F.A.,
North Russia, 1918-19. 1st Ed., orig. printed wraps., 22pp. No imprint/date (c.1920).
Very rare account of 421st Howitzer Batt. RFA, “originally a six-gun 4.5 howitzer battery... split into many detachments
operating on different fronts, & throughout the campaign manned many different types of gun.” History (noting awards &
casualties in text) + nominal roll of the unit inc. their home addresses. Unusual record of artillery unit during the Allied
Intervention in the Russian civil war. Creased & rather worn but overall sound. See illustration on our website.
£125.00
423. BORASTON (Lt.-Col. J.H.) & BAX (Capt. C.E.) The Eighth Division in War 1914-1918. 1st Ed., xv+359pp., 18 illus., 21
maps. VG in chipped/torn dw. Medici. 1926.
F&F 1914-18 inc. Festubert; Aubers Ridge; Loos; Somme; Arras; 3rd Ypres; March Retreat; Final Advance. Order of
Battle, awards roll, col. plates of unit patches. Orig. cloth, gilt, VG in chipped/torn dw. See illustration on our website. £65.00
424. BRELSFORD (W.V.) Ed. The Story of the Northern Rhodesia Regiment. 1st Ed., viii+134pp., 4to, 3 col. plates, num.
b/w photos., several maps. Lusaka: Govt. Printer. 1954.
Inc. WW1 in German East Africa, WW2 in Somaliland & Burma campaigns. Roll of awards. Well illustrated history.
Perkins 295. Orig. grey cloth, VG. See illustration on our website.
£30.00
425. BUCKLEY (Capt. F.) Ed. War History of the 7th Northumberland Fusiliers. 1st Ed., viii+155pp., 31 illus., fldg. map.
Newcastle: Grierson. 1919.
Western Front in 50th Div., they landed on 21st April 1915 & within 4 days were thrust into 2nd Ypres with very heavy
losses, much trench warfare & battles of Somme, Passchendaele &c. Very appealing & rare history made up of contributions
from various officers, followed by lengthy chunks of the war diary, nominal roll on embarkation & Roll of Hon. Orig. green
cloth, gilt, VG & very scarce. See illustration on our website.
£225.00
426. CALLIN (Rev. R. Wilfred, CF) When the Lantern of Hope Burned Low: The Story of the 1/4th Northumberland
Fusiliers (T.F.) during the German Offensives of March, April, May, 1918. 1st Ed., 87pp., approx. 90 portraits, 2 maps. No
imprint/date, printed by J. Catherall & Co., Hexham. Contemp.
German offensives on the Somme, Lys & Marne, in all of which the bn. participated with 50th (Northumbrian) Div. Rare
locally printed history with portraits of approx. 60 officers who served with the bn. & around 30 NCOs & men (award winners
&c.). Orig. green cloth, VG & scarce with interesting neat ink presentation inscrip. “To The Revd. Mr & Mrs Henderson for
memory of my son Captain John Martin Benson who was killed in action between Craonne and Pontavert on the Aisne on 27th
May 1918. John Benson, Marionville, Airdie, Sept. 1919.” Captain Benson’s death is described in the text & his portrait appears
within the book. See illustration on our website.
£145.00
427. CAMPBELL (Capt. G.L., RFA) The Manchesters: A History of the Regular, Militia, Special Reserve, Territorial &
New Army Battalions since their Formation; with a Record of the Officers Now Serving, & the Honours & Casualties of
the War of 1914-16. 1st Ed., orig. limp wraps., 179pp. Picture Advertising Co. 1916.
Short accounts of each bn. (in the Dardanelles, Western Front &c.) supplemented by extensive rolls of officers & men
killed, wounded or PoW, with many interesting notices of the services of fallen officers & outline details of service for all officers
of the regiment. Orig. paper wraps. sp. sl. chipped & stained o/w VG ex-IWM & scarce. See illustration on our website. £50.00
428. CANNON (Richard) Historical Record of the 70th or The Surrey Regiment of Foot: Containing an Account of the
Formation of the Regiment in the Year 1758 & of its subsequent services to 1848. 1st Ed., xxxvii+21pp., col. plate. Parker.
1849.
Orig. red cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website.
£35.00
429. CARMAN (William Y., FSA, FRHS) Light Horse Volunteers & Mounted Rifle Volunteers 1869-1901. 1st Ed.,
x+188pp., 76 plates (some col.). Barton-on-Sea: A & J Partnership. 1995.
Details of each regiment with num. photos. of uniforms in wear, badges, col. plates &c. Deluxe full green morocco, gilt,
VG & signed by the author. See illustration on our website.
£25.00
430. CHALMERS (T.) Ed. A Saga of Scotland: History of the 16th Battalion The Highland Light Infantry (City of
Glasgow Regiment). 1st Ed., xvi+174pp., 28 plates (inc. maps). Glasgow: McCallum & Co. [1930].
F&F from Nov. 1915 inc. 1/7/16 at Beaumont Hamel, the epic of Munich Trench &c. Nominal rolls, casualties, awards.
Orig. blue cloth, gilt, little marked & worn, about VG. See illustration on our website.
£45.00

431. CHURTON (Lt.-Col. W.A.V., DSO, TD) The War Record of the 1/5th (Earl of Chester’s) Bn. The Cheshire Regiment
August 1914-June 1919. 1st Ed., vii+130pp., 4to, 17 plates, 16 fldg. maps. Chester: Phillipson & Golder. 1920.
F&F 1915, 5th Div. in Ypres Salient & from 1916 Pioneer Bn. 56th (London) Div., Somme (Gommecourt), Arras, 3rd
Ypres, Cambrai &c. Fine history. Roll of Hon., officers’ services, awards. Orig. red cloth, VG & rare. See illustration on our
website.
£120.00
432. COPE (Sir William, late Lt.) The History of the Rifle Brigade (The Prince Consort’s Own), Formerly the 95th. 1st Ed.,
xxvi+537pp., 5 col. plates of uniforms, 16 maps/plans. Chatto & Windus. 1877.
Standard, definitive history of the RB from raising in 1800-1874 inc. extensive services in Peninsula & Waterloo, Kaffir
Wars, Crimea, Indian Mutiny, Ashanti 1873-74. Awards roll. Orig. green cloth, very neatly rebacked with orig. sp. laid down &
VG thus. See illustration on our website.
£145.00
433. CURTIS (Col. W.P.S.) Comp. A Rifle Brigade Who’s Who 1905-1963. 1st Ed., 98pp. Winchester, for the Regt. 1964.
Biographical & service details, incl. promotions, campaign service & medal entitlements of all officers who held regular
commissions during this period. Orig. green cloth, silver gilt, sp. sl. rubbed o/w VG. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
434. DEAN (Arthur) & GUTTERIDGE (Eric W.) The Seventh Battalion A.I.F., Resume of Activities of the Seventh
Battalion in the Great War 1914-1918. 1st Ed., 191pp., portrait frontis., 2 other portraits, 6 sketch maps. Melbourne: W. & K.
Purbrick. 1933.
Gallipoli then Western Front, complete nominal roll with honours & casualties. “This is the well produced history of a Bn.
raised in August 1914 which went on to become one of the most highly decorated in the 1st AIF (it gained four VCs at Lone
Pine)...” - Perkins. Orig. brown cloth, covered in clear plastic, VG thus & rare. See illustration on our website.
£250.00
435. DIFFORD (Capt. Ivor D.) The Story of the 1st Battalion Cape Corps (1915-1919). 1st Ed., [xvi]+448pp., aprox. 50
photos., 12 maps. Cape Town: Hortors. nd (c.1921).
Regiment composed of Cape Coloured personnel under white officers in German East Africa Feb. 1916-end of 1917 then
with Expeditionary Force in Egypt & Palestine 1918. Nominal rolls of officers & other ranks, notes on officers’ services, Roll of
Hon., awards. Illus. mainly portraits of officers & NCOs but also several groups, locations of operations &c. Good campaign
maps. Perkins 323 (“A first-class genealogical source, with an attractive presentation.”) Orig. brown & white glazed paper covd.
boards with cloth backstrip, somewhat chipped & rubbed at edges as normal, front inner joint neatly tape repaired, o/w sound &
rare, with typed & author signed presentation label affixed to front paste-down, “To Brig. Gen. H. de C. O’Grady, C.I.E., With
the compliments of Lt. Col. G.A. Morris and officers - 1st Cape Corps.” See illustration on our website.
£175.00
436. DUNN-PATTISON (R.P., late Lt., 91st) The History of the 91st Argyllshire Highlanders, now 1st Bn. Princess
Louise’s (Argyll & Sutherland) Highlanders. 1st Ed., xvi+413pp., lge. 4to, 17 plates, 14 maps. Blackwood. 1910.
From raising through Napoleonic Wars, Kaffir Wars, Indian Mutiny, Zulu War 1879 & Boer War 1899-1902. Various
rolls of casualties, officers &c. appended to most chapters, + officers’ services, various statistics &c. Orig. green cloth, gilt., sp.
dec. with battle honours, very niice, near fine copy. See illustration on our website.
£145.00
437. EDYE (Major L., RMLI) Comp. & Ed. The Historical Records of the Royal Marines, including The Duke of York &
Albany’s Maritime Regiment of Foot, subsequently styled Prince George of Denmark’s Maritime Regiment of Foot. The
First & Second Regiments of Marines, afterwards known as Col. Thomas Brudenell’s Regiment of Marines...&c. Volume
I: 1664-1701. 1st Ed., xxiv+607+lxxxvpp., portrait frontis., 4 col. & 3 b/w plates, map. Harrison & Sons. 1893.
Very detailed on this early period of the Marines’ existence & no further volumes were published. Also including much
detail on appointments of officers & their services. Orig. full blue morocco (superior edition: also issued in blue cloth), gilt, VG,
attractive copy. See illustration on our website.
£120.00
438. ELLIOT (Capt. W.R., MC) The Second Twentieth: Being the History of the 2/20th Bn. London Regiment. 1st Ed.,
xiv+314pp., 3 col. plates, 10 b/w illus., 3 maps. Aldershot: G&P. 1920.
F&F 1916, to Macedonia then Palestine for the capture of Jerusalem &c.then back to France for the Final Advance in
1918. Nominal roll, awards. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG with presentation inscrip. from Douglas Blundell, an officer of the bn. who
is mentioned several times in the text. See illustration on our website.
£60.00
439. ELLIOT (G.F. Scott, formerly Capt.) War History of the 5th Battalion King’s Own Scottish Borderers. 1st Ed.,
xvi+328pp., 45 photos., 17 maps & plans. Dumfries: Robert Dinwiddie, Printer & Publisher. 1928.
With 52nd Div. at Gallipoli from June 1915-evacuation, Palestine (Romani, Gaza &c.), then France & Flanders in 1918.
Roll of Hon., awards, officers list (with details of their services & several named group photos. of the officers). Orig. blue cloth,
gilt, VG & scarce. See illustration on our website.
£120.00
440. FARMER (H.G., MA, PhD, DLitt.) History of the Royal Artillery Band 1762-1953. 1st Ed., xiv+482pp., 40 illus. RA
Institution. 1954.
Entirely reworked & brought up to date from the author’s first history that preceded this one by 50 years. Ortog. blue
cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website.
£15.00
441. FARNDALE (Gen. Sir Martin, KCB) History of the Royal Regiment of Artillery: The Western Front 1914-1918. 1st
Ed., x+421pp., 49 photos., 41 maps. VG in dw. RA Inst. 1986.
Detailed & acclaimed history covering operations, tactical & technological innovation &c. Lengthy appendices include
Order of Battle, organisation of Heavy & Field Artillery in France, ditto of AA Artillery, Trench Mortars &c. Much sought-after.
VG in dw with author presentation inscrip. See illustration on our website.
£60.00
442. FARRELL (FrEd. A.) The 51st (Highland) Division: War Sketches. With an Introduction by Neil Munro. 30pp.
letterpress followed by 63 plates (of which 8 are colour), each preceded by an un-numbered text leaf giving a full account of the
event/place/individual depicted, map. Edinburgh: Jack. 1920.
Farrell was attached to Div. HQ as an official war artist in 1918 & most of his evocative sketches depict 1918 operations,
although he also includes landscapes of locations where earlier battles took place. Orig. dec. wheat cloth, covs. little marked o/w
VG & scarce. See illustration on our website.
£65.00
443. FERGUSON (Capt. D., MC) The History of the Canterbury Regiment , N.Z.E.F., 1914-1919. 1st Ed., xi+364pp.,
portrait frontis., 42 photos. (mostly portraits of award winners), 25 fldg. maps. Auckland: W&T. 1921.
Gallipoli 1915 & France 1916-18 inc. Somme 1916, Messines & Passchendaele, Somme & Final Advance 1918, &c. Roll
of Hon., awards. “An admirable history... contains especially good accounts of the regts. battles [on the Western Front] all written
in a clear & interesting style.” - Perkins. Orig. wheat cloth, very nice copy & scarce thus. See illustration on our website.. £95.00

444. GILLON (Capt. S.) The Story of the 29th Division. 1st Ed., xv+276pp., 3 portraits, 12 fldg. maps. Nelson. 1925.
The only regular formation to take part in the Gallipoli campaign (Lancashire Landing &c.), followed by extensive service
on the Western Front 1916-18 inc. Somme, Monchy, Ypres, Cambrai &c. Orig. wheat cloth, blocked black & red, lacking ffep,
minor wear, about VG. See illustration on our website.
£50.00
445. GODFREY (Major F.A., MC) The History of the Suffolk Regiment 1946-1959. 1st Ed., xii+276pp., 50 photos., 5 maps.
VG ex-lib. in dw. Cooper. 1988.
Inludes Palestine, Malaya 1949-53, Cyprus. Roll of Hon., awards. VG ex-lib. in unmarked dw. See illustration on our
website.
£15.00
446. GOULD (R.W.) & SMITH (S.K.) The Story of the Fighting 26th: New Brunswick’s One Infantry Unit in the Greatest
War of all the Ages. 1st Ed., large format., orig. dec. wraps., 48pp. (inc. adverts at end), approx. 66 portraits. Montreal Standard.
nd (c.1920).
Material gathered from the Montreal Standard relating to the battalion’s service in France & Flanders 1916-18 (St. Eloi &
Vimy Ridge, Passchendaele 1917 &c.), with nominal rolls of original members & various drafts (which include a note of their
next of kin). Chipped & stained but sound & scarce. See illustration on our website.
£125.00
447. GRAVE (L.W. de) The War History of the Fifth Battalion The Sherwood Foresters, Notts. & Derby Regiment 19141918. 1st Ed., xxiv+228pp., 17 plates., 9 maps. Derby: Bemrose. 1930.
Very detailed & very scarce, appealing history, Western Front throughout the war inc. 2nd Ypres, Loos, Gommecourt
1/7/16 &c. Roll of Hon., awards. Orig, maroon cloth, gilt, VG with bn. patch decoration on front board. See illustration on our
website.
£125.00
448. HILLS (Capt. J.D., MC) The Fifth Leicestershire: A Record of the 1/5th Bn. The Leicestershire Regiment TF During
the War 1914-1919. 1st Ed., [x]+379pp., 13 plates, 7 maps. Loughborough: The Echo Press. 1919.
Outstandingly detailed bn. history: France & Flanders 1915-19 with a brief respite in Marseilles when they were
earmarked for the Middle East but turned around & sent back to Flanders. Orig. wheat pictorial boards, VG & scarce. See
illustration on our website.
£65.00
449. JERROLD (Douglas) The Royal Naval Division. 1st Ed., xix+368pp., portrait, 23 plates, 8 fldg. maps. Hutchinson. 1923.
Excellent history of the 63rd RN Div., in which author served with Hawke Bn. at Antwerp in 1914, Gallipoli & on the
Western Front 1916-18. “It is fitting that a division which had more celebrated writers, both of poetry & prose, in its ranks than
probably any other should have had a historian who is an accomplished writer... Mr Jerrold records the doings of the division in
each theatre equally well” - Falls (awarding two stars). Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG, nice copy with publisher’s 4pp. prospectus for
the work loosely inserted. See illustration on our website.
£95.00
450. JOHNSON (Lt.-Col. R.M.) 29th Divisional Artillery War Record & Honours Book 1915-1918. 1st Ed. , 235pp., one
illus. Woolwich: RA Inst. 1921.
Concise War Diary account of services at Gallipoli & Western Front, + casualty list, awards, officers’ services. Orig.
wraps., very nice clean & near fine copy. See illustration on our website.
£45.00
451. KIPLING (Rudyard) The Irish Guards in the Great War. 1st Ed., 2 Vols., xvi+344 & vi+310pp., 11 maps. Macmillan.
1923.
Vol. I, 1st Bn., Vol. II, 2nd Bn. Roll of Hon., awards. Orig. red cloth, gilt, little speckled, o/w VG. See illustration on our
website.
£60.00
452. LIMB (Lt. A.) History of the 10th Battalion A.I.F. Facsimile reprint of 1919 1st Ed. (with Preface by the author’s greatnephew), 107pp., portrait frontis., 44 photos., 4 maps (3 fldg.). Perth. 1988.
Served in Egypt, Gallipoli, France & Belgium. Roll of Hon. (Western Front only) & awards. Good quality reprint (300
copies only) with the useful addition of an index. Orig. maroon cloth, gilt, covd. in clear plastic, VG thus. See illustration on our
website.
£75.00
453. LOCK (C.B.L.) The Fighting 10th: Souvenir of the 10th Battalion, A.I.F., 1914-1918. 1st Ed., viii+320pp. Adelaide:
Webb & Son. 1936.
Formed in 1914, landed at ANZAC 25/4/15 & afterwards on the Western Front 1916-18 inc Bullecourt & Passchendaele.
Detailed records of officers’ services, awards, bn. nominal rolls & Roll of Hon. “This book contains a great deal of biographical
information... The style is unusual but certainly informative” - Perkins 644. Orig. red cloth, blocked in black, errata slip bound in,
chipped/torn at head of sp. o/w VG with ink inscrip. “To the Manchester Regiment with the Compliments of the Comaning
Officer and the officers of the 10th Battlion (Adelaide Rifles) Adelaide South Australia 10.8.38.” See illustration on our
website.
£225.00
454. LOWE (Lt.-Col. W.D., DSO, MC) War History of the 18th (S) Bn. Durham Light Infantry. 1st Ed., xix+205pp., 15
plates, fldg. map in end-pocket. OUP. 1920.
Egypt 1915-16 & Western Front 1916-18. Roll of Hon., awards, officers &c. Orig. green cloth, gilt, VG, very nice copy &
scarce. See illustration on our website.
£75.00
455. MACDONALD (Capt. R.J., RA) Comp. & Illus. The History of the Dress of the Royal Regiment of Artillery 1625-1897.
1st Ed., xx+154pp., 4to, 25 col. plates., num. sketches. Sotheran. 1899.
Detailed work noted for the colour plates. Sketches & plates of RA uniforms & accoutrements supplemented by rextracts
from orders &c. relating to dress. Orig. blue printed paper covd. boards, vellum bacsktrip, little soiled & worn, some tape residue
to eps, overall VG. See illustrations on our website.
£45.00
456. MACLEOD (Lt.-Col. N., CMG, DSO) War History of the 6th (Service) Bn. Queen’s Own Cameron Highlanders. 1st
Ed., xv+159pp., 4to, 15 illus., 12 fldg. maps. VG in dw. Blackwood. 1934.
15th (Scottish) Div. inc. Loos; Somme; Arras; 3rd Ypres &c. Roll of awards, officers’ services. Marvellous fldg. maps.
Orig. green cloth, gilt, near fine & very scarce, especially in this condition in dw. See illustration on our website.
£145.00
457. MAGNUS (Laurie) The West Riding Territorials in the Great War. 1st Ed., xv+326pp., 26 photos., sketches &c., 16
maps & plans. Kegan Paul. 1920.
49th & 62nd Divisions & other TF troops from the West Riding on the Western Front. Contains many interesting episodes
& roll of some 3400 honours & awards. Orig. red cloth, gilt, cloth somewaht worn but sound throughout with ownership inscrip.
of Sidney Lawton, 403574 Sgt. 1/2nd West Riding Df. Amb. See illustration on our website.
£45.00

458. MANNING FOSTER (A.E.) The National Guard in the Great War 1914-1918. 1st Ed., xv+304pp., 4to, num. portraits,
photos. & sketches. Cope & Fenwick. 1920.
History of this mainly London based home defence volunteer organisation, with details of all branches (engineers, medical
&c.), their training camps & other activities, with
num. portraits of officers &c. Orig. red cloth, gilt, somewhat worn but entirely sound ex-IWM lib. Scarce. See illustration
on our website.
£60.00
459. MAURICE (Maj.-Gen. Sir Frederick, KCMG) The History of the Scots Guards: From the Creation of the Regiment to
the Eve of the Great War. 1st Ed., 2 Vols., xxii+410 & xi+394pp., 40 illus. (some col.), 44 maps & plans. C&W. 1934.
Standard detailed history down to 1914: much on Peninsula, Waterloo, Crimean & Boer Wars. Officers rolls &c. Orig.
blue cloth, gilt, minor wear, VG. See illustration on our website.
£50.00
460. MAURICE-JONES (Col. K.W., DSO) The History of the Coast Artillery in the British Army. 1st Ed., xvi+237pp.,
frontis., 6 fldg. maps in end-pocket, 11 in text. RA Inst. 1959.
Coast Artillery worldwide from earliest days to disbanding in 1956. Orig. cloth, VG, minor wear. See illustration on our
website.
£25.00
461. MCCANCE (Capt. S.) History of the Royal Munster Fusiliers. Vol. I: 1652-1860. 1st Ed., [xvi]+254pp., 4to, 5 col.
plates, 31 b/w illus., 20 fldg. maps. Aldershot: G&P. 1927.
Superb history. Raised as the Bengal Europeans, the regt. saw extensive service in India inc. Bhurtpore, Afghan & Sikh
Wars, all of which are covered in good detail, also Burma 1852 & Indian Mutiny. Excellent orig. blue cloth, gilt, bevelled boards,
near fine & scarce. See illustration on our website.
£145.00
462. MCCONACHIE (John) The Student Soldiers. 1st Ed., xv+143pp., approx. 40 illus. VG in dw. Elgin: Moravian Press.
1995.
History of “U” Coy., 4th Gordon Highlanders (TF) [The Aberdeen University Company], with 51st (Highland) Div. in
Flanders from Feb. 1915, in the line at Kemmel, Hill 60, St. Eloi, the Bluff &c. then devastated in diversionary attack at Hooge
25/9/15 (first day of Loos) & lost its unique identity within the BEF. Includes service details of members of the Company. VG in
dw & inscribed by the author to Col. Terry Cave. See illustration on our website.
£30.00
463. MITCHINSON (K.W.) Gentlemen and Officers: The Impact and Experience of War on a Territorial Regiment 19141918. 1st Ed., [318]pp., 32 photos., 10 maps. VG in dw. IWM. 1995.
Detailed study of The London Rifle Brigade (5th Londons) on the Western Front. Roll of Hon., awards, nominal rolls, &c.
Hardback edition, VG in dw. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
464. MITCHINSON (K.W.) & MCINNES (I.) Cotton Town Comrades: The Story of the Oldham Pals Battalion 19141919. 1st Ed., 293pp., illus. throughout, 6 maps. Bayonet Publications. 1993.
24th Bn. Manchester Regiment, Western Front. Nominal rolls, awards, Roll of Hon. Orig. rexine cloth, gilt, VG. See
illustration on our website.
£20.00
465. MOORSOM (Capt. W.S.) Ed. Historical Record of the Fifty-Second Regiment (Oxfordshire Light Infantry)... 17551858. 1st Ed., xvii+455pp., 25 plates (inc. col. maps, plans & uniforms). Bentley. 1860.
India, Peninsula, Waterloo, Mutiny &c. Nominal roll of officers. Orig. red cloth, gilt, fep loose, somewhat rubbed & worn
but sound. See illustration on our website.
£85.00
466. MURPHY (Lt.-Col. C.C.R.) History of the Suffolk Regiment 1914-1927. 1st Ed., 431pp., 10 portraits, 6 illus., 2 maps.
VG in dw. Hutchinson. 1929.
Good history inc. all main fronts & an account of the Suffolk Yeomanry. Orig. red cloth, VG in dw, nice clean copy. See
illustration on our website.
£75.00
467. McMICKING (Maj.-Gen. N.) Comp. Officers of the Black Watch Vol. II: Being a Roll of all Militia, Volunteer,
Reserve, Territorial, Special Reserve, Temporary, Supplementary Reserve, Emergency Commissioned, Short Service &
National Service Officers who have served in the Black Watch. 1st Ed., 134pp., 4to. Perth: Hunter. nd (c.1955).
useful record including service details of non-regular officers inc. all WW1 & WW2 temporary commissions. Orig. green
cloth, gilt, VG ex-lib. See illustration on our website.
£35.00
468. NEVILLE (Capt. J.E.H., MC) History of the 43rd & 52nd (Oxfordshire & Buckinghamshire) Light Infantry in the
Great War. Vol. I: The 43rd L.I. in Mesopotamia & North Russia. 1st Ed., xxiv+461pp., 4to, 25 plates, 27 maps (most fldg.).
Aldershot: G&P. 1938.
The 43rd went in the bag at Kut; the reformed bn. fought on in Mespot. & then in Russia during the intervention. Officers’
services, rolls &c. This volume the only one in the proposed series to appear, detailed & handsome work. Orig. rifle green cloth,
gilt, VG. See illustration on our website.
£100.00
469. NICHOLS (Capt. G.H.F.) The 18th Division in the Great War. 1st Ed., xvi+485pp., 11 illus., 14 sketch maps, 3 fldg.
maps & trace in end-pockets. Blackwood. 1922.
New Army div. commanded by Sir Ivor Maxse from 1914-16 when he went to XVIII Corps. Much action on the Somme
inc. capture of Trones Wood & Thiepval. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, little rubbed & worn but sound & complete. See illustration on
our website.
£85.00
470. OWEN (Peter F.) To the Limit of Endurance: A Battalion of Marines in the Great War. 1st Ed., xv+248pp., 35 photos.,
12 maps. VG in dw. College Station: Texas A&M Univ. Press. 2007.
2nd Bn. 6th Regt. US Marines in training & on the Western Front 1917-18 inc. Soissons, Bellau Wood, &c. VG in dw.
See illustration on our website.
£15.00
471. ROBERTS (Capt. E.H.G., MC & Bar) The Story of the 9th King’s in France. 1st Ed., 133pp. Liverpool: Northern
Publishing. 1922.
9th Bn. King’s Liverpool Regt. (TF), France from March 1915: Aubers Ridge; Loos; Somme; Ypres; Cambrai, &c. Hons.
& awards. Orig. green cloth, VG. See illustration on our website.
£45.00
472. SHAKESPEAR (Lt.-Col. J., CMG, CIE, DSO) The Thirty-Fourth Division 1915-1919: Its Career from Ripon to the
Rhine. 1st Ed., viii+328pp., 7 photos., 15 fldg. maps. Witherby. 1921.
K3: F&F from Jan. 1916 inc. Somme, Arras, Hargicourt, Poelcapelle, March Offensive, the Advance in Flanders, Aug.Nov. 1918. Orig. dec. cloth, VG. See illustration on our website.
£65.00

473. SPAIGHT (Robin) British Army Divisions in The Great War 1914-1918: A Check List. 1st Ed., [ii]+49pp., A4 dup. ts.,
ringbound. Privately produced by R.H.S. Spaight. 1978.
Remains the only 1914-18 divisional bibliography; a useful source also containing the background & services of each
division, lists of the Regular, TF & New Army divs., &c. See illustration on our website.
£15.00
474. STACKE (Capt. H. FitzM.) The Worcestershire Regiment in the Great War. 1st Ed., xxx+667pp., 4to, 38 photo. plates,
22 drawings, 127 maps & plans. Kidderminster: Cheshire & Sons. 1928.
Detailed history of twelve bns. on active service inc. all main battles on Western Front, Gallipoli, Mesopotamia & Italy.
Roll of Hon., awards &c. The most ambitious 1914-18 history in terms of scale, bulk & maps; an immense volume printed on art
paper, far too heavy for the cloth used in the original binding: this copy rebound in very solid green binder’s cloth with gilt title to
spine, ex-IWM lib. (withdrawn stamp to paste-down), lacking title page o/w VG. See illustration on our website.
£145.00
475. STORY (Col. H.H., MC) History of the Cameronians (Scottish Rifles) 1910-1933. 1st Ed., xvi+430pp., col. frontis., 51
photos., 19 fldg. maps (inc. one in end-pocket). VG in chipped/torn dw. For the Regt. 1961.
Excellent, detailed history, largely Western Front also Gallipoli, Palestine, Salonika & Kurdistan 1923. Good illus. &
maps inc. several copies of trench maps. Orig. green cloth, gilt, VG in chipped/torn dw. Exceedingly scarce & unusual in dw. See
illustration on our website.
£175.00
476. THOMPSON (Lt.-Col. R.R.) The Fifty-Second (Lowland) Division 1914-1918. 1st Ed., xvi+610pp., col. frontis., 40
plates, 15 fldg. maps. Glasgow: Maclehose. 1923.
Detailed & uncommon history inc. Gallipoli & Palestine then France in 1918. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG, nice clean copy.
See illustration on our website.
£65.00
477. TYNDALE-BISCOE (Maj. A.S.) The Story of “F” Troop Royal Horse Artillery. New Ed. (revised), 84pp., 8 plates, 2
fldg. maps. Aldershot: May. 1932.
Mahratta Wars, Burma 1824-26, Afghan & Sikh Wars, Indian Mutiny, NWF 1897, Western Front 1914-18. Rolls of
officers & WOs, Old Comrades roll &c. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website.
£60.00
478. VEITCH (Major E. Hardinge, MC, TD) 8th Bn. The Durham Light Infantry 1793-1926. 1st Ed., xvi+281pp., 4to, portrait
frontis., 17 plates, 18 maps in end-pocket. Durham: J.H. Veitch & Sons Ltd. [1926].
Almost entirely WW1, Western Front 1914-18 inc. 2nd Ypres, Somme, Arras, 3rd Ypres &c. Nominal roll, Roll of Hon.,
awards. Orig. green cloth, blocked in black, VG & scarce. See illustration on our website.
£125.00
479. WEATHERBE (Major K.) Comp. From Rideau to the Rhine & Back: The 6th Field Company & Battalion Canadian
Engineers in the Great War. 1st Ed., xiv+519pp., numerous photos., 27 maps (many being reproductions of trench maps).
Toronto: Hunter-Rose. 1928.
Ypres Salient, Somme &c. Excellent, highly detailed history with good illus. of places & personalities. Nominal roll.
Perkins 131 (“...a very complete history...”). Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website.
£35.00
480. WEBER (Col. W.H.F., CMG, DSO) A Field Artillery Group in Battle: A Tactical Study Based on the Actions of 2nd
Brigade, R.F.A., during the German Offensive, 1918, the 100 Days’ Battle & the Battle of Cambrai, 1917. 1st Ed.,
[vii]+164pp., 10 fldg. maps. Woolwich: RA Institution. 1923.
Superb work based on author’s personal experience of these operations, packed with interesting detail. Excellent large
folding maps. Orig. blue cloth, somewhat worn, near VG & rare original edition. See illustration on our website.
£95.00
481. WEIR (Alec) Come on Highlanders: Glasgow Territorials in the Great War. 1st Ed., xvi+413pp., 31 photos., several
maps. VG in dw. Stroud: Sutton. 2005.
1/9th (Glasgow Highland) Bn. HLI on the Western Front: Neuve Chapelle, Festubert, Loos 1915, Somme 1916, Arras &
Ypres 1917, &c. Nominal roll of all who served in the bn. VG in dw. See illustration on our website.
£15.00
482. WILLIAMS (Col. G., OBE) Citizen Soldiers of the Royal Engineers Transportation and Movements & the Royal
Army Service Corps 1859 to 1965. 1st Ed., [xii]+196pp., 30 illus. Inst. of Royal Corps of Transport. c.1967.
Details of the Volunteer, Militia, TF & TA transport units, inc. good coverage of the two world wars. Orig. blue cloth, VG
ex-reference lib. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
483. WYLLY (Col. H.C., CB) History of the Manchester Regiment (Late the 63rd & 96th Foot). Vol. I: 1758-1883 & Vol.
II: 1883-1922. 1st Ed., xiv+293 & xiv+359pp., 4to, 11 col. plates, num. b/w illus., portraits &c. 6 fldg. maps in end-pocket & 7
sketch maps. Forster Groom. 1925.
Superb, substantial history: Both regular Bns. in America, West Indies, Crimea, Boer War & WW1: 1st Bn. Mesopotamia
& Palestine; 2nd Bn. France & Flanders. Roll of Hon., awards, officers’ services &c. Orig. green cloth, Vol. I titled in black; Vol.
II in gilt, near fine thus. See illustration on our website.
£145.00
484. WYLLY (Col. H.C., CB) History of the Queen’s Royal Regiment Vol. VII: 1905-1923. 1st Ed., vi+308pp., 4to, 16 plates,
2 fldg. maps in end-pocket + 8 fldg. maps bound in. Aldershot: G&P. nd (c.1924).
Queen’s (Royal West Surrey) Regt. Two regular & five service bns. served on the Western Front encompassing all main
battles & operations. Territorials served in India & Afghanistan, Gallipoli, Palestine & Mespot. Detailed, handsome & scarce
history, orig. blue cloth, gilt, sp. sunned o/w VG & scarce. Several loosely inserted maps & photos. in this copy. See illustration
on our website.
£90.00
485. WYLLY (Col. H.C., CB) The York & Lancaster Regiment 1758-1919. 2 Vols., 1st Eds., xv+407pp., 17 plates, 17 maps
& xv+303pp., 17 plates, 7 maps. For the Regt. 1930.
Volume I contains both 1st & 2nd regular Bns. (formerly the 65th & 84th) in West Indies, Napoleonic Wars, Indian
Mutiny, Egypt & the Sudan, Boer War & WW1: Western Front & Salonika. Volume II contains the histories of the Territorial &
WW1-raised Service Battalions on the Western Front, Gallipoli (6th [S] Bn.) & Italy 1917-18 (8th [S] Bn.). The second volume is
unaccountably rather scarce. Orig. red cloth, minor wear, VG. Se illustration on our website.
£225.00
486. WYRALL (Everard) The East Yorkshire Regiment in the Great War 1914-1918. 1st Ed., xx+486pp., 12 plates, 15 fldg.
maps. Harrison. 1928.
Largely Western Front. Roll of Hon., awards. Orig. red cloth, gilt, minor wear, VG ex-refrence lib. with minor markings.
See illustration on our website.
£50.00

487. YOUNG (P.J.) Boot & Saddle: A Narrative Record of the Cape Regiment, the British Cape Mounted Riflemen, the
Frontier Armed Mounted Police & the Colonial Cape Mounted Riflemen. 1st Ed., [xvi]+193pp., 7 illus., map. VG in sl.
chipped dw. Cape Town: Maskew Miller. 1955.
Various South African frontier forays inc. Kaffir Wars, Bechuanaland &c., the Boer War & German SW Africa 1914-15.
Several rolls & service records of some officers. Orig. cloth, VG in chipped dw. See illustration on our website.
£75.00

ROLLS OF HONOUR 1914-1918
488. Balliol College War Memorial Book 1914-1919. 1st Ed., 2 Vols., xii+321 & 316pp., 4to, portraits throughout. Glasgow:
MacLehose. 1924.
Superb production with lengthy obits. & full page portraits of some 150 who fell. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG. Scarce. See
illustrations on our website.
£125.00
489. Dulwich College War Record 1914-1919. 1st Ed., xv+414pp., portraits throughout. Dulwich. 1923.
Obits. (& portraits) of 506 who fell, + service roll of a further 2500. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG. See illustrations on our
website.
£65.00
490. George Heriot’s School Roll of Honour 1914-1919. 1st Ed., 279pp., 4to, around 450 portraits.Edinburgh: War Memorial
Committee. 1921.
Roll of 2657 from the Edinburgh school who served, with obits. & portraits of 461 who died. Orig. blue cloth boards with
white cloth backstrip, gilt, VG, nice copy. See illustration on our website.
£85.00
491. Enfield Grammar School Book of Remembrance, The Great War, 1914-1919. Compiled for the Memorial Committee
by Samuel Smith. 1st Ed., 163pp., c.74 portraits. Enfield. nd (c.1920s).
Contains lengthy obits. & portraits of 74 war dead from the school (details of a further 14 who fell could apparently not be
traced). Orig. white cloth boards with red cloth backstrip, gilt to front, VG & rare. See illustrations on our website.
£125.00
492. IRELAND: Our Heroes. Facsimile reprint of 1916 1st Ed., [42]+243pp., 4to, approx. 1000 portraits. LSE. nd (c.1986).
Good quality & scarce hardback reprint contains details (& around 1000 portraits) of officers of Irish regiments & Irish
officers of English regiments killed or decorated between Aug. 1914 & July 1916. Fully indexed. Red cloth, gilt, VG. See
illustrations on our website.
£65.00
493. KNIGHT (E.F.) The Union Castle & The War 1914-1919. 1st Ed., 63pp., 4to, col. frontis. & illus. in text. Union Castle.
1920.
The shipping line’s war record with Roll of Hon., awards. VG ex-reference lib. See illustration on our website. £25.00
494. RNAS/RFC/RAF/WRAF/AFC: HOBSON (Chris) Comp. Airmen Died in the Great War 1914-1918: The Roll of
Honour of the British & Commonwealth Air Services of the First World War. 1st Ed., xxiv+446pp. VG in dw. Hayward.
1995.
Details of all 9,352 WW1 Allied air casualties, noting where buried/commemorated &c., also chronological & unit rolls.
VG in dw. See illustration on our website.
£30.00
495. STONYHURST COLLEGE: IRWIN (F.) Stonyhurst War Record: A Memorial of the Part Taken by Stonyhurst
Men in the Great War. 1st Ed., xxxvi+442pp., 4to, portraits, maps &c. Near fine in dw. The College. 1927.
Substantial & very scarce roll with very detailed obits. + portraits of 167 who fell & war services of all others. Orig. dec.
cloth, minor wear, VG & interesting copy with presentation bookplate, signed, with typed details, “To Brig.-Gen. E. Costello VC,
CVO, CMG, DSO From the Rector of Stonyhusrt College.” See illustrations on our website.
£145.00
496. STROUD: The Stroud District & its Part in the Great War 1914-1919: Records from the Parishes of Bisley-withLypiatt, Cainscross, Chalford, Cranham, Horsley, King Stanley &c. &c. 1st Ed., 240pp., 15 photos. The “Stroud News”
Pubg. Co. nd (c.1919).
Based on local newspaper files, with a chronology containing mainly details on local casualties, military promotions &c.
as they were reported. This is followed by a complete roll of those on service up to end of 1915 & Rolls of Honour for each of the
parishes. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG & scarce. See illustration on our website.
£65.00

ARMY LISTS & BIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCE
497. ARMY LIST 1820: A List of the Officers of the Army & Royal Marines, on Full & Half Pay: With an Index. Approx.
750pp. inc. index. War Office, 28th Feb., 1820.
Gradation list & regimental listings followed by Half Pay lists of English, Irish & Foreign Half Pay (the latter mainly
King’s German Legion), noting rank in the Army & date of same, plus date when placed on Half Pay. Useful post-Napoleonic
Wars list when many were placed on Half Pay due to reduction of the Army. Contemp. official style full straight grain red
morocco, sp. richly gilt, attractive binding but lower joint cracked, binding still sound & holding together well. See illustration
on our website.
£45.00
498. Harts Army List: The New Annual Army List & Militia List for 1895. Reprint, VG in dw. Dallington: N&M Press.
1998. Regimental listings & War Services of officers &c., including Royal Marines, Ordnance, Indian Staff Corps & Local Indian
Forces. Index. See illustration on our website.
£25.00
499. The Monthly Army List, February 1917. Contemp. cloth with paper covd. boards, sp. tape repaired, worn but sound. See
illustration on our website.
£35.00
500. The Monthly Army List, October 1919. Contemp. brown buckram, VG. Note: The Monthly Army Lists up to the end of
1920 continue to include temporary officers commissioned during WW1, & of course some were still receiving promotions &
changes in appointments during this immediate post-war period. See illustration on our website.
£30.00
501. The Monthly Army List, Supplements, List of Officers of the Regular Army &c. Retired from the Active List...
Orders of Knighthood, Foreign Orders &c., January, April & July 1919. Contemp. brown buckram, VG. These Supplements
contain lists of holders of DSO, foreign orders & decorations, soldiers’ balances undisposed of, &c. See illustration on our
website.
£25.00

502. The Monthly Army List, Supplements, List of Officers of the Regular Army &c. Retired from the Active List...
Orders of Knighthood, Foreign Orders &c., October 1919. Contemp. brown buckram, VG. This Supplement contains lists of
holders of DSO, foreign orders & decorations, soldiers’ balances undisposed of, &c. See illustration on our website.
£10.00
503. The Monthly Army List, March 1920. Contemp. brown buckram, VG. Note: The Monthly Army Lists up to the end of
1920 continue to include temporary officers commissioned during WW1, & of course some were still receiving promotions &
changes in appointments during this immediate post-war period. See illustration on our website.
£25.00
504. The Monthly Army List, July 1920. Contemp. brown buckram, VG. Note: The Monthly Army Lists up to the end of 1920
continue to include temporary officers commissioned during WW1, & of course some were still receiving promotions & changes
in appointments during this immediate post-war period. See illustration on our website.
£25.00
505. The Monthly Army List, December 1920. Contemp. brown buckram, VG. Note: The Monthly Army Lists up to the end of
1920 continue to include temporary officers commissioned during WW1, & of course some were still receiving promotions &
changes in appointments during this immediate post-war period. See illustration on our website.
£25.00
506. The Monthly Army List for October, 1895. Regimental listings for the regular Army, Volunteer Battalions, SergeantMajors, plus list of the Indian Staff Corps, officers on retired pay, &c., with Index. Orig. red cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on
our website.
£25.00
507. History of Services of Gazetted Officers Employed Under the Government of the N.-W.P. & Oudh. Corrected up to
1st January 1880. Compiled in the Govt. Sectt., N.-W.P. & Oudh, Allahabad. Facsimile reprint of 1880 1st Ed., [iii]+vi+235pp.
Polstead: Hayward. 1986.
Very detailed statements of the services of ICS, Police, Medical &c. branches then serving, many with war servive in
various campaigns. Green cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. £35.00
508. The East India Register & Directory for [June] 1836; Containing Complete Lists of the Company’s Servants, With
their Respective Appointments, With Indexes to the Same, & Lists of Casualties. Regulations & Instructions respecting
the Appointments of Writers, Cadets & Assistant Surgeons... &c., ... Births, Marriages & Deaths in India... Compiled by
Permission of the E.I.C. From the Official Returns Received at the East India House. 2nd Ed. fot the year, corrected to 1st
June 1836. xl+275+168+141pp., + advert leaves. Printed by Cox & Son. 1836.
Separate listings for each Presidency (Bengal, Madras & Bombay) each part with Civil & Military indices & each part
with Births, Marriages & Deaths. Also the Company’s Establishments at Singapore & Malacca, + list of holders of the
Company’s stock. Attractive recent half calf, marbled paper covd. boards, VG. See illustration on our website.
£125.00
509. AS ABOVE: for [May] 1845. 2nd Ed. for the year, xlviii+305+180+152pp., + advert. leaves. W.H. Allen & Co. 1845.
Attractive recent half calf, marbled paper covd. boards, VG. See illustration on our website.
£125.00
510. AS ABOVE: for [May] 1849. 2nd Ed. for the year, ciii+270+164+145pp. W.H. Allen & Co. 1849.
Attractive recent half calf, marbled paper covd. boards, VG. See illustration on our website.

£125.00

511. AS ABOVE: for [January] 1852. 1st Ed. for the year, civ+273+163+145pp., + advert. leaves. W.H. Allen & Co. 1852.
Older qtr. leather with red cloth covd. boards, VG. See illustration on our website.
£125.00
512. AS ABOVE: for [May] 1854. 2nd Ed. for the year, c+273+163+145pp., + advert. leaves. W.H. Allen & Co. 1854.
Attractive recent half calf, marbled paper covd. boards, VG. See illustration on our website.
£125.00
513. AS ABOVE: for [May] 1859. 2nd Ed. for the year, lviii+300+185+138pp. W.H. Allen & Co. 1859.
Attractive recent half calf, marbled paper covd. boards, VG. See illustration on our website.

£125.00

514. AS ABOVE: for [January] 1860. 1st Ed. for the year, lviii+301+186+138pp., + advert. leaves. W.H. Allen & Co. 1860.
Attractive recent half calf, marbled paper covd. boards, VG. See illustration on our website.
£125.00
515. AS ABOVE: January, 1861. 1st Ed. for the year, xxxii+539pp., + advert. leaves. W.H. Allen & Co. 1861.
Attractive recent half calf, marbled paper covd. boards, VG. See illustration on our website.

£125.00

516. AS ABOVE: January, 1862. 1st Ed. for the year, xxviii+538pp., + advert. leaves. W.H. Allen & Co. 1862.
Separate listings for each Presidency (Bengal, Madras & Bombay) each part with Civil & Military indices. Contains both
Civil & Military establishments, inc. regular, local & irregular corps, commissariat, medical &c. Lists of commanders & staff,
regimental listings inc. date of rank in the regiment & army, remarks (furlough, extra-regimental appointments &c.). Attractive
recent half calf, marbled paper covd. boards, VG. See illustration on our website.
£125.00
517. A List of the Officers of His Majesty’s Royal Marine Forces, on Full & Half Pay; with An Index. 1826. Admiralty
Office, 1st January, 1826. 47pp. + 13pp. index. Printed by Henry Teape, Tower Hill. 1826.
List for the Royal Marines noting each officer’s Division, rank in the Corps & Army, & for retired officers, date of
retirement or when placed on half pay. Nice copy, contemp. dec. red straight grain morocco boards, neat later red calf sp., gilt,
marbled end-papers, aeg, VG thus ex-Naval & Military Library & Museum [later RUSI] with armorial bookplate noting
presentation by John Dyer Esqre., Admiralty. See illustration on our website.
£75.00
518. The Navy List for June 1911, Corrected to the 18th May 1911. Royal Navy & Royal Marines, seniority lists + full ship
listings (noting appointments in the ship &c.), complete with alphabetical listing of all officers. Also lists of Coastguards, RNR,
RNVR &c. Later rexine. gilt to sp., about VG.
£20.00
519. BURKE (Sir Bernard) A Genealogical & Heraldic History of the Peerage & Baronetage, The Privy Council,
Knightage & Companionage, New Ed., approx. 3000pp/, line drawings of num. armorial bearings. Harrison & Sons. 1921.
Ex-reference lib. in later maroon cloth, VG thus. See illustration on our website.
£45.00
520. WALFORD (E.) Walford’s County Families of the United Kingdom or Royal Manual of the Titled & Untitled
Aristocracy of England, Wales, Scotland & Ireland, containing a brief notice of the descent, birth, marriage, education &
appointments of each person, his heir apparent or presumptive, as also a record of the offices which he has hitherto held,
together with his town address, country residence & clubs. 1868. 4th Ed., greatly enlarged, approx. 1500pp. Robert
Hardwicke. 1868.
Immensely useful reference as it contains family details of large numbers of minor landed gentry &c. not included in the
grander social directories. Ex-refernce lib., sound copy in later red lib. cloth. See illustration on our website.
£35.00

521. AS ABOVE: 1888. 28th annual publication: approx. 1500pp. Chatto & Windus. 1888.
Immensely useful reference as it contains family details of large numbers of minor landed gentry &c. not included in the
grander social directories. Somewhat worn but sound ex-refrence lib. in orig. dec. red cloth. See illustration on our website. £45.00
522. AS ABOVE: 1902. 42nd annual publication: approx. 1500pp. Chatto & Windus. 1902.
Immensely useful reference as it contains family details of large numbers of minor landed gentry &c. not included in the
grander social directories. Somewhat worn but sound ex-ref. lib. in orig. dec. red cloth. See illustration on our website. £45.00
523. AS ABOVE: 1906. 46th annual publication: approx. 1500pp. Spottiswoode & Co. 1906.
Immensely useful reference as it contains family details of large numbers of minor landed gentry &c. not included in the
grander social directories. Somewhat worn but sound ex-ref. lib. in orig. dec. red cloth. See illustration on our website. £45.00
524. AS ABOVE: 1915. 55th annual publication: approx. 1500pp. Spottiswoode & Co. 1915.
Immensely useful reference as it contains family details of large numbers of minor landed gentry &c. not included in the
grander social directories. Somewhat worn but sound ex-ref. lib. in orig. dec. red cloth. See illustration on our website. £45.00

MISCELLANEOUS
525. Regulations for His Majesty’s Colonial Service. For Official Use. Orig. blue printed paper wraps., 138pp. Printed by
Darling & Son Ltd. for HMSO. 1908.
Issued by the Colonial Office, containing details of officers’ appointments, salaries, discipline, orders of precedence,
medals & decorations, salutes, regulations for official correspondence, financial accounts &c., plus appendices & index. 1000
copies printed. See illustration on our website
£35.00
526. Maj.-Genl. J.N. Thomson, DSO, MC, psc, ADC to the King, Deputy Master-General of the Ordnance, India, 19431946, formerly RA: Lecture notes/papers from Staff College, Camberley, 1921. Approx. 200pp. foolscap, handwritten notes
& papers, plus dup. typescript directing staff exam. papers, instructional notes, guidance &c., together with several fldg. maps, all
retained by cord in contemp. lecture note book.
Thomson was a Major when he attended the Staff College in 1921, following distinguished service with the RFA in WW1
for which he had received the DSO & MC. The range of material studied demonstrates the overall nature of the Staff College
course, from recent operational experience on several fronts in WW1 to possible reorganisation of the infantry, the use of various
arms, manpower, NWF fighting, &c. Instructors’ comments on Thomson’s papers are almost invariably positive & encouraging,
but with some interesting suggestions for modifications. Includes his paper plus staff notes & fldg. maps for An Appreciation of
the Situation on the Western Front on 1st May 1918; an Indoor Exercise on North-West Frontier Warfare (for which the
instructor was Brig. J.P. Villiers-Stuart); Organisation of the British Infantry; The Value of the Creeping Barrage in Mobile
Warfare; A war game, with appreciation of the imaginary situation; Minor Administrative Problems; papers on situations in
Palestine & Mesopotamia; The Tactical Results of a thick mist such as obtained in France during the initial stages of the German
attack on 21st march 1918,l &c. VG. Interesting & absorbing notes. See illustrations on our website.
£145.00
527. ATKIN (Ronald) Maintain the Right: The Early History of the North West Mounted Police, 1873-1900. 1st Ed.,
400pp., 34 illus., 3 sketch maps. VG in dw. Macmillan. 1973.
Law & order in the Canadian west, 1873-1900. VG in dw. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
528. BRASSEY (Sir Thomas, KCB, MP, MA) The British Navy: Its Strength, Resources & Administration. Vol. II, Part II:
Miscellaneous Subjects Connected with Ship-building for the Purposes of War. 1st Ed., xvi+421pp., 2 full page engravings
(the Cunard steamer ‘Servia’ & the Allan Line steamer ‘City of Rome’), 111 sketches/diagrams in text. Longmans, Green & Co.
1882.
Scarce & detailed study inc. Armour & Armour Experiments; Guns & Gunnery; Torpedoes & Torpedo Boats - each part
containing much close detail on current developments & various types of weapons & other mattter. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG &
rare. See illustration on our website.
£35.00
529. CHILDS (John) Armies & Warfare in Europe 1648-1789. 1st Ed., [vi]+216pp., 5 illus. VG in sl. sunned dw. Manchester
Univ. Press. 1982.
Scholarly study of soldiering in the “age of enlightenment” & the emerging role of the standing army. Rare study. Vg in sl.
sunned dw. See illustration on our website.
£45.00
530. CHILDS (John) The Army, James II, & the Glorious Revolution. 1st Ed., xix+226pp. VG in dw. Manchester Univ.
Press. 1980.
Scholarly study of James II’s Army, its officers & regiments, the purge in Ireland, politics & religion... Now scarce, very
rare study. VG in dw with trace of adhesive sticker to front paste-down. See illustration on our website.
£30.00
531. COLOMB (Rear-Adml. P.H.) Naval Warfare: Its Ruling, Principles & Practice Historically Treated. 1st Ed.,
xii+448pp., 47 maps, plans & sketches. W.H. Allen & Co. 1891.
Historical treatise on (mainly) British naval operations from the days of Henry VIII, with much on Dutch wars of the later
17th Century, Napoleonic wars (with much on the West Indies &c.), American Civil War &c., usefully divided into sibject areas
such as: The Struggle for The Command of the Sea; Attempts to Gain Command of the Sea; Attacks on Territory from the Sea,
&c. Orig. blue cloth, complete with all maps, plans &c. but rather shaken & worn, dampstaining to edges of some leaves &
plates, sound thus. See illustration on our website.
£35.00
532. CREAGH (Sir O’Moore, VC, GCB, GCSI) & HUMPHRIS (E.M.) The V.C. & D.S.O., A Complete Record of All Those
Officers, NCOs & Men of HM Naval, Military & Air Forces who have been awarded these decoration... with biographical
& other details. 1st Ed., 3 Vols., xv+337, [viii]+444 & [viii]+373pp., 1748 portraits. Standard Art Book Co. nd (c.1922).
Magnificent reference on VC & DSO winners, most with biographical notes & service details, citations where known,
many portraits. Deluxe red half morocco binding, gilt, somewhat chipped & pulled at heads of sps. o/w VG thoughout. The
portraits in these original editions are, of course, superior to those in the later reprints. See illustration on our website. £145.00
533. EADE (Charles) Ed. Churchill By His Contempoaries. 1st Ed., 528pp, frontis., 12 plates. Hutchinson. 1953.
WSC recalled by various conremporaies inc. G. Ward Price, Compton Mackenzie, Earl Wintertin, Viscount Simon,
Manny Shinwell, Eisenhowe, Mrs. Roosevelt, Gen. Sir Giffard Martel, Hore-Belisha, A.P. Herbert et al. Orig. blue cloth, gilt,
minor wear, VG, & a rather interesting copy as signed in ink, in 1995, by Anthony Montague Browne [Sir Anthony Arthur
Duncan Montague Browne, KCMG, CBE, DFC], Churchill’s last private secretary & recently (post his death) revealed to be the
biological father of Justin Welby, Archbishop of Canterbury. See illustration on our website.
£25.00

534. EDWARDS (Lt. Cdr. Kenneth, RN) The Grey Diplomatists. 1st Ed., 328pp., 19 photos., 4 maps. VG in sl. worn dw. Rich
& Cowan. 1938.
Influence of navy fleets (particularly the British) post-Versailles. Orig. grey cloth, gilt, VG in sl. worn dw. See illustration
on our website.
£15.00
535. FARRAR-HOCKLEY (Gen. Sir Anthony) Official History, The British Part in the Korean War. Volume I: A Distant
Obligation. [And:] Volume II: An Honourable Discharge. 1st Eds., xxii+512pp., 59 photos., 16 fldg. maps + ep maps &
xx+534pp., 63 photos., 16 fldg. maps + ep map & ep illus. VG in dws. HMSO. 1990/1995..
The British Official History of the Korean War complete in two vols. with excellent maps, illustrations & text. VG in dws.
See illustration on our website.
£100.00
536. GIUSTI (Ernest H.) Mobilization of the Marine Corps Reserve in the Korean Conflict, 1950-1951. 2nd Ed., orig.
printed wraps., vi+80pp., dup. typescript. Washington, DC: Historical Branch, G-3 Division, HQ, U.S. Marine Corps. 1967.
Marine Corps Historical Reference Pamphlet first published in 1951 describing the call-up of USMC reserve units, with
some account of their activities in Korea &c. VG. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
537. GODWIN-AUSTEN (Bt.-Maj. A.R., OBE, MC) The Staff & The Staff College. 1st Ed., xix+323pp., col. frontis., 17
plates. Constable. 1927.
History, ethos & methods of the Staff College. Orig. red cloth, minor wear, VG. See illustration on our website. £20.00
538. HARRIES-JENKINS (Gwyn) The Army in Victorian Society. 1st Ed., xi+320pp. VG ex-lib. in dw. Routledge. 1977.
Social study of the Army’s place in society - crucial but in many quarters despised. VG ex-lib. in unmarked dw. See
illustration on our website.
£15.00
539. HARVEY (David) Monuments to Courage: Victoria Cross Headstones & Memorials. 2 Vols., 1854-1916; 1917-1982.
Introduction by HRH Princess Alexandra & Foreword by Sir Roden Cutler, VC, &c. 1st Ed., 2 Vols., [xxx]+416 & [xii]+433pp.,
several thousand photos. VG in dws. Published On Behalf of the Author by Kevin & Kay Patience. 1999.
Two sumptious, fully illustrated volumes, recording the memorials & graves of VC holders from inception in the Crimean
era to the Falklands War. Photographed & published to an impressively high standard. See illustration on our website. £75.00
540. HOWELL (Raymond C.) The Royal Navy & The Slave Trade. 1st Ed., ix+246pp. VG in dw. Croom Helm. 1987.
Operations on the coasts of Africa, &c. Some annotation to eps o/w VG in dw. See illustration on our website.
£15.00
541. LANGWORTH (Richard M.) A Connoisseur’s Guide to the Books of Sir Winston Churchill. 1st Ed., xi+372pp., num.
illus. VG in dw. Brasseys. 1988.
A fully descriptive guide to WSC’s works & their contents, editions, edition variations &c., illustrated with bindings &
dustwrappers. VG in dw. See illustration on our website.
£25.00
542. LEYLAND (J.) & BRASSEY (T.A.) et al., Eds. The Naval Annual: 1901-1949. A very good & scarce run of 44 Volumes:
1901-1903, 1905-1916 (no volumes published in 1917 & 1918), 1919-1931, 1933, 1935-1949.
These annual surveys & discussions, papers & reports, plus lists of ships in commission, diagrams & notes on the Navies
of the world, including, in the run here offered, such volumes as were published during WW1 (no volumes published in 1917 &
1918) & throughout WW2, 1939-1945, form & invaluable reference on the Navies of the world & their operations between 19001949. Many volumes are scarce & runs such as this, missing just three volumes between 1901-49, are rarely seen. Ex-reference
lib., the 1901 vol. in lib. cloth, rest in orig. publisher’s cloth & VG throughout. See illustrations on our website.
£500.00
543. MAHAN (Capt. A.T., USN) The Life of Nelson, The Embodiment of the Sea Power of Great Britain. 1st UK Ed., 2
Vols., xxvii+454pp., 10 plates, 10 maps & plans & xix+427pp., 9 plates, 10 maps & plans. Sampson Low, Marston & Co. 1897.
Nelson & his campaigns inc. Cape St. Vincent, Aboukir & the Nile, Copenhagen & Trafalgar. Author was President of the
US Naval War College, the premier naval historian of the period. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG indeed, although ex-reference lib.
with minor marks. See illustration on our website..
£30.00
544. MONROE (Elizabeth) Philby of Arabia. 2nd Imp., 332pp., 14 illus., 2 maps. VG in dw. Faber & Faber. 1974.
Life of St John Philby, Arabian explore. VG in dw. See illustration on our website.

£15.00

545. PARKYN (Major H.G.) Shoulder Belt Plates & Buttons. 1st Ed., ix+341pp., illus. VG in dw. Aldershot: G&P. 1956.
Standard work describing & illustrating plates & buttons of all regiments. Orig. red cloth, VG ex-reference lib. with just
one bookplate & unmarked, near fine dw. See illustration on our website.
£20.00
546. SHEFFIELD (G.D.) Ed. Leadership & Command: The Anglo-American Experience Since 1861. 1st Ed., xiii+242pp.,
several portrait. VG in dw. Brasseys. 1997.
Scarce compilation of scholarly articles such as Command in the Late Victorian Army by Ian Beckett; British Generals in
the First World War by John Bourne; Command & Leadership in the Chindit campaigns by David Rooney; Command at Anzio &
in the Falklands - A Personal View by Julian Thompson, &c. VG in dw. See illustration on our website.
£25.00
547. SNAFFLES [Pseud. of PAYNE (Charles Johnson)] I’ve Heard the Revelly. 1st Ed., not paginated, c.80pp., 4to, 5 col.
plates, b/w illus. throughout. VG in dw. Aldershot: G&P. 1953.
Horsey & military themed appealing sketches by the popular artist, many tied-in here with themes from Kipling’s verses.
VG in dw & a very nice copy conatined in the original card box of issue. See illustration on our website.
£45.00
548. SWORD (Edward Roland) The Diary & Despatches of a Military Attaché in Warsaw 1938-1939. 1st Ed., orig.
laminated wraps., 168pp., several portraits & other photos. Polish Cultural Foundation. 2001.
Diary, notes on the Polish campaign 1939, official depatches &c. VG. See illustration on our website.
£15.00
549. TRUETA (J., MD) Treatment of War Wounds & Fractures, With Special Reference to the Closed Method as Used in
the War in Spain. 2nd Imp., xiii+146pp., approx. 50 photos. VG ex-IWM in dw. Hamish Hamilton Medical Books. 1939.
Based on 30 months’ experience during the Spanish Civil War, when thre author was Director of the Dept. of Surgery at
the General Hospital of Catalonia, Barcelona. VG in dw ex-IWM. See illustration on our website.
£15.00
550. VON CLAUSEWITZ (Gen. Carl) On War. New & Revised Ed., 3 Vols., 7th Imp., xxxviii+314, vi+415 & 348pp. VG exlib. in dws. Kegan Paul. 1962.
Classic treatise on the philosophy of war, tactics & strategy. This ed. with intro. & notes by Col. F.N. Maude. Orig. red
cloth, VG ex-reference lib. with just minor markings & unmarked dws. See illustration on our website.
£30.00

